proportionally large.

Hut truth compels
In fact he was
as if made of India rubber stretched out
to a huge length
He ought to have
weighed at least 800 pounds, but he '-nh
weighed 288 pounds. In conwouenee <>t
this want of conformity he was exei ~: v <
Iy awkward, lank and gawky. Only < no
«iutility did hi possess in a larg d. s,r.
and that was his
ability to walk. If
could stoop forward at a he
and start off in his awkward, -hulii:
gait, that rivalled any horse, lie thou-ie
me

Bane System of Winter Feeding.

Va<>

nn,l liv a. T. Kllwvortli, of Burn-.
Mii'.-aoiiusclts Mala Hoard of

;t\

.1

Viniculture.
i! iv.: g considered what we think to be
tin proper method of r: isiug the cow from
ir.d of tying her up, and having
: i he Hour
upon which sin; stands,
i the manger from which .she eats, w e
come now to consider her food
it is not so
: no- manlier of Iceding it.
!: the kind oi foml. or how wc prepare
:ln’ method of giving it, that we are
in regard to the preparation,
lei
..line n-'immiend very highly
\.
,1 food, and claim it to be a great
''Huts give cut teed
!
<:u :-l:ietion: while still others
....
',;,t tl.e common dried fodder pi-opi,
die iiio't economical when the
al
; steaming or cutting is taken into
\\ 11 tin : the steaming ot loot! is
t.ot. wo led sure that it ean0
into gohei al use on account of
t getting and arranging the
|io ;-o
..

1 he same in regard to
relation to the cutting

fixtures

.s.irv
use

i

true

■

stock.

id Ita-ll
Although
tow t xtuios ::i c roijuired. yet it takes
inr: the labor we employ is gen-

it:

f’

\

pi

:

\

:

tin

..

quality and yet

a

nr

so ex-

liat tlie less we needlessly
:siieecsstul will be our
1

n|« -atoms

formerly given

have

fl X
j
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w r-g-J-.i

shall notice

islactory.

rational, ami. I believe,

:i

lot

reason

ments of which g;n>s is composed, by far
tlie larger part is water, whi.-lt must len-

der it tmteh

more bulky than an
equal
bay, and for this reason more

amount ot

is

required to supply the wants ot tlie sysDuring the season, therefore, when

tem.

the enw must live b\ her mvu exertions,
she must labor most of t
time to obtain

b\ continual labor
fied

nan

1

.till

!

pursue in lei ding 1
oar.
;wo!ve
ago. It !>:.< been
lliiviistem.'' and the credit
I
it -jo .! h:.s been given to me.

■!

so well,
and my stock
betto- titan before, that I be11.\ neighbors about it, and the
1 o i- confident
1
So[oo hardly believed ine:

stem

.

1

..

high

i- m

Unit season
i was

is
,a.

ul to;' ye

tl

they

adiipted.

,rs

ago,

vho

was

ot

tak-

then, as
1
o
and as
'a
jo
v through tin* mud,
<w 1 ;cd
my aw... The sy
1 i
.trike 1: in favorably, for
ini', di.iiolv adopted it Intuit
that time, whenever ami
...

lias

about

spoken

Paper

Barrels.

flu-re appears to be no doubt that paper barrels are to collie into extensive use
ns a substitute for those ol wood.
It is
innniicsi that, their form being that ot a

l’lte paper is
pounds inside, pressure.
made waterproof impervious to ait or

moisture, and is tints not liable to absorb
or flavors
peculiar to other articles when stored togethi r in a vessel :
and. being about air-tight. tliev are especially desirable ns a protection against the
insects and vet min which abound in warm
climates, and against loss of Hour or sugar, etc, i.i handling,
lie; are more
manageable, too. than the wooden barrel,
as they roil at a true angle, while the
woo Jci)
barrel, from it' convex shape, is
I he paper
; to t
li iu any direct ion.
fr.'in which the barrel is made is matmlacturcd from wheat straw ; the lumps are
only added lor protection iu rolling, so
that if they become loose, or are even
knocked elf. tin barrel s in no degree imtlie odors

feeding

recommended this sy stem
: 1: ■>
re ated to him.
winter teemng. a> we
n
1 lie poor! :t. is as follow(liler that i \\ ish to feed is
ic
beginning ot each meal,
morning, while the cows are
'oii-iing, 1 commence to milk.
me
llii-v have this two-thirds
:her laddering is given them ol
labH and then the third, which
hay which 1 intend to
as l-cfore, or just previous
i>
\ ei
tiai-idng -T the second foddering,
li rd eg
Ilf* way the cows are kept
v
:
eating, uni will consume all
.m
i iie.lbn; them, leav ing nofehi:
tai
a ! a it manger. I then sweep
ready t feei! : oots, meal &
Then emun immediately.
in
_■
]**!t in<r (,'iit oi. '■ a f<_»\v
\]
i)
that all have a clktvuv
thu- allowing little or no time
ecu
aling and drinking. The stable
a
cleaned, and they are returned as
have drank. They have nolhr.nc
eat until their afternoon meal,
n
commenced at about halt-past
bv feeding, watering, ike,
-ante as in the morning with the e\tie- roots and meal, which is all
:u; time, and that in the mornI milk at night after watering. X’othu
! ■.i :i|t, r w atering, either morning
a.

■

,v

■

evening,

vr

d the eon lias had two
..,i- .ie
]
g ii| meal- h i' drank twice, and lias at
,.-i
ixtei :• ic urs out of the twenty-four
v.
eh to rest and quietly chew her cud.
ows thus tended will eat oiie-k ol
j o, quality f iodder, with
good hay and Very little grain,
health and llcsh, giving
keep in g.
nine
time a good liow ol milk.
I have plenty of hay and rowen, I
>
pith- grain, hut now since wc
\i

:

,ii-c

-I

:

i
■

\

;

■

Ini,| short crops ot hay, 1 use more
1 r a mil'-li ow I feed one quart
I cotton-seed
i:
1 in and me quart
le-ai and two quart* ol short-, with six ot
I Ids will make a good How
! root.■

:

milk with at doing
Hut
t
the co\v.

n

injury in

any manif my object is to
milk at the same time, I

s’

beef and
the Indian meal according
and capacity of the cow.

tk<

•reas

■

to

the

tell a lanner. who leeds three
,!av«. that his rows would do hetwith hut two. lie can hardly believe it.
i1when he eats three tunes him*
f edging of the wants of a cow from

\\ iii
i:
.1

w

n

we

ji,

we

can

readily

why she apday alter she
eating her food

see

to want three meals
aeijuired tlie habit of

es

a

Now il we are
throe different times
meed that tills is a wrong habit, and
sure tliat we know a better,pne, should
: this better one be substituted r A cow
drink more lieartih as soon as sin; has
en a t'i.1 meal ol dried foddei than she
alter she lias begun to chew her cud.

has linished eating.it is natural
r i
chew over this loud to extract
e
It is undoubtedly
nutriment from it.
gut that she should have sufficient time
d" tiiis. If three hours is enough to acli] ;i.-h tiii.s,she should then be fed again;
t if not, why not wait until she lias liui. d
A well-fe l cow will chew her cud
annually for six hours it she is not mo■ed : but should she be offered a good
dderiiig of hay in three hours from the
no she was last fed, she will eat it.
I'he pomt for iisto settle here is, whether
row is better off for
being fed in three
n s, or to wait six, until she has finished
ruing her end, before she is fed again,
■elit-ve that she is better off not to have
fond offered her lor six hours, or be’•vi,-a the morning and afternoon meals,
i a man, now feeding a cow six pounds
the best hay and two quarts of meal
tee times a day in
any form, will try
riling the same amount in two meals, or
one pounds of hay and three quarts of
meal dry, at a time giving what water the
row w ill drink
directly alter eating, cont ailing tin; trial liir two weeks, he will he
i" e
to decide for himself whether two
als i~ as good or better for the cow than
three.
A long experience, with a careful study
the wants and habits of the dairy cow,
ns convinced me that she will consume
same amount of fodder in less time,
bl drink more, be better tilled up, keep
better condition, with less care, and
"A
more milk, than when led three times.
If 1 had but one, or only a lew cows, 1
would give all I wished to feed at one
meal or one foddering, but, for a large
herd, 1 should prefer to give this meal in
three fodderings. The length of time re,uired to feed varies according to the kind
'I tood we are
giving. When it is all
good hay, it will be eaten in less time
than when a part is of a coarse or poor
quality, but in either case the cow will
eat with a good appetite.
As a rule, 1
would say, two hours is sufficient for one
meal, or two and a hall in the mornin,r
and one and a half in the evening, More
time is required in the morning, as the
roots and meal are fed at this time.
My
reason for feeding these in the
morning is
because there is a much longer time between the evening and morning meals,
and the cow is therefore in a better condition to eat a richer and heartier meal.
11 a cow, after
becoming dry, loses llesh,
us she sometimes does before
calving, cspecially when the call is a male, and the
cow a little thin, I feed one or two
quarts
of meal a day.
When there is a great
draft upon the system, as in the case above
mentioned, oat meal, 1 find, is a great help
in restoring it.
The idea that a cow needs only two
meals a day during the winter season, or
as
long as she is kept upon hay or other
dried
(odder, notwithstanding the fact that
she will eat much oftener when
obtaining
her living from the
may appear
pasture,
to the casual
observer, to be contradictory
to itself; hut on a
closer investigation, we
a enw
■

■

Suffering

Tlio

Poor.

l'iii' cold winter lid lowing

1

1

will walk

serene

Low's presence,

«

warm

and

near.

would not make me .-ieep more peacefully
'That thou wert wasting all thv life in wot
I'Vr m\ poor sake; what love thou hast forme.
Bestow it ere 1 go!
It

a

lit

trust,

tangible.

her wants be satis-

different fully withstood all trials as to liability to
adopting
"io he lias generally foi- ; burst,
0: tinhaving been experimented with in
ls tin! very slow to try the c\- l this way to tint extent of four thousand
!:v

Jt thou eanst love another, be it so;
I would not reach out of my
quid grave
l'o bind thy heart, if it should chous, t->po:
hove should not 1m* a slave.

-a

.ii~

st

Death.

Male* me no vows of constancy, dear friend.
To love me. though 1 die, thy whole life long.
A nd lo\ <• no other till thy days shall end,—
Nay it were rash and wrong.

.My placid ghost. I

n

:i

season

s.

closei

v

up-

of lui-cu-s

depression and
producing a good

lack of

enipii ynicnt. is
deal of suffering among the poor and
boring elassi". Many of these make

la-

the

mistake ol supposing that their condition
can he I lettered in the great cities, and
take their nay thither.
The Heston HerMonday makes the following notes

ald ol

this matter—
At the station houses, the only public
places where male wanderers call secure
a
night's lodging, the application.- lor
relief—at all central stations—are very
tar in excess of any means of affording it,
and often the cells would he filled botore
dark should the ottieers allow it.
\ estera lair representative—
day at Station
applications were made long helore .sunset, and candidates continued to arrive,
No less
almost in processions at limes

regarding

—

than tourteen men

for
of two or three
minute:- soon alter sundown
fheir appearam e u.uild indicate a range ut age
between go and
At that time
y ears.
more than half the places which could he

lodgings

within

a

preferred requests

period

occupied
already taken, and the men
a.!'
sent i" more distant stations, where
more modern accommodations and distance from central points rendered their
chances better.
In the early evening ail
cells were lull and new-comers had no alternative but to "move on.”
lb low stairs
in the crowded cell-room, thus metamorphosed it to a dormitory, lho most villainous fumes polluted the air, and the conviction needed no further support that
some ol whom were
men and women
u

ci c

—

not

experiencing

111■

situation lor the lirst

time—who could tints seel; slicker wanted if badly, in one cell were four women
and a little girl of .1 years, In the severe
cold of yesterday morning this little child
in company with om id'the women had
started oil for a walk to Melrose As will
easily, be credited, this walk, attempted
in sheer desperation, was not of long duration. and the pair returned to the station
house, where they remained until this
morning. Thu bare board afforded lor a
lied can only be regarded as a luxury when
compared with what might have been
hud the.journey been pursued
Many ol the lodgers in the ceils were
from distant points, and were getting
their lirst experience id the kind. A blacksmith from ilallowell, a laborer from
North Adams—who walked in Irmn Framthe day y eMerday, a".jumpfront Newlmryport. and a score ol
men from as many different points, told
the same story of scarcity I work at home

ingham during

er'’

and expectations of large!1
in a larger community.

opportunities

Ti:i.k<,kai'ii .Siu;\ni:
lints are not generally supposed to lie ol
any particular use in the ccononij ol nature. unless it he to cat up retusc. make
a noise, or haunt the subti rranean cavities of large cities. A telegraph inspector in England has. however, upon a recent
occasion, proven that the rat as an operator in case of broken wires may be turned
A

ll.vr

in

tiik

good account, it was necessary, says
the Popular .Science Monthly, to overhaul
A
a cable ol wires inclosed in iron tubes.
certain length ol the cable had to be
taken out of the tube, and the men commenced hauling at one end, without having taken the precaution to attach to the
other a wire by which it might be drawn
back alter inspection and repairs. The
question arose how the cable was to be
The inrestored to its proper place.
spector invoked the aid ol a rat-catcher,
and provided with a large rat, a lerret,
and a ball ol string wound on the Morse
paper drum, he repaired to the opening
The “llush-boxes” were
in the tube.
opened, and the rat, with one end of the
string attached to his body, was put into
the pipe, lie scampered away at a racing pace, dragging the twine with him
until he reached the middle of the pipe,
and there stopped. The ferret was then
put in, and off went the rat again, until
lie sprang clear out of the Hush-box.
One length of the cable was thus safe,
and the same operation was commenced
with the other; but the rat stopped short
a few yards from the pipe and boldly
awaited the approach oi the ferret. A
sharp combat ensued, but after sundry
jerks at flic string the combatants separated, the rat making for the other extremity of the pipe, carrying the string
through and relieving the inspector from
his anxiety.
to

There is already a grand rush ol winter
visitors to Florida, and the hotels and
boarding houses are rapidly tilling up.
The Jacksonville papers say that halt a
dozen northern steamboats are to be sent
to St. John’s, and two or three line yachts
(Astor’s and llutler’s included) are to be
there tor the winter. The St. John’s will
be a lively and brilliant winter scene, even
the present winter, and more yachts and
steamers will go there each succeeding
winter.
New hotels are in process of
erection at several points on the river.
Among the prominent arrivals are exTreasurer Spinner and ex-Senator Fenton
of New York. The weather continues free
from morning trost. and the noon
temperature rises daily to about 70
deg. in Jacksonville.

not upon a stone when i am dead
iie praises which remorseful mourners give
To women’> graves—a tardy recompense—
But speak them while I live.
(

.rvc

l

not tie* heavy marble on my head
To '‘hut away the sunshine and the dew :
Lei small blooms grow there, and let grave-,

lb-up

wave.

And rain-drops tiller through.
wilt meet many fairer and more gav
Than 1; but, trust*me, thou eanst never tind
One who will love and serve thee night and day
With u more single mind.
Thou

Forget me when I die! The violets
Above my rest will blossom just a* blue.
Nor miss thv tears; e’en nature’s self lorgets;
But while 1 live, be true!

1’or

Life

or

Death.

From f’hiimbers's .Journal.

■'i oil’ll not do it, and got in, you chap,
lii hair on your head, 1 tell you that;
and. mark ye. Britisher, ’tis no town-bred
greenhorn who says it, luit: old Joe Jlurliin. that has loughl Injuns and hunted
binder on the Plains alore yon left your
Tain’t to he
mother’s side, I calculate.
v.

done.”

••lint, colonel”—1 put in, smiling, yet

not quite, so much at my ease as 1 desired
to appear; lor this tough old lrontiersman. who remembered the foundation ot
the settlement, was no light authority as
to tiie practicability of such an enterprise
as (hat which I had, perhaps rashly, un-

dertaken.
•■A clear throwing away of lile, that's
all." grulllv rejoined the veteran, as he
stooped to pat the hound that .jumped up.
whimpering, to receive his masters ca“lie that rides the line to the headres,.
waters ot the Gila now lias only to thank
his own folly if his seal]) dries in some j
pesky wigwam on the prairie. Put there; j
Pm wasting words. A willul lad, like a j
halt-broke "mustang, ain't easy to hold
back. Anvwav, Master Harry Pvndham,
I wMi you well out of the ugly scrapi
you have got into.”
( ukmel liurton was by no means the
only friend who strove to dissuade me
Irom my project, but my word was
pledged, mv iiiiu• 1 made up, and it only
remained to complete the preparations
lor
my hurried and perilous .journey.
This was how' matters stood with me. I,
Hairs Pvndham, one of tin; many young
Knglishuien whom the hopes of growing
rich hud drawn to the Far \\ est ot America. was then a resident ol i’ueson City,
and a clerk in the employment of Curtis
1 lie linn consisted of two o!d,
Brothers.
and somewhat eccentric men—okl-baehelor brothers—self-educated, as well as.
in the commercial sense ot the word, sell
made, and whose names were known and j
re-peeted throughout all that wild region j
that comprises Arizona, Montana, and ihe i
northern counties of Texas.

Oddly enough, it was because i was an
Oxford" man that my then employers had
given me the preference over a score ol

candidates, for, in truth, there, was nothing that old John and James Curtis so
much prized as the learning which they
had never had leisure or opportunity to
acquire; nor had they had occasion to repent of their choice, since i had served
them zealously enough, during the past
vear, to have gained a high place in their
esteem; while I liked them well, since
their hearts were as warm as their manMine were no sedenners were quaint.
tary duties, and I was more often in the
saddle than at a desk ; lor Messrs. C. urtis
were

and general .jobbers,
in maize, and wine, and hides, in

speculators

dealing

tobacco, quicksilver, gun-powder, and
"notions”; ami, above all, in cattle, the
great staph; of the far soutinvest.
It was not for hire alone that 1 toiled as
1 did, earnin.' in Tucson—where immigrants from I lie old country are seldom
held ol much account when compared
with the blustering, pushing Vanket—
the reputation of a model clerk, as clerks
that out-oi-1 lie-way
are understood in
nook of the earth. My great stimulus
1 was in love with pretty,
was that
charming Rosamond Cray, the daughter
ot old Mr. Cray, the banker at Cristobal,
a town lying to the eastward of the MimIn-es, and famous as a market for the agricultural produce of the vast districts
bordering on Mexico. In one sense I
was happy, for my love was returned;
but in another I had met with what was
almost a repulse, since Mr. and Mrs.

Cray, allhough entertaining no personal
objection to me as a son-in-law, were unwilling to bestow their daughter on any

but

a

wealthy

suitor.

•■(ii-t rich, Mr. J^yminam,

me

naimer

“and 1 see no
reason why Rosamond and you should
not be happy according to your own
fancy. But neither her mother nor 1 can
sanction an unconditional engagement.”
1 was in hopes tint I might take .Mr.
Cray’s advice, and by growing rich, or at
least by acquiring a competence, win
Rosamond’s hand, the prize 1 valued
above all earthly considerations; and
speh is the rapidity with which, in those
had said,

good-naturedly,

fortunes are somewas not without
warrant for aspirations which in Europe

argentiferous regions,

times amassed, that 1

would perhaps have seemed futile.
And now to explain the present position of tlie firm, and the reasons for my

undertaking

a

journey fraught, according

the rugged old militia colonel’s dictum, with almost certain disaster. Curtis Brothers, who, by a long course of judicious operations, had raised themselves
from poverty to allluence, had at that
time on hand a speculation ol unusual
importance. They had made, chiefly in
Texas, very large purchases of horned
cattle, sheep, and swine, destined to feed
the swarming population of the sterile
mining districts, where provisions, and
lire t especially, command high prices.
The investment seemed the more likely
to bo profitable since the twin plagues of
New Mexico, drought and locusts, had
occasioned a notable mortality among the
cattle ot Arizona and the adjourning territories, and great pecuniary returns were
to

anticipated.

1875.
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.i■ rnuracrirs

h

1 n clearer light than gilds those earthly moms.
requisite amount ol nourishment,which
she is not required to do \v Idle in the barn. Abo,-** the jealousies and envies keen
Which sow (his life with thorns.
We must not target, a Do, that pastures,
m
are
down
close, during Though wouldsl not feel my shadowy cares?..
general,
kept
If, after death, my soul should linger here:
the greater part ol the summer, that, onlv
Mon's hearts crave
lose tenderness.

the

lorab.e extent, and have nniiorm cylinder, there must be a suing
considered a saving ot litteen per cent, in stowage, a large
ess
i. ,1
quantities and with gain obviously, in stowing in a vessel,
N nv, when a farmer is laud also in the cost of storage in wate:. 11 \
an make a saving whil- j houses; and they are said to have successtHat. lu

io

Until

sat-

Of all the ele-

it,.

—inwnurn !!■ «■! it«im»m»hiii

All these calculations seemed likely to
be upset by the sudden outbreak of that
smouldering Indian war which never
dangerous
quite come to an end in that
region. The Apaches, the irreclaimable
foes of all white men, were on the warwith sunpath, leagued, as was reported, the
Navadry other tribes, the Kiowas,
and
joes and the dreaded Comanches;
already hideous tales of Indian crueltya
and massacre reached us from many
lonely homestead within reach of the
been hastily
spoiler. The troops had about
to trawithdrawn; the caravans
for lack ot an
verse the prairie had halted
escort; and it was thought rash to venture more than a lew miles beyond the
A promising young shaver of five or six cultivated country. Yet the day was at
years was reading his lessons at school hand when the great herds of oxen and
one day in that deliberate manner for
droves of swine, already purchased,
which urchins of that age are somewhat- would ho waiting at Cristobal for the
remarkable. Ashe proceeded with the task
my emcompletion of the bargain, andunless
the
ho came upon the passage, “Keep thy
ployers were well aware that
tongue from evil and thy lips from guile.” cattle could be paid for in hard dollars, a
Master Hopeful drawled out: “Keep— fatal blow would be dealt to the credit of
thy—tongue—from—evil—and—thy—lips the firm. Messrs. Curtis had strained
—from—girls.”
every nerve to collect the ready-money

necessary, and Ihe funds were forthcoming, l>m the entire scheme hade lair to be
I rust rated by the abrupt closing ol' the
rente, consequent on the war. No man,
or parly of armed men, could nave been
btibed to attempt the conveyance o'l the

nil my
check, as he stooped over me,
while el' his purpose there could be little
[ could see by the dim light.
doubt, for,
of the dying watehlire, lie was freshly
besmeared with war-paint, and one hand
licdii a glittering knife. As 1 started up,
and grasped the butt of the revolver lying beneath my head, the Indian's other
hand clutched me by the wrist, while
again my steed neighed shrilly, and as I
propped niysclt on one knee I could see
that .Sunbeam was plunging and rearing
violently, w hile two dark iorms were gliding about the spot where the horse was
fastened, apparently intent on unfastening the long lariat by which lie was haltered to the ground.
1 here are contused recollections of
which memory i- never able afterwards
wholly to unravel the tangled thread. 1
reuicmbo’ a brie!, -harp snuggle, during
which 1 tw.ee received a slight graze Irom
the knife Unit the Apache carried, anil then
my right u isL was freed from the hand
that grasped it and the sharp crack ot the
pist.d, as three shots were successively
lived, broke the stillness. Then, almost
immediately. 1 heard the thud of galloping hoofs upon the crisp turf of the prairie,
and .-aw two mounted men, whose flutter-

A

; attracted the notin' of the soldiers..)!' whose
weapons the Apaches stood in wholesome
! awe. i was soon among friendly fan's,
j although, so exhausted was I with fatigue
and emotion, that 1 fainted before leaching Fort Webster.
Aly story, thus hastily narrate)!. A nearly at an end. The kindness ol the commanding officer at the fort enabled me to

Model'll

The Franklin.

Giant.

Tennessee,correspondent

of the New York Sunday Sun writes:
in
all ages of the world a departure l'rom the

to a different version.

~

■

nothing

ol

walking

Linden,

to

1

I.: mi.i

and back, to dinner. lie is, ;,s foi.e-o
stated, :!1 years and a low months old.
and is still growing, lie has mwor hoe
out of Perry county. I suggested the i.l
of an exhibition to him, but lie
me.*

publicity.
formal growth of man lias excited the curot every one.
Princes delighted to
The Boomerang
cash across tin- plains, now haunted by
have the greatest extreme ot mankind in
the savage enemy, when 1 astonished my
A traveler tells us something f t.n
their retinues, and the country was eageremployers by volunteering to be the mesly ransacked for both giants and dwarfs. gular weapon used by the uutivi s f A
senger.
|
push on, so soon as rest and refreshment Keen the sacred historian Moses, though tralia, the boomerang. He saw ;ii m use
“Vott shall not have to repent it. Harhad somewhat restored my vigor; ami i
_7 t
but lew names are vouchsafed to us from by the nativ ‘s. '1 hey range I in
reached Cristobal without further hinder- those
ry. my boy!"’ said the elder ot the two
•'is inches in
and u re
t vari.e »
did not hesitate to send
times,
length
early
brothers, as he wrung my hand in his
anee or peril, and was in time t > save the
down to later ages the names of giants of shapes, all curved a iittli! and looking.
own horny one:
credit ol the firm whose representative 1 those
“you've stood manluiiy
days. Dean Swift has immortalized lie describes them, something like a ambv ns at this
was, ami to allay the suspicious of riie
pinch, and we’d be mean
Ids name by the most extravagant traves- en new moon. They were made 1 1' a .la
lor
on
it
we
to
halt-wild
Mexican
and
Texan
cattle
farmniggers
enough
trample
ty of any age, in tlie production 1 the heavy wood and weighed limn 1 :
didn’t show gratitute a liltie mere subers, who were already beginning to chain wonderful adventures of Gulliver
In thickness they vary !Vmn li
among pounds.
We
than
a
lew
lair
words.
and
murmur
at
the delay
flu- xen and
by
stantially
the Liliput ians and the Hrubdignagians. an inch and taper to a point at each •
never yet did raise a clerk to be a partother live stock, -ome weeks lali-r. were
Weal! remember with what pride Fred- < hie id the natives picked tip the pie.
ner, but—There, there. Lvndham ; ! did
sent, along with a wagon train that traverick the Great exliihibited Ids regiment wood, and, poising it mi instant, thu n
not intend to egg you on by an otter, as
elled under a strong escort I the luited of
giants to his royal visitors, and how giving a rotary motion. I'm- the ;li>< 1
tf you needed that,” hastily added the
•States cavalry, to Tucson: ami 1 should
difficult for I)• in to procure them, lint in leet or more it went straight ahead I in
honest old leilovv. tearing, as he saw the
have availed mysell
f the opportunity
t:i
all ir.v -.'searches 1 have yet to find a par- it tacked to the lo't and rose >1 ignl !y
color rise to my lace, that 1 had taken
to return, had not an attack < f fever,
allel o the ease brought to my notice last rotating rapidly. It kept this l.itt. r un
< mite
at
iiis
on
and
over-exertion,
rough speech.
umbrage
brought
by anxiety
summer in Perry county, Tennessee,
it tor a hundred leet more, perhaps. I it
sate back to us. la I. and all will lie
prostrated me for a time, ail hough youth often happens that while nature either too soon veered to the lelt again, tle.-i ri lug a
ami
a
robust
constitution
enabled
me
to
right,”
in aider curve and a moment lat. r ted r
soon arrests her work or hurries it up too
Mr. dames Curtis spoke words to much
shake it oil'.
thus forming the dwarf ot giant, the earth (j or s leet in Ironl of the threw
rapidly,
the same etVect, at the same time liidi iug
I was still cry pale and weak, and was
and this is easily explained. 'The dwarf el', having described nearly a eireh- a tleme be careful, and indeed it, was curious
sitting listlessly among the magu >iia bushsimply stops growing, and the assimila- an'.
blankets
and
to watch Hie struggle in my employ ers’ ing
plumed heads proelaim- es and eotl'ee-shrubs in the garden cl the tive
Another native then tm I. tie- me
1:4.
>
organs of the giant work more rapidd their naiionalil v,ride oil into the dark- nun- i.i;i,
minds between their natural eagerness to
mu
it t>;um.'ii<
ami
tl
than usual, but still lie i- a giant at the boomerang and cast it. tioldiug 'u w
ly
escape a financial wreck that almost ness. At my feet lay my lirst assailant. flray, whose kindness to me dining my
1.
ol an mini*..
Put this is same grip, it took the same emiramounted tr ruin, and the kindly appre- His hand, w hen 1 lifted it, toll back to j illness had been unremitting, approach- customary age
not the ease with dame- Horner, the Tcn- made broader curves, and as i: eaue
hension lest 1 should lose my lile in their earth, and his grim matures, bedaubed ing me with oylul looks.
nc-'ce giant.
He exhibit- within himselt round the black eauglit it !.aiu!'"in
with streaks el’yellow, white and Mack,
servio
“tail you bear good news, Harry
his right hand. Anotliur .intive tiin ••
wem stiffening last in death. The two eaAs
ir my sell. 1 knew wN: enough limv
asked the latter, smiling: and indent tic
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l;I.
;
and lodged it mi the ground about
leathers
a
(listened
silver
was
I
mobrooch
the risk
ran. and for how
gle's
great
by
tidings were very goods ones. My <ji: lint, on lift .v ihuormn and. singi dar.
hell it. d him, alter it had tlcsctibcd a eir, ein
his
black
hair
denoted
that
he
mentous a stake i was about to play, am!
had worthy old employers had been better describe
long
vi-h to him
Fast summer ot goo yards or upwards. After him lb.-,
laid not tlie geil before my mental vision been a chief or principal warrior, while than their word, having not merely taken husiiiess my
ailed me to Linden, the county all tried it. and but me oi them r.ilod
been the bright prosp a t ot railing Hosa- t ie paint and tattooing proved him to be- me into partnership, in recompense lbr! seat of
Perry and while there 1 met with bring tiie weapon ba 'k to tin- -,- twl. e
nioinl my wile, even tlie prospective part- long to the great tribe of the Apaches.
what I had done on their behalf, but al-o KldcrP. V. Whitwei ul the
baptist (Hard- tliev stood,
nership would hardly have tempted mi to
t’arnbeo. a native. :lien -elected liIn my conversation with
-My great source ot anxiety now was. appointed tile their resident agent at f t-- shell) Church
set off. on an
rand so perilous. As it I lest the t w<i braves who had escaped should I tohal, a far healthier ami more | !. a-ain him one
day as t the peeijlliai ilics of Ins the heap of boom.mugs atiotlie" mn-.
was, 1 was resolved: and as 1 got ready
in
with
a
share
the
i
than
Tucson,
have comrades within reach, ami I at once place
ll tl. v nn
otuitry. he mentioned among other things cast it with a sort ot jerk,
tor the start, i tried ijiiietly Lo weigh the i decided that to tress on was
j
my wisest l profits ol the linn that was onl. loo liber- j the existence of James Horner, who. lie quickly tor it) or .V) y irds, whirling like a
chances for and against my safely reach•
al. 1 have every prospect f compcteece 1 said, “was a
| policy. It was e.ow the dark, chill hour j and
giant, but he was not always top. i lieu ,t darted into the a 1 r. i.
1 had a lair knowledge ol that
ultimate wealth, while my engage
ing Cristobal
...
inn
me." James Jlorncr. the deacon continu- iug fully one hundred feet ami
I
pro- tales the dawn. Ie.it. addlin': Sunthe country, which J had traversed on ! beam whom I found fretful and agitated ment to Rosamond dray is very
i
shortly ed.wa -i citizen of Perry county, one ot a our heads, where it seemed to ha,
lour or live occasions, ami was no novie. I alter his recent interview with the red to be brought to a happy conclusion : but
family ot eight children, none ot whom tiouary tor a moment, tie '■■it!.-I
in camping out. or in the familiar incila,,
robbers, 1 resumed my journey. I p to in the midst of my new-touml prosperity•, had exhibited any unusual traits.
At still whirling till he aught 1;
dents ot prairie travel, i could ride Weil, ! this time t had spared my horse, but now, a saddening recollection will sometime
he was a well-grown man. ers ot tlie blacks then did tin- sum.
eighteen
years
too, and was belter mounted tnan most ot | heavy as was the sickly heat, and f ag as intrude itself, in I remember the laithtu). six Ieet,
om
high, and weighed 1*0 pounds. | Meanwhile 1 had with my kn :•
tin residents in that district, where horse- were the hours to lie
spent in traversing dumb friend wli ise bones are whitening At G he wa- six inches taller and weigh- littie ot the wooil horn the rum. \ ■!• !•■
flesh is cheap and plentiful, having in my j the brown, desolate
w
l'l.is :
ed t\v., hundred and ten pounds,
lie one of the boomerangs
j
plai i, without grass oil tlie banks of the dila
possession a splendid chestnut thorough- or water. 1 urged Sunbeam on. the shinthrow,
lie tm ;
eea-eil to notice am growth after that, fere.l to one ot them
bred, originally brought from Kentuckt ing peaks of the Mimbres becoming more For "Engaged'' Young jLailios Only. until he was twentv-fi tr years old. and :t without liotieiug wha; 1 iaiid d map.
by some I'nitcd States ollieer, and which ! anil more distinctly visible as we sped upthen ouk by the smallness of his clothes, it. but stopped short, w ith a eontemp'm am
There is a time in every young girl's
was celebrated for strength and speed.
1 |! on our
d
and he til n measured in Ins stocking- -i\ glance at my ini] roveineut,: 1:r. a
way. Poor Sunbeam showed, lot
was (oml ol .Sunbeam, and he ot me. ter !j the tirst time,
(:
signs ot distress when we life when she awakens from the vision j feet true inches. Since then—he is now and exclaimed: "liale budge ry
he was docile and intelligent a- well as ( halted beside a stream, the brackish waters
it
“ideal,'’ in the arms ol an adored tart, j thirty mi.: years ol age—he has imained good.) The others tiieu looked
swift, and would tollow n>ie for miles a- a ot which seemed to burn the thirsty lips
but it was a liale budge.", a!-,. IThis is the. blisslui time of her engage- i the height of.seven Ieet nine incites and is tiousiy,
dog follows lbs owner, or stand, when i ; that craved for them; but we were now.
-till growing, this being an increase of them. No one could be indue. I t" throw
bade him, with the reins hanging loose j as I computed, within three hours of the inont, when every laoully is on the alert, j ibout two inches
annually Some year- it. Myers asked them why th did i.
river Mila, beyond which was safety.
and her innocent little heart is in a eon- lie grow more and some less, but this is use it, but they could no: give a .I■ i:
upon his glossy neck.
.1 ...
There w as scanty time tin- leave-taking.
I'lie sterile, stony desert which spread slant tremor of anticipation; and her j ii- average. This was -o gri at a marvel answer. It was plain that tin y
It was deep in the afternoon when I start- itself IrTore me when, on the next mornthat 1 determined to see the giant and Ki- like tlie way it poised, when held in 1
dear little head is aim >sl, turned inside !
•' '•
c
I could not distinguish
hand,
ed, a dozen or more ol the younger oili- ing. tin
jade 1 steed and I again set forth out with curiosity. Her timid hand i-| ller WhitweiSoI hi ully consented to accom- ferenceyet
whatever between thl-aiel ...
zens ot Tucson riding with me for the
on the morning ol July
upon the. track, was almost bare of verd- anxious, yet fearlul to part the curtain ol pany me
iirst half hour, and giving me
hearty ure
l*7b. we started early from Linden to toe er weapons.
The long drought, and the heat of the future, and
iust a, woe glance -it j
cheer as we parted.
ol the Cypress, where
Aiorc Ilian one the scorching sun, had withered every the condition ofget
mouth
Uurleigh then walked to a d
wifehood. The ills and
h
leet or more from the blocks
strong right hand trembled a little as it green blade, while pools and creeks which cares that have overshadowed others in
Hi
1.1 \ III WITH ills r. vTlIKU,
(’artiboo throw to liiin.
fur nab-,
bj
grasped mine in token of adieu, ami here ought to have been full of sweet pure wa- that state have no terror tor her, because i
The morning was | ed at him a moment rather euri ui-l, Unbeing unmarried.
was an unwonted moisture glistening in
ter were now mere belts of shingle, or her ideal hr
a, and love is the power that
was
ami n these
the honest eyes ot some ot the kind- hollows
comprehending wl'.at was wanted, inpaved with dried elav. 1 shared will guard the door from ail pain and sor- bright,..I. Wo !■ dohighlands the pleas■■Har- leeted one ot the liras ie-t <.1 til- ml
through
hearted young fellows us they wished me the last
drops of the precious lluid 1 car- row that would creep in. No. le-r mar- antly
The ami. turning halt round, threw it with
rell,’' a- il. is culled, lor a lew miles
“Cod speed and a sale return.” MTU do ried in mv canteen, and the last of the
riage is a love marriage, ami In r late will I country, though dOll or inn feet above the great force m a direction almost opeI remember wheeling my steed on a little bleached corn with
Sunbeam, and the never be like that of others'
1
general height id' Middle Tennessee, is trum that where liurleigh .sti -d
elevation in the robing, flower-enamelled good horse Manned as though lie were
"I'm going to toil yo.i a lit lie -ton !
i- r
level, and thickly covered with oak. and weapon sped smartlv lor n
prairie, and w: viug my hat in answer to grateful for and understood the kindlier
lead once about a young couple who j an
undergrowth of 1‘tack .lack, that made then tacked lit an instant and flew
tlie. waving of hats and handkerchiefs Idr lie nibbed his velvet muzzle
earcssiug- were engaged to he married, ami ns the | it a favorable haunt
from the little knot ol horsemen, not one
during the war of de- ly at liurleig!., and had in- not no.
as
i
stroked hi neck,
1} against, ni} hand
gentleman lived ill another town a! a
o,,iu each army, and many a deed
of whom, i am sure. e\
ditiously ducked, be would ha\ re..
expected to see no longer sleek and smooth as satin, tor considerable distance from Ids intrmh 1. serters
ol bio. <[ and rapine was enacted among a hard thump if nothing worse,
i
me again on this side of the
grave. Then fatigue and privations had roughened his he used to visit her once a week and b.
t,
il; fistic ses Tills is termed the "Kliinc” the ground i’u or .'In paces bey.-ml.
I rode oil, and lost sight ot the trieiidly coal. and dimmed the tire f his e\ e. Sudin
come her parent's guest onnigh',
of l emiessee, and is only v .enable for itfeat brought out abroad grin and
band of well-wish
denly. a- f s'i".J beside him, 1 looked that way she gained a pretty good idea of tiniber
We soon descended into the tiling like a chuckle from tin- wh
1 lie heavy, sultry heal seenieii to m
back, and s.iw what, made, for the mo- his domestic
disposition, and had -m-h an gorge and hole a limn'd stream strug- tlinn, (bamboo even intimated t
1
i
wrap the lain! like a nianile. 'i'liere iva- ment, my very heart cease to heat, as it elevated
respect for Ids extreme nieem
banks of gravel, jumping
would like to try another east, In.,
not a brealii to stir the drooping leaves of j an iev loiioh had frozen the blood in
through
gled
ni} and regard for the proprieties that whthe low eotiou-wood trees that I passed in 1 veins.
from one side ol the gorge to the other, leigli expressed himsclt tally
ile Would lounge into tile seivin:;- -■ -m.
the poet bed often being in the same Mr.-(another ot our parly ,) In.w <\
the lower lc\els, and on the ii]i!ands the j
ami
I
airI
wild
heads,
spear-,
pimne
where the trousseau was being matiipu- !
1
\ thi-'k growth of alders, fringi
track.
offered to --take a shot." but n-n
t
long, rank grass was parelied brown by f rni- wlie-e shield- ami scarlet blankets j lated, as he sometimes did, man-lilo
trees ar.d sm ke trees bordered the branch, short a range.
Wo were standing it
tlie, lieree sun, lbr it was long sinee rain or bnlfah.-robes were distinctly to be seen,
:
without knowing In- had no right there.
vv hiie the sleep sides of the hills were cov- ot the st.ire houses
f ti n:..
had lallen.
The shrill, sharp chirp oi the were crowded
j■!a. --d
together at the top of a ris- she would run and hide things as yel
ered with shrub, honeysuckle ami poison in front of the door and st.! w ith !.
prairie cricket, and the far-olf barking ol ing ground, coming oa over the prairie at
under
or
—;
othei.
j11
soiiedli'ug
shapeless,
The
were in .hack to him, with a hand on lb-.-:
a species of laurel.
iv v
.',:
that curious animal, the prairie dog. aione an
easy, swinging gallop which a mustang as if ho spied, a bit o! iace. or a. -.: -n
!'uii
usd a more, gorgeous sight None ot as knew what
mm.
rt o a m i:
broke a stillness that was absolutely op- can keep up for half a day. A 1 set my
a
that
needed
sleeve, perehanee
garment
J he he had in his mind, t -:
\ en
My
pressive. Some three hours after leaving i■ i■ if ia the stirrup and leaped into my sad- no sleeves at all, it would throw him into new pros nted ilselt to my eyes
d llie ivy is a deep shining green, Standing in his position, tu
:.i
ti'iiage
Tucson 1 reigned tip bi .-ide the bine, dle. the Indians, silent till then. set.
up a paroxysm.
:
is
covered
with
and
even
u-ii
the boomerang straight ah. ,d. I.nue-1
profusely
bright waters of a creek, and slacking their tearful war-whoop, and with yells
Well the wedding was celebrated in the ii. s* beuiaifnl flowers of
every line, ately iL curved in tie-air. 'firm i: dm ..
my horse's girths, 1 allowed him to drink and frantic gesture lashed on their steeds, time, and the nice husband carried his
freely, tin sell replenishing the metal can- and took up the pursuit: with a fury that dear little wile from the arms ol parents from tie’ ]mi. -t while to the deepest crim- peared around the corner ot tin- (mu'din
.ml purple, anil all intermediate and, before in: had time to gm-ss wlu-t
son
teen which was slung at my saddle-bow,
sullieicntly indicated what would be my and iriends to his own home in Hie <-it\ (imfor in that desert land another opportu- fate should 1 lie overtaken. Then
Magnilieent springs gushed lrom was meant, it came around, the
began where his business was
the gi’.iv iy beds on each side of the (having passed completely round tienity ot appeasing thirst might not readily a desperate, contest—a race lor life or
Altera genteel length of time, a dear
!m -nstdy cool, clear and bright, house) and gave him a sounding si in
j road
And presently leaving the grassy death. Sunbeam answered gallantly to
occur.
intimate friend aeeepted an invitation to
nalure was compensating the pov- the back, which made his eye- -;• -i;•
prairie, we struck into a tract ol country my call, am! for the tilsf lour or live miles visit the young bride, and after the latter verilv
erl v
I the land with exuberant splendor,
still more lonely and desolate, where the I -aw little of the enemy; but on they
had i[Uestinned and heard all about the
fliis was the h ad d' Cypress creek.
J!
A Tcrriblo Gallows Scene.
only sound was the thud of my horse’s came pitilessly, and soon seemed to gain neighbor's kittens and grandmother's!
aim.g, jumping down tiny wagargled
hoofs oil the scorched and barren earth.
Had
it
been
on
the
first
ol
ground.
day
naries and the latest nursery arrivals.
Hie X. V livening Post thu- ili"
terfalls, uutiing against huge bowlders,
Far away to the loft, there gleamed the j uirney, I could have laughed at my
iuipiirie.s began on the other -i i •. ! gnlheriiig volume lrom many springs, tho terrible scene at the oxei-ulii
: m
against the sky something 'Ike a shining pursuers, Imt now the superiority of my course.
and tin- g- ige gradually widened into a murderers iu New \ ork.
wall, imperfectly visible, but which 1 noble In>r e, in stride and strength, was
"dust think of it." the young wi:'" beknew to be the serrated crests and moun- neutralized by the comparative freshness
valley, and ihen patches on either side
"A most horrible
-one tingan, coming right down to iiusine-s. with mg
duns began to border llu: road,
tain peaks of the Mimbres, the natural of the shaggy -lords on u hich the Apaches
;
a
H estoil ilieil casil v, a-> lie
"You remember how my husband used to
nr. i.i vs i s liiMii..
lastnesses where dwelt the barbarian were mounted. ! groaned as I lelt Sun- detest muli l
beeau.se it -oiled jiis
being perceptible e.\e |>; a M e I
soup,
tribes whose torch and tomahawk had beam le g beneath me, though 1 urged
At la.-i u i■ approached a eabia tike all ai.d an oeeasiona! c mti.e 'eon of la- .,
lovely moustache and was altogelher unNor him on with voice and hand.
laid waste many a happy home.
to get to his mouth
Well, the rest—two pens of logs and an open ‘I hompson apparent ly suti'ere 1 u, ire. 11
manageable
were mementoes ot their hostility lackMiles upon miles of rolling prairie were he just dearly loves it! and insists on passage between ; and this, I was inform- body sniveled Iron bead to a ol. a. la iing, as I traversed the track—deeply traversed, my horse ki eping the lead, and j having it twice a week, and he -ays he ed, was mu destination. < hi the opposite lieaved, and he raised In* arms muz
seamed by wagon-wheel- and strewnud
avia--..
speeding on with courage unabated, lint only said he didn't like it to tea-e me lie- side of tin' road a row id log huts were times, working his lingers
and
with the bleached Imne.s of muli
as ne went, and board g heaviAnd onlv think ! used as eribs and -tables, ami a huge lint the mode ot Mil is' d. i'a w a.* tiecause J was loud of a.
staggering
!
oxen—that did duly for a road. Fight or
At tie last moiiemt, a a.
In answer j lest ol all.
ly on the bit as we descended the reipient I cannot induce him to wear light kid woodpile obstructed the load
nine times there loomed before me a rude
The Indians saw their advantage gloves now, and formerly he never won to our halloo a number of curs ran off, noose had, he m adjusted, lie mi Ideal;
slopes.
wooden cross, oil which was coarsely and
:
pressed on. making every eil'nrt to any other. And—oh dear—1 really am I arking, and an old lady came into the ed lib head and disarranged the p
painted, in letters ol black or red, some- conn up with me. One arrow slightly ashamed to tell you, but he »-,;i wear passage, and. after silencing the dogs, i:i- of tlu knot.
a;. I 1 e te 'e i nistc I. tie
times a name, more often mere initials,
Ilelore it
wounded my hors,, in the neck ; a second black silk shirt fronts, and the ugliest, old \ hod u- to ‘liter
Hitching our horses to
1 tin
tell
tin kt
followed by tile simple inscription. ‘'Kill- brushed
Was gi, (
we went in, and, on the
my cheek, making me feel as worn coat to the counting-room y< u ever the tehee corners,
ed by the Apaches"
of lb-other Wliiiwoll's populari- slipped around In* neek and In a a
a hot iron had been drawn across
!
saw
strength
though
The sun went down, the dew glistened it. 1 bear the thin, blue scar to this day.
The lirst time he hail them on alter ! ty. we received a warm welcome. The old fixed beneath his liin, thus p
on the rank herbage and tlilts el the wild
But maddened with (incitement I spin red we were married, I scarcely knew him, j lady informed us the. “oio man and dim" him to draw breath. To th a sen' 1 ;
were hauling wood, but \v mid soon respectators he began to writhe teirii
sage, and a welcome breeze cooled the Sunbeam on, shook oT the pursuers tor a 1 assure volt he 'lid in t notice my surthen placing his lent tgain-' tie
Shorllv -i groiningov oart eatue in and
heated air, while the broad, bright moon, while, and presently saw, gleaming bu- prise at all, and when I k'**ed him with turn
man" sitting sideways boards at t ie sides ol the scaffold, la
like a silver shield, rose to shed her chas- Inrc me, the waters if a s'viltly flowing a hearty good morning greeting, he was j view, with ...
d to rare 1'imselt a id relieve :
tened liglitover tile vast expanse ol prairie. river, which could be no ither than the as unconcerned and continued
twenty, on the tongii.-. and. dim on top of the w >od tempt'
let me see—yes, lorty-seven.' 1 They drove slowly up, and dim jumped strain upon 4i is neek. lie then swung
Onward 1 rode, until at length, in a sort of Oila; while beyond t, rose the stockaded thirty
and convulsively' sel d Th sap- :
oasis, where water, and grass, and trees, walls ol a lonely building—Fort Webster, was awltilly hurt, and came near leaving to the ground, and as his huge carcass round
doubtless.
tiie room, when he closed his desk and I struck U he d.milled up like a boxwood who was hanging next to him, ami ngai:
were to be found, I selected my campingI patted my steed's reeking neck as I coolly said tor me never to disturb him rule, and then up hi- ungainly 1 urn rose endeavored to raise himself, lie even >u
place iol* the night With'dawn I was
eeodeil iu twice clasping his legs an m d
again in the saddle, nor did any incident, vociferated the words; and with a taint, in his calculations, as the least mistake until he seemed really a giant ot the first
He
ante slowly .shuttling and
water
Thompson's waist, and by thus easing nlduring that day’s journey or the next, friendlv neigh, the gallant horse respond- might result seriously.
<■
y
Wa- ed to my appeal, and still reeled onward,
1 was ready to cry, and wanted to pout, shambling to the house, and as he walk- ueek, was enabled to breathe more 1V<
vary the monotony ol prairie travel.
l'he riyer, bordered by tall trees and cane- but 1 couldn't, lie was right alter all, and ed lie swung his long, ape-like arms and to prolong his agony
ter was mot with, sparingly, indeed, and
lie then .seized the rope just abou t.
ol poor quality, but the brackish and tur- brakes, was very near; 1 could hear its when he came home at noon I told him back and forth as it pulling him along by
1 had ample time, as knot, liis anils having been fastened tbid draught at any rate sutlieed to allay rush ;ind ripple, when Sunbeam, dead so, and he said I was a darling little sen i an invisible cable.
he came up, to observe him; and as much looseiv, and as lie did so his haudkerehh ;
that tormenting thirst, which is the groat beat, stumbled, tell oi iiis knees, and sible woman.
There was an arrow,
ltul there is something really terrible a- I i d heard of him, 1 was not prepared which was in his hand when he wasswir
terror of the solitary wayfarer on these sank slowly down.
In every one of his for his appearance. He was indeed hit- into the air. tel! over his shoulder. In the
burning plains. \\ herever there was wa- unknown to me, sticking in Ids dank, and that I must tell you
midst of these struggles lie was heard
the
had
been
bleeda
was
lor
noble
brute
he
carries
there
coats
too,
ter.
pasture
my horse;
actually
pocket handkerchief, men-.- His body was not much longer
to cry aloud. “Save me," and his leva'i
while, for my own sustenance, 1 was pro- ing to death as he carried his master, and it is of the least importance to him tliau usual, and If head v\ a- almost swalwas plainly discernible as it issued I
vided with a tiny store of wild bull beef, j with unfaltering spirit, over leagues ot whether they are black or white. 1 near- lowed up by hi- broad square shoulders,
For the moment 1 al- ly fainted as 1 thought of his beautiful and lie had quite a stoop when lie walked Death the black cap that cow-icd his fa
cut in strips and dried in the sun, in Mexi- the weary prairie.
Strong men turned away pale and ti end.
most forgot my imminent peril, in grief linen when he came “a enurling"
And —but then
can fashion, and with a bag of parched
ling from the sickening spectacle, an
maize-cobs. These, with a llask ot French for the loss of my brave companion ; but when 1 asked him how it was possible tor
ms 1.1:1 .s n 1.1:1. i’uoiiimioi's.
there were mummrsot
fake him down'
brandy', a .Spanish poncho, and ammuni- little time was left for regrets, lor already any one to change so, he replied :
ami lbs anus reached fully to his knees and "Cut the
but fortunately ti,■
rope,"
1 have not changed. Imt circumstanci
tion for my carbine and revolver, made the ground shook beneath the thunder ol
llis features were long, vacuous and was no need of a double execution in hiup all my equipment, save only my can- hurrying Imrse-hoofs, as. with yells and have. My housekeeper iormerly provid- rough; his hair a dirty yellow; ami, in
Indians
the
struggles the unhappy man again shim !
sadoutcries
of
the
leathern
barbarous
with
handkeroliicis.
and
mv
clean
tin
ed
its
with
teen
triumph,
cup
pockets
deed, his whole appearance denoted an the knot, and the noose
suddenly cio~e<l
I’m afraid my wile will have to learn elici t on the
dle-bags, wherein were stowed away the came racing up behind.
size
of
nature
to
at
part
give
around his windpipe and. he was strangled
i tuny
You will find me on the
yards before me lay tlie river, that, too.
gold and greenbacks destined to redeem
Alter greeting, the
the cost of intellect.
death. No such sight has I ceil w itnessDie credit ot Curtis Brothers with their blit it was too deep and rapid for a man “pocket handkerchief chase” daily now, object of our visit was staled, and the to
ed in the Tombs for many years, il met
creditors at Cristobal. On the evening ol readily to swim or wade, and, though 1 and although he does not seem to notice giant seemed rather Mattered that we had
before, and it is apparently the general
the third day 1 halted in a well-watered was weary and worn, yet I could not bear it, 1 am sure lie does, and is pleased be- come to visit him. He was
evidently goodof till present that it could m i
dell near the head of a creek, and at a to abandon life while a chance remained. cause 1 trv and respect his habits and natured, and was, 1 afterward learned, opinion
have occurred that day if the drop had
distance, as I computed, of one hundred My pistol was in my belt, hut my carbine make niysell useful to him.
rather a favorite in the neighborhood. been
adopted instead of the weight sy
The lady friend was about to express He showed us a
and twenty miles from 'Tucson. Eighty was strapped to the saddle of the dead
place on the wall where tern.
which
held
the
me
to
and
the
of
would
so
were
admiration
her
most
horse,
at
hags
womanly good his various measurments had been markmiles more
carry
Fort Webster; and once across the Gila the money of Curtis Brothers, and these sense displayed when the author contin- ed with chalk, and the date of each measOne night recently a clergvinan of thi1
I
had
smile
:
snatched
a
certain
with
scanty pros- ued
I should be safe, and could make
wo-begonc
up, though
ure
was opposite,
rudely but plainly eity was called down to his
“f have not told you the worst. I canpallor at midol completing my journey to Cristobal. pects ot saving cither property or life, so
marked.
The
lirsl and lowest was when
to marry a couple who had just a.
night
Hitherto 1 had met with no living soul, near were the ruthless foes. They were not have any secret from you though, it i at
six
it
was
teet,
eighteen years ot age
Y’iil yon believe i
rived in town.
friendly or hostile. More than once 1 had but six lances’ length away from me as l will have to come.
and then at twenty-one it was as before
“I will take your ecrtilicat--.” s.ii.i tinfancied that, on the verge ot the dim plunged into the brushwood, intending to me," she paused in distress a moment
The marks were from a half
stated
horizon, 1 had caught a glimpse of till! take shelter among the tall reeds ot the “his hair, that beautiful hair, that is so inch to an inch apart, the last having parson
We have no certificate, " replied t!^
in the faint hope that the clamors charmingly dressed always is not all his
spears and feathered heads; and on one bank,
been taken about two months previous.
out
the
ot
the
a
baltl
feminine.
own.
lie
has
little
on
the
oi
cloud
a
distant
I
beheld
occasion
had
troops
Apaches might bring
spot
top At mv
request lie stood up, and I accu"1 cannot marry you without a eortiiidust arise iron the bare, brown surface ot from tlie tort. To my great joy, however, of his head, and there he wears a ‘patch !'
measured him, and 5 found that
rately
1
mooron
bank
cate from Mr. Gallagher, the registrar,
have
the
river
looked
her
The lady
beheld,
astonishment, and within tile two months
the desert; but this might as easily
reaching
he
had
inpast
remarked the parson.
lieen occasioned by the passage oi a herd ed to the stem ot a mimosa tree, a canoe, the young wile bounced upon her, with creased his
height just one-half inch,
of bison, or ot wild horses, as of the containing fishing tackle, and probably arms about her neck and exclaimed:
“Suppose you marry us to night, and
wall
in
J
on
the
with
which
noted
pencil,
and leaping
lor that,
ill
of
him
we bring you a certificate in tin; mornrose
to
the
not
think
“Y'ott
must
allies.
or
their
My
garrison;
spirits
belonging
Apaches
the dale, July 2L, l.s7.">.
into it, i seized the paddles and pushed Oh no! lie could not help getting baltl, he
as 1 proceeded on my way, and 1 began
ing?” said tile woman.
Ilf. KOI,I.K11 UP Ills PANTALOONS,
oil' into tlie middle of the stream, just as had typhoid fever, that was the cause of
I cannot break
“It will not do at all
to feel coniident of success.
On that night, lying wrapped in my four or live ot the Indians, who had dis- it, and the physician ordered him to wear and his shanks were simply immense, and the law for the pleasure of any part;,
wore extremely large and
was the
response.
poncho, with my saddle for a pillow, and mounted, came bursting through the bush- this scalpel protection, l’oor fellow ! his knee joints
And it is so becoming to him ; don't you bungling. 1 took a careful measurement
“Then you will not marry us to night
my weapons within reach, J dreamed 1 es, knife and tomahawk in hand.
Ins
various
His
The
I
is
of
bead
to
ran
was
inexOh
ho
the
a
river
and
think so?
handsomest,
just
was at home again, in Old England, and
lengths.
top said she sharply.
swiftly,
“No ma’am—l will not.”
boy once more, for 1 saw my sisters laces pert in the management of a canoo; but dearest, tenderest, truest husband in the of shoulders was eight inches, from shoulder to top hip joint, two feet three inches;
around me, and those ot former friends tlie Indians, fortunately, hesitated to take world!”
“Well, then,” said she—looking at the
thence to centre of knees, two feet two man—“William, we will go and marry
There now ! That’s all.
and playmates long dispersed, when sud- the river, no doubt on account ot tlie viand one-hall inches, thence to the Moor, ourselves. [New Haven Keg.
denly I was aroused by the shrill, eager cinity ot the fort, and although they purThe steamer (^iiceti of the Lake, built in 1*71 two feet and eight inches, making the
neighing ot my horse, tethered hard by, sued me with iierce shouts and volleys of
The Arctic Ocean is said to be warmer
and, waking with a start, opened my eyes arrows, only one of tlie latter hit me, in- at it cost of over four thousand dollars and enormous aggregate ot seven feet nine
Jefferson Pond during the slim- and one-halt inches. From the shoulders now than for many years before, and
to encounter the fierce eyes glaring upon flicting a slight wound on my left wrist; since run on
mer seasons, was sold at auctiou on Friday last
to the tip of his lingers, was tour feet six every one having real estate bordering on
me from a hideous painted face, bending while the welcome sound of a cheer anil
for nine hundred dollars to satisfy demands
the discharge of a rifle from tlie further
inches. What a magnificent specimen ot that pend will rejoice over this informaover mine, and so close as well-nigh to
Mr.
the
rage,
recently
company.
engiagainst
I felt an Indian's hot breath up- bank told that the Indian war-whoop had neer of the boat, was the purchaser.
touch it
humanity he would have been had he been tion.
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Washington, L>. C„ Dec. ill. In
iu tiie early days of President Grant's gard to Mr. Kerr’s
appointment ol the

Official

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

re-

Silver

The New York Sun's

re-

Mining.

Still

Washington

cor-

Tnc

Troubled.

Letter

from

'Washington.

Correspondence

ITog. Age

continues to be sadly
afllieted with the rebel nightmare. It answers not a word to our
inquiry what, it
would have in regard to the e> -confederates in Congress.
To make direct an-

of

merit, anil ability;

the Journal.

respondent tells how Fred. Grant, Mr.
Washington, Dee. 25th, 1875.
THURSDAY. DECEMBER 30. 1875.
administration, a young girl, employed in gular committees it is said that lie left
one of the departments at
Ilonore, his father-in-law, and Senator
Doubtless you are not writing Christable
men
in
minor
orin
Washington, many
positions
was generally admired for
beauty ol iaee der that he may assign them to duty on PL'liI.Ism-;i> KVKRY THURSDAY MORNING John A. Logan gobbled up a valuable silmas letters, down in dear old
Maine, in
and graceful form, and numbered her ad- special
—BY
investigating committees, where
ver mine in Colorado, by getting Grant to
tireless open-windowed rooms; and yet
mirers by tlie score. Just
verging into there will probably be a number. It is
womanhood, she combined the simplicity very probable that he may have kept Ibis WIL LIAM H. SIMPSON. remove Chief Justice Ilellbrd, who stood swer. it sees, would entangle it in contra- such is the delicious state of the weather
in the way of their getting possession ot dictions and absurdities. So it
and artlessness ol the child with the
I:DITOlt AND PROPRIETOR.
here. For days the atmosphere has been
grow- object in view in organizing the regular
goes oil'
ru.
kiptiov Terms.
In advance, $2.00 a year;
it. The story may be briefly told, and it on a hair
ing dignity of woman. Sprightly iu con- committees. A thoroughgoing investiga- K,S
as soft, sweet and
about
nil hiu the year, $2.50; at the
states
and
splitting
theory
enchanting as a May
of
the
expiration
year,
versation and comely in appearance, she tion into any department of the
govern- $3.00.
forms an interesting chapter in the history rebels, that has no
b
the ques- morning, with plenty of dazzling sunwas sought alter and
relevancy
Advertising
ment
Terms.
For
will
one
the
batconstant
inch
cflortofa
require
square, (one
petted—perhaps
tion. The Age linds fault th it the ex- shine and bright blue skies, save only to
tered; and, il the oracles had been con- committee of able men, made up without of length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 ol the Grant Ring.
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
The Pelican Mining Company had lor rebels are in Congress, but w ..en asked the eastward, where
sulted, they would, without ambiguity, regard to locality or personal ambition, square charged as a Full one.
great piles oi gray
have marked out for her a brilliant future. and none ol tiie
several years been working with great what it would have, is as t mm as a lined ileecy clouds have
regular committees can
changed and shift<
'eming from a family ot moderate means, be so made up. Thus, in the. case ol the
*9-*■ M. I’etenoiel & Co., (j State .St., Boston, profit a silver lode on one side of Demo- wooden statue.
ed,
the
and blandbrightness
threatening
-he was not highly educated : but what Indian committee, which is yerv weak, ami 37 Park Kow New York, are our authorized
the prophetic soul ol tli
ness with a wholesale
she lacked
Aqd
a acquired intelligence was
the way is left open for the appointment Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding cratic Mountain, near Georgetown, in Coldamper
by and by.
Age
peradvertisements.
orado. The Dives Company, which had ceives that there is a terrible purpose on And such a Merry Christmas as it is in
amply compensated for by the remarka- of a special committee on the Indian serR. Niles, No. ti Fremont Street, Boston, is
ble natural intuition ot a woman, and the vice, if the Democratic caucus determines agm! for the
publisher of this paper, and his receipts begun operations on the other side of the the part of the Democrats, u ,der rebel this warm-hearted hospitable city, with
tael with which she caught the habits of such a method ot
investigation advisable. ami orders are always recognized.
same mountain, ran what was called a
lead, to undo the work of reconstruction. the joy bells ringing, guns saluting, firep.
JbiKiKo.
kowkel & Co., 40 Park Kow, New
tlie goodly-born.
She had many suitors; The same is true of the committee on
will receive advertisements for this paper, at
York,
It makes the reader’s hair to stand
cross-cut
into
the
vein
to
the
but ambition had possession of her heart, postoftiees and other important commit- the lowest rates. Their orders will receive
belonging
right crackers exploding, and the sweet melodiprompt
and tier hand was eventually
attention.
Pelican Company, and then set up an ab- up with such awl til proof as the follow-! ous horns a toot, toot, toot, until even in
sought and tees.
AtMIoKArE Doi>n, 121 Washington St., Boston,
won
by one of the private secretaries ot
surd claim that they were entitled to one- ing—
<;nx. banks rusirn>\.
Peace on
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
sleep you keep murmuring
President Grant, lie was a
—

-i

J

man

of hand-

Stories that Grant and Gen. Banks have
polished address, come to some
agreement in political matbut, unlortiinatelv, was a slave to drink.
ters have been circulating here for some
I hev were married, and
apparently lived time. The
report is that their views on
happily. Before long, however, liis constitution sank tinder the burning power of the Cuban question coincide. Gen. Banks
seems to have been reckoned a
Republiwhiskey, and, before their honeymoon was can
by Mr. Kerr, for there are only three
"ver, lie died a victim to the insatiate
on
the
affairs
comRepublicans
loreign
Burst lie could not conquer. He left, 1 bob' ve, a little property; and with this his mittee, while therea full quota ot Demwidow again returned to Washington, ocratic members.
and commenced house-keeping in a house Tin: lxiial’rv man or rat: warn: am si:
not far distant, Irom the capitol.
in a few
The action of the House upon the thirdshort months the widow became a mother term resolutions has been a
subject ol unand gave all her time to the rearing ot the pleasant reflection lor the President. The
infant.
expression of opinion upon this point has
A short distance from her house a
voting been so decided that the President begins
li.vMvian was struggling into practice un- at last to feel the hopelessness ot the strugi'i the inspiration of devoted
study and gle to which his ambition and lust of pownatural inclination.
Already he had met er have impelled him. 'This, combined
v> :h some success, and was
with the failure ol Ins attempt in the mesgenerally t
e dited a
the couple were sage to kindle the tires of religious hate
rising mar;
brought together, no matter how, and and animosity, has put him in no pleasant
it bin a tew months they were married. frame of mind, and they who solicit favors
B u the happiness ol their wedded life was at his hands just now stand a
very poor
! short duration
Jealousy on the part chance ot having their desires gratilied.
■f the wife and moroseness on the
\ IKAVs or roXCKLSsM \x cox.
part ot
he husband led to an estrangement.
At
Mr. Cox is not it little annoyed at the
li t the separation and indulgence in anremarks attributed to him in reference to
na
Words ended with the day, Init at
the committees and Speaker.
A great
._rth the husband absented himself for
deal of these reports are from the lancy ol
A
reconeiliaoays together.
patehed-iip
sprightly correspondents of the opposite
was cb'ccted, but when
they again cuand intended to embarrass and
red t ils same house, the wife soon learn- part}
discredit the Democratic organization. Mr
I that her husband bad succumbed to
Cox was so .solicitous as to the trouble the
<■iiiptalf.il, and was on the descending
had in the. matter of the Wavs
e.ile ol a drunkard's grave.
It can read- Speaker
and Means that he entreated Mr. Kerr,
be
that
a
truce
under
such
y
imagined
before the committees were made up, to
nvumstanees was soon broken.
his name
The remark
disregard
1 lie man now bad a
refuge which might attributed to him asentirely.
to Mr. Kerr's health
prove his destruction, but which silenced was
entirely misconceived. As to any conthe pangs ot immediate sorrow.
They
With Mr Wood, Mr. Cox says he
mrreiled, and inhabited the same house troversy
has lmd none whatever. The criticisms
strangers to one another. With a wo- Mr. Wood made on his
colleague, if, inrn.iu'ashnvss she pursued the bitter
deed, he made them at all, were taken in
'"irsi wiiieh eoulil only oiler an
insuperand not retaliated in any sense.
able obstacle to a renewal of their marital good part
After Mi Wood withdrew from the canbilious and the reclamation of her luisdidacy for the Speakership, it there was
in 1.
In the enforced solitude of her own
any feeling generated it was by no action
come, she welcomed the attentions of othol Mr. Cox.
While he is content to serve
r men.
Soon again, then, was she seen
on Banking and
Currency, he would pave
on the street, at the
and
in
luxtheatres,
urious restaurants of the city. The cul- preferred to that Committee any peace on
the W ays and Means, as his -unties and
mination oi this is easily told.
Returning labors here have been more on tarilfs and
one
night from some round cl pleasure, taxes than
He
banking and currency.
she found tlie house tightly locked, and an
dues not feel fitted for the latter, w hatc\ .-r
iiipenoirable darkness within. A iriendly
may be the opinion of Mr. Kerr or others,
neighbor told her that her husband had but be
speaks of his Democratic associates
ielt. and handed her the key of the unocon the Committee, Payne, Goode and Gibhouse.
eupied
as men of rare
accomplishments, and
■S.-- did not filter, however, but came son,
is sure that nothing can go amiss with
down town in search ot him.
Through such coad jutors. Of Col. Morrison he has
.uif means the hotel at which he was
the
opinion, though Mr. Cox was
-t''pping was discovered, and the woman not highest
enthusiastic as to the propriety of the
hesitated not a moment to enter its portals, iar past the hour ol midnight. The appointment, but no controversy with Mr.
W uod, as is alleged, brought it about: it
n.glil clerk denied that the “Doctor'’ was was
emphatically Mr. Kerr's own selectmere; while he—poor fool'—was reelin’1'
i\Ir. Cox has already been through
in the bar-room, without reason and with- ion.
his committee-room ami" burned the de*ut sense,
.Sic wanted a room, but was
bris left bp Maynard; it was a curious
inlormeil that ladies were not accommoThe
dated at that hour ol the night—the clerk miscellany of incongruous stuil'.
and Currency Committee will be
meanwhile easting suspicious glances at Banking
organized with method and care, and no
the male attendant on the sidewalk.
The crude
legislation will he inconsiderately
unaware
of
husband, however,
the situafrom that quarter. In Mr. Cox’s
proposed
stumbled
into
tion,
the main olliee, and
with a bound tiie wile was by his side. It opinion, the Democratic sideol the House
is unusually able and will have his best
was no lover's
meeting, but the shock efforts
to promote harmony, honesty and
somewhat sobering the man. mutual reThe hostile criticism as to the
crimination was indulged. There, in the efficiency.
Committees will soon Mow
u\cr. and
presence ol a crowd of loaiers and gaping when work
the country will apbegins
this
and
his
strangers,
aspiring physician
oeautifui wife rehearsed the
ot their prove.
some

appearance and

1

story

colored and wrought with all the
pa.-sion which liquor can arouse and sustain.
For. be it known that it was early
discovered that the ambitious girl had
wlIfn so low as to partake too largely ol
wine.
To avert such a scene it was rc"dved to give her a room. Persuaded to
retire, she insisted upon the presence of
her husband, and lie as stoutly resisted,
aying that on the day previous'lie had entered a suit for divorce on the
ground of
adultery. Her boisterous conduct at last
made tin- presence ol a policeman necessary, and her chamber was entered only
i" lind a halt nude woman
brazenly confronting the intruders, it is not necessary
to go much further.
Her husband at last
lives

welded,

and

they
day or

again together.
elapsed, and then

were

Put only a
two
the newspapers announced that both parties had made
application for a divorce—
mu; on the ground ot
adultery, and the
other lor continued drunkenness.
They
have never been together since, and now
their paths are far, iar apart.
She enter1 d
upon a lile of pleasure, haunted the
streets and public places, and at last entered one ot those gilded palaces where
I'-veln and mirth are the
price for the
an' ice of virtue, and sin claims as its
own tiie victim,
body and soul, lie is an
1
'Utcaw, ii\ ing upon a crust of bread a day,
and trusting tor lile
upon the liquor pois1 n
given him m pity by a former associate
and trn iid.
I saw him tiie other
night,
when, without a pillow on which to
lay
s
head, he was prostrate across the marot
counter
the hotel in which his money had been squandered and his shame exi- -e i.
[Wash. Cor. Chicago Tribune.
Mexican Border Troubles.

The President has commuted the sentences ol the JelTerson-Borden mutineers,
who were condemned to death, to imprisonment lor life, and they will he conliucd
in the Thomaston prison. Perley telegraphed yesterday from Washington, as
follows, in regard to the matter.
The commutation of the sentence of the
Jell’erson-Bordon mutineers lias been solicited from the President through the influence ot ltev. Mr. Wilson of Boston, and
without reference, there are good reasons
lor believing, to Attorney General Pierrepont. Mrs. Patterson, the wife ol Gapt.
Patterson, the master of the JetVcrson lforden, learning that attacks were being
made on her husband, now absent at sea,
came here, hut was not
kindly received
by several prominent gentlemen on whom
she called, as their minds had evidently
been poisoned against her husband. She
did not interfere in the punishment of the
mutineers, but was anxious to protect the
reputation ol her husband from the charges of cruelty which were
brought forward
at the trial and completely disproved, hut
she has not been able to obtain a hearing
from those gentlemen here who have been
prominent in seeking a commutation of
the sentence, although Itepresentatives
Blaine and llale have listened to her with
respectful attention. 'There are reasons
lor believing that the President lias been
persuaded to act upon ex-parte statements
made to him, without referring the case
to the Attorney General, to whom the
memorials against any interference with
the courts ol justice have been sent, some
of them reaching him only this morning.
The

Pope

ami

the

Ceuxennial.

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
their advertisements published in the Jourplease so state to the Court.

desiring
nal will

SlliSCRIBEKS desiring to have the address of
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ftTBATKs it Locke, 34 Park Kow, New York,
are authorized agents for
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for the .Journal.
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Bristow's

POST OFFICE

Blunder.

Wlien ilie cabinet met President Grant staled
tbat so tar as Air. Henderson’s denunciation of
liiin was concerned lie did not care to sa\r anythin!.', and wished to leave the cabinet'members uniulluenced by his opinions or prejudices.
All the cabinet officers, except itristow, readily
decided that Henderson must, be discharged.
Air. Itristow arose and said that he was opposed to the dismissal of such a valuable conn
!
sellor.
I Grant quickly arose from his seat and
abruptI ly demanded: "Sir. do you sanction the
infamous attack which Air. Henderson made on
niei'"
Grant's imperious manner seemed to
overawe Air. Bristow, and lie replied that be
did not approve the speech, and straightwav
voted for dismissal.
Senator .Morton says if Itristow had not thus
vindicated tile President from the aspersions
east mi hint ids continuance in the cabinet would
have been impossible.

|

Such is the narrative ot that cabinet
meeting, as told by Senator Morton, says
the Lancaster Intelligencer, and, if true,
it illustrates in

of Judge Ueltord, then Justice of the District in which the two mines were situated, and the appointment in his place ol

a

forcible

manner

the im-

It is cliflicul: to say whether the editor
was foolish or knavish when he,
put forth
the above—for one or tin: other in- must
have been.
1 he
Washington correspond-

to secure the removal ol

Judge Uelford ; but Senator Logan says lie
paid about $40,000 lor his interest in the
property which is in litigation. Even il
this is true, the inpropriety of his conduct
in using his official intluence for the removal of Judge Uelford is none the less
evident.
But there is
feature

in

still

a

more

disagreeable
Judge

this shameful business.

Stone, who was appointed to aid llonore,
Grant, Logan & Co., in their plot to get
posession of the Pelican mine, followed
his action in that case by an order, made
without notice or hearing, which gave
one of the Dives
party possession of a
mine belonging to an English company,
which that company had held by patent
from tlie United States tor seven years,
having paid $500,000 in cash for the pro-

perty which
ed.

This

come

was so

summarily

confiscat-

incredible, but the facts

seems

from the most authentic sources.

There would

seem

to he no end to tlie

cal party
In view of this case, no wonder that Grant does not recall Schenck on
account of the Emma Mine disclosures.

disgraceful

treasury really
Henderson’s removal, but

did object to
succumbed to the “imperious manner’’
ot his chid, and was overawed
the

by

of

his continuance in the
cabinet if he did not vindicate Grant from
“the aspersions cast upon him.” There-

by

Mr.

Bristow showed himself to be a
man of much less
grit than lie has heretofore been supposed to
possess, and we
would rather believe that ins
ment

original jud-

regarding Henderson's offense

was

A Castine correspondent of the American
says: “Considerable stir has been recently
created in our quiet village bv the summary
dismissal of the assistant teacher in the .Normal School. His class lias been for some time
jiast upon llio subject of Constitutional law,
and in a Lyceum Lecture before the .scholars
be discussed the constitutionality of one of the
nil 's of tlie school, requiring the pupils to attend church twice oil Sunday; contending that
it wits inconsistent with the constitutional provision of all religious freedom.
This gave
great offence tJ the Principal, who immediatecalled
ly
together tlie Superintendent and two
of the Trustees; and tlie case was investigated
by them, and the teacher dismissed.

oi these

whiskey ring eases. The aspersions cast upon Grant have bean
by testimony which as yet stands
unimpeached
and unexplained. Ifis close
with
ami

why the assistant is
example ot a conspicuous

confidence in the

convicted ami indicted members of the
whiskey ring, and his unfaltering disjiosition to confer executive favor upon public thieves, are what lias cast aspersions
upon his public and private character;
and iiis quick removal of the counsel who,
m the line of his.strict
duty, mildly reflected the

testimony of the case, only proves
that Grant winced because 11is withers
were

not

altogether unwrung.

sec

All men have a natural and unalienable right
to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of their own consciences, and no one shall
lie hurt, molested or restrained in his person,
jibertv or estate for worshipping God in tlie
manner and season most agreeable to the dictates of his own conscience, nor for his religious
professions or sentiments, provided he does not
disturb the public peace, nor obstruct others in
their religious worship. * * * Nor shall anv religious test be required as a qualification for any
office or trust under this state.

This removal ot

a

teacher ior expound-

to tlie courts there can lie little doubt that

lie will find
has suffered.

removal, in the cabinet and

It is hard to say what may not come
out of tlie crooked whiskey suits before
they are through' with. The ring, though
broken, is still desperate and defiant. Bab-

out of it.
He
would have left the entire
responsibility
ol that blunder with Grant, and he would
have greatly strengthened his hands
by
washing them clean of all participation in
it. Had lie risen superior to the President s “imperiousness” and brushed aside

all considerations of continuance in
place,
he w ould have been one of the men of the

occupy certain ican or from the
work-shops over which into it. In either event his failure to take
points on the Mexican side, where the lie has control. The
letter* ol the Pope the
raiders arc accustomed to come across the
tide at its Hood has dwarfed him from
are couched in the warmest term of friendi t or.
The reply of the Mexican Minister
a formidable candidate for a
Presidential
for
the
United
States.
of Foreign Affairs was that the Executive ship
nomination to the position of a retainer
had no authority to grant such permission
Hon. John K. Tarbox M.
ol Massachuin his chief’s ranks. He is a mere tail to
without the consent of Congress, and it
setts, was married in Philadelphia last week to
would not he prudent to ask such consent, the widow of a
the
third term kite which Grant is
otlieer.
regular army
flying.
as the sentiment of the
V\ hen he allowed himself to be overcountry would
A wealthy New Haven family is hunting for
not approve it.
an unknown woman who
bought, lor a few awed in that cabinet meeting he commitMr. Foster stated that he was author- cents, a $'1500 India shawl, which
accidentally
ized to give the assurance that our Gov- got among some articles sent to the auction ted what, iu its effect upon his own
proslast
week.
ernment had no
room,
design ot acquirin’1* au
pects, was a blunder, and what to his parextension ot territory, but said the acAt the dinner in New York. Wednesday,
so beggared of available
candidates,
knowledgment ol the Mexican Govern- Gen. Sherman, in his speech, disposed of tlie ty
sectarian issue thusly:
believe in the Con- was almost a crime.
ment of
to
restrain
the
lawinability
its_
lessness ot its own citizens would afford stitution of the United States, and tho Ten
Commandments.”
A second edition of the
the strongest possible argument to all adpamphlet pubMrs. Cook of
was riding down
vocates ol the acquisition of
lished a year or two ago, entitled “Gen.
territory. the north cant inSaugcrville
a sleigh, on the 22d
instant,
Mr. Foster further said the citizens ol Texwhen a boy on a sled frightened the horse, Sullivan not a Pensioner of Luzerne,” has
as must be
protected, and if the protection which ran away. Mrs. Cook was thrown out
just been issued. It contains the report
did not come from the Mexican Govern- and severely injured.
of the Historical Society ol New Hampment it must from ours.
( harles Knowles, aged nine
years, was found
dead in the window of the schdolhouse on Lib- shire which fully sustains the position
A marriage of a d'vorced
couple occurred at erty Hill, in Guilford, N'. II. it is supposed he taken by the descendants of the Sullivans,
"••Ih-,- Monday
night, the bride having been tried to enter by the window, when it fell upon
that the General was not, while represent'."■"•c married since, and parted bv divorce His neck and suffocated him.
111,111 one husband, and by death from the other.
A frightened horse backed a carriage contain- ing New Hampshire in the Continental
Mrs. Hannah Stover, of
Bowdoinham, Me., ing a colored man with his wife, child and
from the French
iays just claim to be the heroine of the centen- adopted son. overboard from a bridge crossing Congress, receiving pay
sin- was horn on the 4th of July, the East Branch of the Potomac, Friday eve. minister. Sullivan’s necessities were great
year,
inai.
i.,o. at nearly the same hour when the
at the time, from health and fortune imgreat and all but the man were drowned.
"■ II was
ringing out the glad news of the DeclaA few davs since a man convicted of drunk- paired in the war, and he was relieved
ration from the hall in
Philadelphia. The old
by
lady i,s in good health, and hopes to celebrate enness stood up before his Honor at the Police a
personal loan lrom the minister. The
her own and the nation's hundredth
Court, and His Honor said in his slow, solemn
birthday
way, "I’ll give you §10 or thirty days.” "Well, whole country at that time might be classJuly next.
I’ll take the $10, squire,” replied the fellow.
ed as pensioners as much as he, for the
Ax I.'p JM l I xkiiai A gray
horse, which,
An expedition of 2000 men, sent into Abyshi a Hotline ii| twenty-eight
had
travelyears,
French were giving money, troops and
sinia
the
Khedive
of
was
a
led with
ambushed
by
circus, been mortgaged four times,
Egypt,
served in the rebellion, and had been less o-lori- and massacred by the natives, and only one ships to the government and individuals,
ously useful in his old age at farm work, died otlieer escaped. The Khedive will immediate- to aid in
accomplishing the independence
recently at Oconto, Wis. JI is name was Rob- ly dispatch 12,000 men from Cairo to Abyssinia.
inson Crusoe, and lie was called Rob lor short
A spunky woman not 1000 miles from Lewis- of tiic United States and the humiliation
by familial- acquaintances. His owner had a ton discovered a few days that her husband
of England. The pamphlet is published
coffin ma^l of black walnut,
on quite an extensive correspondhandsomely finish- was
ed, and bearing a plate inscribed with the name ence carrying
with an eastern ladv. When a recent let- by A. Williams & Co., lloston.
and age. The funeral was attended by ‘200 vil- ter was sent
she followed it to a place not 1000
lagers.
miles from Bangor and detected the lady in
—In the Opinion libel case, the respondAt the last meeting of the Maine Central question. Conversation took place between
ents
moved lor a demurrer with leave to
these
ladies, and now the correspondence is
directors it was found that the night train was
broken up.
a very good way train for both the Eastern and
plead over, which Judge Appleton overEuropean <fc North American railroads while
Last week an employe in a Portland estab- ruled.
To this ruling objection was made
it run over the Maine Central in the dead of the
lishment received a portion of his weekly stiand the case goes to the law court—so
night, thus causing this latter road to maintain pend in silver quarter*.
He went into a store
it at a loss to itself and for the benefit of the to make a
small purchase, and threw out one that it will be a
long time before the cases
two other roads. Hon. F. 4V. Hill was
appoint- of the quarters to liquidate the charge, but was
ed a committee to confer with both the Eastern
crushed by the remark of the store- are tried, if they ever are.
completely
and European & North American roads and see
keeper : “O, keep your pocket piece; if you are
what arrangements could be made for the bet- so
—Congress is taking a holiday, and no
hard upas that Pll trust you until you get
ter division of the earnings.
some m»ney.”
business is done this week,

1 lib section refers to

pensioners

of all

wars

previous to tlic rebellion, many of whom afterward engaged in the Confederate cause. Its

ell'ret is to ilt <ill" this class from tile benelil ot
the general provisions of the law granting
pensions to the survivors of thw war of isjo .m,|
tile .Mexican war; and the bill ot Me. M,Trillion proposes to repeal it.

And why should not the section he repealed ? All the penalties ot the rebellion have been swept away
except this
and a lew nominal exclusions troni oiliee.
J here is no good reason
why the veterans
ol the war ol

lMd and the .Mexican war

should not partake id the general thanksgiving in this the centennial year, lint
the assumption of the editor ot the Age,
that its passage would let in the whole
rebel army to the pension fund, is enough
to make a horse laugh.
Will the editor
ol the

Age be good enough In state whether he was foolish or knavish in his statement ?

like uproarious, hilarious,

Christmas.

July

than

stately <|uiei

pers, and
bought, and

the vast array of loaded,
Christmas trees almost breaking
down beneath their burdens of bonbons
and attractive presents; why i! is enough

sigh—

“Kaekward turn backward, oh Time in your
Make* im* a child again just lor t<> night”

and almost

lli<>ht,

Bangor Daily Whig

any which lias yet fallen upon the State
any part of the South.” The Governor
has declined lo sign the commissions of
the two leading scamps,
although there
aie two or thiee others who
are
scarcely
better. Ho has
placed on tile tlye follow-

or

furnish for their opponents the spectacle
ol a House divided against itself.
And now that the long agony is over

ing
I

to the

hanging of the
anticipation that

impels

in the vague
Santa Claus may come down Lite chimney, and discovering that your days for

stocking

gilts

are not yet over, so surprise yon
with something sweet and pleasant in the:
morning. Ah, the happiness and swift

he followed by
the school question

In the Semite the fust business tiller tm
is to be the discussion of Senator
Morton’s Mississippi resolution, upon

of those childhood days!

the hurry, hustle
and excitement attendant upon Christmas

notwithstanding

and its festivities, everyone lias found time
to stop and express the unbounded, unKerr and

at

I

.stands

i-f

It is

hoped

tluil

thus achieve

ictory

a \

tor

honesty

and d»*

npiicv.

—Abraham Jackson the

getting the ad-

making political capital.

so

'•

i*. i'-.ue
oniinissii'iiIMpn-MMlt
-,i|lip,-|
h. II. ( II \ M III: l! I,.\ IN
lovernor «*1 South < arolint.

lii(‘ rourage ami lirinnes.s ,,! the (iuvmior
may avert this threaleimd disaster, and

Republican leaders in both brandies have
heaping so industriously upon their
opponents, lollov.'ing up one by another,
and

judges

Ii*.*

t.i

•

i li'o tin;

on

been

ition ol

'n!'M‘ !•> !I’
1 i‘t‘11111>{;i,ifi•
!«» 11: i <
I'li'.f.

IW

the other side. The resolution itself is
Imt one ot the series of tests which the

expect

the commissions of VT. J.

elected tor term- Of •four veurs. and l>v a series
Ot ad.iudicalcd
a-.
in tie* highest court of this
'tab
extending Irotn 1-J1 to
it has, in
lm
been
judgment,
determined that officer,
elected under provision, of law -imilar to this
provision of tin* present constitution arc entitled tu hold their office- for the full tTin
pivscril.ed In the eonstiiiition or law- under which
die elect ion i> hold. It follow- that as the term'd'I lie present incumbents of the office to which
the above-named persons < htim to have been
I, ied on 1 In* Iffili instant, will not
expire until slier another general lection ol members
t'11'
-’i t•'■'♦‘inl>ly, flit*
pn M'Mt cr,*n«*r;tl
\
i
i,,,r ii,,
to fleet their sueIll -i-tllf
V'""1
plfSfUtini' vim-

skilltnl

in somt way of their

-ign

by
general
Its-embly on I In* loth instant, fur tcnii- to begin August 'Ji>, is,.;.
Il> the constitution of tin
sltilc the .111*1"
ol the circuit court arc to In*

to

vantage

In

hmper

and Mr Hale's linanee resolution, all of
which are looked lorward to with eager
interest as promising -t full harvest of
rich and rare
deal of
a

with the

tor hi- refusal—

reasons

'decline

\\
and •/. .1. Moses,
,tr., elected as
1,1 hie circuit conn of thi.
Stale
the

about the committee appointments, the
next excitement promised is the whiskey

opposition, with Morton and t’onkliug

“a

was

greater than

no manner ol doubt; that
they
should he surprised at so novel an innovation isn't any less strange. That lie
will have the hearty, earnest support ot
all these naturally disappointed aspirants
is also a certainty, since none propose to

ring investigation,
sharp debates upon

Gov. Chamber-

lain declared that the selection
horrible disaster; inlinitely

there is

to make one

•’■"Stnn

loi'ging
guilty.

adversary,
And

since all is fair in war, who can blame
these wary spiders tor spreading traps for

detanking and
been

has

lawyer,

found

—A \\ estcni paper inis been liamled to

eontainiiig

us

the Democratic dies
It remains to be
seen how many
will walk into their
pretty little parlors.

ueeoiint ut

an

Mrs. (,unn

a

77 years old. who has

just given birth to
boy weighing eight pounds. Our read

a

j

mitigated surprise
Speaker
1'orefatliers’ Day came in lor its approhis unexpected Committees, 'flic distinpriate celebration in this city by the New
guished gentleman seems to have suddenKiigland Association, ami notwitlistamlly become an impenetrable sphinx whom
the absence of the.

needn't believe i; unless tliev choosewe don't our~ek
put mu.-Ii laitli in

ers

iti tuet
this

son

ol

<(linn

a

—AlWood lias been sending out amtili
his lavors to liie ipiill ib i-,ers ol tiie
press,
in the. sliapi ol kegs ol his delicious ovs

administration,
ing
nobody pretends to read or fathom. That wlio was
with descendents
hobnobbing
in this enlightened age of political rings,
ol the pilgrim lathers in gay New York,
ters. At hi' establisliinem in Centre street,
caucuses, pledges and parly customs, a
a
very nice collection of New Knglanderman should dare exercise an
I’orUaml, lie prepares and ships untold
independent made
everything go ••merry as a marinutilities ol that king of shell-lish, and
judgement, no matter how carefully made
flic speech making was
riage bell."
IT) or from what reliable sources, is such
they
alway arrive in the best is'uidition
mostly confined to ( ol. liabson ol Maine,
an unheard
of course <>f
•

s

of, unthought

who lias recently received a prominent
action, that it has lallen like a thunderin the 1 lepartment ol tin inappointment
bolt from a clear sky. and shaken Washterior, and Post Made: Ceiieral dowel!
ington to its very political centre. The Alter
the speaking came the dancing and
veterans who have been jogging along
which was entered into with so
here in

harness for lo these

legislative

many years, haven’t rallied yet from the
look ol stupefaction and consternation
that settled upon their facial lineaments

.Monday

last.

And

fancies them
all this long recess,
one

when the teacher has issued a crusher upon their plans and
anticipations. Wood
sat bolt

—-The

the programme
modern lliekorv,

which Senators Thurman, (Jordon, and
I lay art! arc alrea !y announced to speak in

going about through
and jolly festal days, with that same puzbusiness men, am! well it may be, for it zled expression, wondering, like 1‘olunius
of old, whether he be really mad or no.
is excelled
by none as a quiet, comfortable home during a sojourn at Hie me- Looking down from the galleries upon the
tropolis. There is a courteous civility at House brauch of America’s “wit and wisthe oiliee, and a careful attention to the dom," as the clerk read the long lists of
names, one couldn't help remarking how
wants of inmates in all subordinate departments, that is very pleasing, and dis- like to settled school-boys they looked
mental

this

recess

lh<' American House, Boston, continues to he a favorite resort lor eastern

a

ot

out

lighted

on

poses the parting guest to make
note that he will call again.

carrying
out by

mapped

developments
engineering, and po»ibiv a good
Then the crowds ot gay shop- deal more ot the
dodge game, that lias
hosts of pretty things to be
already been so successfully inaugurated.

Fourth of

jubilant

llangor Whig, in a letter pub- delight
long ago as Dee. doth, explains
lint

the whole scope of Senator Merrimon’s
bill, as follows—

more

ate the

.Supreme

Court, may be averted.

announces

upright

as

if the doctrine of the

Generalities.
Henna--. it. ;:uniti* mur-i. n r. was
*• rmau. and
a-1
!; i*.». »'.v ;._vu mail :i-> reported.

<

The rail

w

i i

>tat*'

mueli /.esl and spirit as to make the hours
11 y rapidly, and cause the general wish
that our venerated forefathers might hay

11■ >u-;.ii■
!•.:?:i!
right to
•!i ;>•
grounds at 1’liilad- ij»!.i:.

IVuipe
Allgtlsla.

each state has one, knoyyn

as

p.

it

on

paid
a.

>n

'.

la

<'fiitemii.il

Id- •i.,'te

A\

-aw

..

In

.Mj'-a- liusrtu.

working
aild

ue

f-r

glad

luast'-r

doll

one

get

tm

work

a!

«arpentei>

l tiftv renttli.it ri-

a

up

day.

••
Uie selev *iir r I »<>.(*! j t
l. I-worth, hahi • n abandoned at
in a sinking eotelition.
The lew were -:.ved and landed at Falmouth,

yvas a matter of comment, since
every
other state of the association was represented by some ot its Congressional dele-

-<

lag.
lie' (‘oniiuissjou .appointed to .-xamine tie
distress in < ap-- llreton report- 1
p< i-on- r»
ijuiring as-istanee in the yaiion- mining districts.

of which

associations,

an

i,

A boy, live years old, son of
.Joseph Jnlue, * *
Ke line bunk, w bib- pla\ hip on tie
Tlium
aft-moon
w
adrowned.
day

am! wife, Mrs. Prank Millikcn, and (ten.
Spear and his bride. That neither of the
Senators or Representatives were present

These

i;

King> oil' hi> ling rs and st npes
•Io\ re’ll lii\ e -■ o111jia11\
wien
< ineinnat
< o:nmer> in!.

Among the Maine people present lieside
Col. liabson and lady were Mr Jacobs
and wife from Cherrylicid, Mr (iilliliian

mm.a

.a

i-

such

gation.

in.*

<

found it convenient to have had several
days scattered through the year

!;

:

•.

eating,

the “Maine

State Association," "N'eyy York State Association,” and so on through the Cuinn,

its programme lor the coming year. As
a newspaper the Whig is in
high tavor in
this region, bringing as it does 1 ho earliest

1'

erdinaie 1 Lash,

\\

oi

a

e.:

■<.,

v

-.

.-

-w

Opinion

has

a

twenty-five

is

feet

long,

most lormid.ablc sound.

which

But these

legal

lassos depend for effectiveness upon
their strength rather than length.
—“The editor and family” oi this paper
invited to the Portland hen show,

are

commencing Jan. doth—meaning, wo suppose, our large family ol roosters. They
pretty well, thank you, and may lie
there.
are

appar-

ently

to

exchange

a

few

consoling words
usual calm placidity

with Lamar, whose
seemed just a tritle milled, as if struggling with a badly digested breakfast,, or
a

slightly unpleasant

brilliant, sunny

laet.

trom home. The same

much said about the states you come
Irom.
l’ria n

Cox—bright,

The

Sam

undeniably

<

cross, as it he didn't

relish

a bit the first taste of the diet to
which he had been restricted, and very
—There's a murder excitement at Ban- shortly disappeared in the cloak-room and
gor. Captain Stinson of sell. Oregon of was scon no more that day. Holman shook
Rockland, has disappeared, and several back his dark, thick hair, plunged his left
bills of lading belonging to him have been hand a little farther down into his pockets,
whilst his right played an impatient fatfound spotted with Wood.

<

Mi:

History

'orn oioiwlt

of

n«*i‘

a

only

paper

Patriot.

published

eight

or

a

remedy

for tlie wrong lie

cock asserts that he is innocent, in the
face of the most convincing evidence that
lie was using his position to aid the ring

by early information of official
Is it not

movements.

than probable that lie is
“sustained and soothed by an unfaltering
trust” in some power to save ? A telegram
from St Louis last Friday says—

Joyce

more

said to

interviewer that the
evidence against Babcock would be startling, and more damning than in either his
or McDonald’s case, and that ii the
government attorneys pressed the matter properly exposures of other and important
members ot the President’s household, or
to use Joyce’s expression:
“The entire
White House will be d—d badly scorched,
the President not excepted.”
an

The new Somerset Railroad was opened to West Waterville on Wednesday of
last week, a distance of twenty-five miles.
It

was an

event ot the first

importance

in

the

history of that region. A public meeting was held Wednesday evening at Bunker Hall. Albert Moore, Esq., of North
Anson, presided, and welcomed the straners from abroad. Speeches were made
by
William Atkinson, J. J. l’arlin, Col. II. A.
Dewitt, Col. A. W. Moore, Col. J. Manchester Haynes, E. W. Hill, and Levi L.
Lincoln. A grand ball also took place at
Carrabasset Hall.
The lion. George Bancroft told
porter of the Philidelphia Item

Prog. Age calls

Foster

a

swellhead. That's

unkind.
—Mr. Drisko ol the Machias I'nion continues to improve, and will probably lie
out

by

the first ol

January.

—The Western part ot the state is famous for haunted houses.
They've got
one now at Scarboro.
—A Buck sport subscriber who enclosed
$3 Dec. 22d, forgot to sign his letter. Will

lie inform

to whom it is to lie credited ?

us

—Secretary Fish says that Spain and
the United States are on the best of terms
and that there is no danger of any trouble
—The

Presque

Mr. Blaine for the

isle Sunrise nominates

Presidency—but

some-

times these cheerful sunrises get beclouded.

eyes, and stern, determined lace, sat unflinchingly through the trying ordeal ol
half audible exclamations of wonder and
astonishment and the embarassing voiles
ol curious

and then leaned back with

at

Washington.

astonishment for a while, and
then subsided to rolling hits of paper with
the air of a man who, having got all he
the

—E. I). Peters

--

who

poll- spine.

ten thousand dollars to run

\ evv reading froi
Shakes
m
ill-' Ledger
I l\ —i—‘My Lord,
l’agtlie 1 Mike i-t Uabeoek i- taken." 1
«es—“(Ml
with I if nderson’s I ■:t I:
iiiii-,!i for llubeo.-k."
Slow nitisi\

the machine in

order to enlighten the
ot old Hancock County how

—From 1874 to 1,875 there was a falling
off in the shipping built in Maine, amounting to over 47,000 tons. A lack of common sense

at

Washington

and hard times

account tor it.
—

Hon. William A. Richardson died at

Quincy, ill,,

on

Monday,

lie

was a

prominent Democrat, and the bosom friend of
Stephen A. Douglas. He" was five times
elected to Congress.

ot others.

Frye

Blaine anil Morton are in Hie race for
the republican nomination tor the Presi-

came

out ot his inevit-

able newspaper to incredulously look his
amazement; (iarlield suspended writing,
in a “what in the devil is the matter”
manner; Banks buttoned a few inches
closer to the throat liis well fitting coat,
and looked

straight ahead at the slim,
lithe, perfectly composed Speaker, who

sat there amidst the sudden storm he had

raised above his devoted head, as quiet
and unmoved as if he hadn’t been tearing
down all the

re-

>

the leaders

on

expectations

and

plans

ot

both sides of the House,

Tie* Porl-neui: ii T i m111 •, IP-present
i\ •• Ihirleigh v m imp -hi
r -dir em m
lie* House imue *!iat--lv alt- r tie- r-vw, railing
for an iilV'-'tigiti m rut-* tie op, lie : -or m.i
agement of tie* i\ ttery na\ > av
-.

The Ha/ette -a\-that tie ( illudeti Natioaa
Hank began i--uin:
u Tie-da>
ae-ruing. tie
w a-di- oim!
-l-t in-t. Among i:- lir-t t*n-iii«
a
not-for
-ue!
S!.*'ou.nu
ing
piping nib den i
to tlK
t1 " k 11 I I
\\ i
II
e
t ion last summer.
—

**

A Western

with

can

you will notice mum is the word with

them—all for being truly
A

(’oxst \x

loyal.

Iti uu.u

in

Tiii:

A.MKlill \n.
Xokth IIavkx.

Several accounts leu

tip-

pcared recently in the papers concerning the
malady—diptheria—at tin- place thi- lull, but
half of the anguish and sutl'ering of the atllictThd jlisorder in its
worst form, almost as fatal as small pox, broke
out m the lull, and up to this time over twenty
persons have been afflicted. Seven cases have
proved fatal. It attacked old and young alike.

cd have not been told.

In some instances strong men have been afflicted. and while they yet retained strength enough
to walk about, have choked and died, to be lidlowed by others of the family. The saddest
case, perhaps, was that of John W. lleverage
wife and child, who all died within a short time
Mr. I>. walked about the house
until tlie fearful disorder choked him, when he

of each other.

bade his wife and daughter farewell, walked to

and
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lady g

the ra<
I
n«»t 1 ■■sfi-w
giaure <o
lean. dyspeptie, a I :l\-I Oil- Ilipi -|
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large and profitable business in issuing insurance policies entirely worthless

stock-holders has been conversant

o

girN engaged in lookm. iiji liiisl-mds- I »ok
out for phy shall health and Aw ity for tin- -ale-

a

Bis mode of doing business tor years.
In the last issuo id the Kllsworth Ameri-

s

at

has been using the names ot some of our
best citizens to the time of some live or
six thousand dollars, ami has been doing

general

Co., Boston, show assets amounting to $114,000, and liabilities
footing up $512,000. The creditors will could reasonably expect himself, don’t
feel particularly interested as to the late
get about twenty-live cents on a dollar.

_
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vri'r
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\
oung man named < iiarles simi
n
Ii. I in
Aina, Jrom «• V- t of injuries !•••---l\ed whil-Topping wood iei Wednesday la.-H A tree
t
n
ddng one !,-g and tajtn ing the

in Ilaucock

have nothing to tear, illaine, impatient yet they gave no warning to prevent inand restless in every motion, reached out nocent parties from buying hi- forged pahis right hand to grasp the front of his I per or receiving his bogus policies,
truly
desk, as it nieifftatwg a descent upon tile one that is loyal has many lriends.
The people are very indignant at the
gentleman IVom Indiana for such unparliamentary proceedings, apparently relin- course the Kllsworth American has taken
quished the idea, turned abruptly to whis- in not exposing the rascal and bringing
per energetically to his surrounding col- him to justice, while more than one ot its

folded and the dazed look of an individ—We learn that Mr. James Morrow of
ual who lias been bathed by iiis oppoBangor lias received an appointment as nent’s move and wants time to study the
an officer of the House ot
Representatives, game afresh, iiaie seemed to share in

Moi, ip A ul'ii!
>:
-tabbed and -hot
w
Hinight.
and may pr-»\e fatal. The\ e-eapcd.
-t

was

i\

moo.

glances levelled upon him. If
lie holds the Chairmanship of the Ways —pocketing the premiums, and trusting
and Means, and consequent leadership of to luck that the insured would not hr
flic House, with as much firmness and burnt out.
Mr. Dyer's lilends have known C1 a
composure as he bore tills infliction ol curious eyes and tongues, the country will number id wars hi- nefarious business—

leagues,

\\ ood.
Ma-.,

The elarn diggers on Ncwburyptna flats av. r
live bu-hel- to a tel- -.
:ig" about
I'iie «•-.id*
dav this winter about 400 bulled-, were dug.
"'h ie! w as wnf! ii. u le-n r--.el \ i-w the market.
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Cox, whom everybody likes—actually frowned, yes, looked

really and

locality gives a sort
kinship here, where one hears

of touch of

dear people
ing and explaining the safeguards of reto vote, as well as tq give them the <>;•//would
lie
an
unlawful
ligious liberty,
pro
ist itnrs, has made no mention of the
ceeding at anytime; and it is especially
—Joyce, convicted of complicity in the ton upon the unoffending desk, looking all rascality of Geo. A. Dyer, truly boa mie
■strange just now, when so much is being
the time as it this thing might not lie all of the
pillars of the church, Ucgister of
said in favor ot religious toleration and whiskey frauds at St Bonis, says the evidence
Babcock
will
he
right, and yet with clear far-sightedness Probate for Hancock County, President id
more conthe need of banishing all sectarian inlluagainst
enccs from tlie schools, and when the
vincing than that against himself or Mc- concluding it better to endure the ills he the Common Council, who helped Mayor
had
than fly to those he knew not of.
Grant steal the City Government of KllsPresident of tlie United States devotes to Donald.
Celt.
the coming mail, with worth last spring, and is now incarcerated
Morrison,
the subject a portion of iiis message. If
—Poor Mr. Poster wrote a letter to
tlie removed teacher shall see fit to apply Blaine, and because the latter lost it, the his tine gray crowned head, calm gray in our county jail for forgery. Mr. Dyer

U:ul liristow been the mail whom a
of the people took him to
be, he would have opposed Henderson’s

large portion

as

much

wants, necessities, and business ol the
J hat the country will
appreci-

country.

oi

intimacy

freely expressed

lished

ears

It is possible that the
disgrace and disthreatening South Carolina, in having ex-Goy. Moses and the notorious negro
U liipper upon the bench of the

aster

highi
metemsychosis had begun for him, and
-I eti-I man. age-1 about wwl,
-'riving hihis spinal column been suddenly changed
o.\eii to drink tell to tie
ground and -lie-1 a
not right.
His
are accustomed all through the Congres"tantly ot ie art disease.
into a cast-iron poker, thinking, no doubt,
violation ot constitutional law may be
sional season to holding reunions or asI lie mi--ing young man. I »o: r. w a- toun-l m
that Speaker Kerr had a very mean way
considered a little sharp, under the cir- morning despatches and a
semblies, in which speeches and dancing the eabin ot tie- brig Kalph K-i". 11 had gonvery industrious ol
of the Ways and Means,
tbither with a ijuaiifity >t morphia- -wallowdisposing
form the chief entertainment, blit which ed the
cumstances; but the Principal and Trus- gathering of Maine news. It is furnished fiver Randall's
l -Ii- -I
drug, end down
round, handsome face
tees would have created a much better at $8 per year, postage paid
are much more sought alter by tb
wan(d'illsou ha ree'-ivo.: -v-l
!
stole a look of s\lnpatlietie sadness tor
ii'p'-n t
work on tie- gu\■ niie-nt
impression on tlie pupils and the public
derers trom their native heath for
a! Him .ae
t-—The indictment for libel found against the fellers that hadn't
oppor- land on ‘hr Iir-t
fared as well as he,
ot
the
.Janitar.,
appropi'iaf i-u
by appearing before the class and show- the publisher and editor oi the Rockland
tunities they alibi'd lor seeing everybody therefor
having been exhausted.
and very shortly he crossed over,
Jt is ditlicult to

mistaken than credit the statement that
after fuiving assumed a
position he allowed Grant to bully him from it.
Such
cowardice is not becoming the men of ing better reasons lor the rule than he
that far-famed “blue grass
region” whence had found against il, if it were possible
Bristow comes.
to do so.
’The Declaration of Bights in
Hut it lie really did “take to the water” the Constitution of Maine asserts that—
as is
reported, and thinks he thereby vindicated Grant from the aspersions cast upon him—not by Henderson’s
speech, but
by the worn testimony of the case—then
he lias been blind as a mole to the dritt

ent ot the

earth” “Peace on earth,” and can get no
farther—the whole sounding to Northern

—

matter ot

general surprise that Bristow
should have submitted thereto as tamely
as he was
represented to have done. From
the above account, accredited to a member ol Grant's kitchen cabinet, it seems
that the secretary of the

obstacle to

as ail

Ilonore, in order

Jewell and Bristow,
particularly ihe latter, and, upon the news
of Henderson's
summary removal, it was
of

expected

impossibility

This i- (lie law that stands

leaders of tile party intend to accept the reconstruction measures as aiinality? A man who
believes this in the light of what i- already taking place, is so simple that braying in a mortar
Would not cause hi- simplicity to depart from
him.

and money-grabbing acts ot
the Administration and its iriends, as well
as all tlie prominent leaders of the liadi-

a

Section 1,7Hi. No money on account of pensions
shall he paid to any person, or to the
widow, children or heirs of any deceased
person, who in any
manner voluntarily
engaged in, or aided or abetted’,
the Rebellion against the
authority of tin- t nited
States.

Pelican from operating
their own mine. It is alleged that stock
ot the value ot $500,000 was distributed
between Senator Logan, Fred Grant, and

ot the

owners

coinicti to ids purposes. It. is not
singular
that most of tiiose who compose it are
pliant tools in his hands, but better things
were

ill)

Stone, a personal friend of llonore’s, the pensioning of rebels, and a bill to its
repeal
who, upon being inducted into otlice, at is one of ttie v ery lirst to tie introduced into the
present Congress. Is the .Journal really so
once granted an injunction
preventing the simple minded as to believe that ttie Southern

periousness with which Grant bends bis

Philadelphia, Dec. ->\. There has just
Washington, Dec. ihl. Fronf official been
received in this city a formal acceptit
that
correspondence
sometime ance
appears
by Pope Pius JX, of an invitation by hour. As the case stands it makes little
'iuce. .Minister Foster asked permission
the Centennial authorities requesting His
"1 the Mexican Government lor the
diflerenee whether lie was foolish
regu- Holiness to give his
enough
recognition to the en- to
s
lar I
troops to follow raiders across
agree with Grant’s view ol Henderson’s
to the exposition
by
terprise
contributing
tie* borders when in close pursuit, or
per- works of art from the
galleries of the Vat- oflense, or was weak enough to be bullied
mission to

temporarily

on secured the assistance ol II. 11. Ilonore
the lather-in-law ot Fred Grant, and of
Senator Logan, who secured the removal

then- be anv doubt id this?
Already a
movement lias been made looking to the
penor
retie!
soldiers. The other day Sensioning
ator .Merrimon, of North Carolina, introduced
a bill to repeal the
following section ot the national pension laws:
t

one

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is tlie only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
K1AH EMED TO SEE THAT T11E1R DATES ARE
COKKECF. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

j

half the lode. Ot course the Courts decided against the intruders, who thereup-

less ol the “you
scratch my hack anil I’ll scratch yours,’’
ami mere getting right down (o the

American

Genius,

s

Moody

I

III

Soiikey.

The -reat r
waii-i-. M.--r- Moody and
"•a
key who ieelrilieti Maid old Kllgintld with
lli -if km|tiiaiei• and enthu-iu-m. are fair sample- of American geniu-.
Springing fn»m
am>mg the ronnn-m people, liinr -ympathieare alia e to the wants ot
and
In rein lie- tin -reivl of tie- r great siieee-s.
Those who seek to he popular must study and
be familiar with the wants of the masses, and
prove Iiiv.il thereto. To this tot \v< may trae
the grand >ueee-> in bti-ine--. t- vv e as in religious undertaking-, whvh many Americans
have achieved. Strikingly illustrative of these
-li£ges».ion- is that gr* at establishment, located
at Ihitlalo. \. d., and know n a> the
World*I >i-pensal V
a UH>-I appl'op; ate name,indeed,
for that v ast institution within wliose walls are
manufaetured remedies wliieh ate in demand in
ev ery quarter of the globe, and at vv hirh a corps
of distinguished physieian- and surgeons.under
the persona! direction of Dr. l’ieree are const ant lv idmini-teriug to tin- needs «»f thousands
of sufferers eV erv wlie; v, and whose sUeet >s ill
the treatment of all form- of chronic ailmenthas Inv.une so well known that there is seareely a hamlet in the land in wliieh hi- name i- nor
ft- proprietor, -av- the lb-raid ami
familiar.
a
Torchlight, of Detroit,
pi,
writes for them, and to tlnm tender- hi- eminent professional -erv ices." Hi- advertisements
arc earnest exhortations,
lake the great reI vivalists, his enthusiasm is multiplied by the
sieves- of hi- enterprise, as vv» II asI unparalleled
hy the cllieaev of his remedies in curing disease.
hi
in hint and his ivmedic-,
li'i
i'hr
jirtifilc
|
because, as the New York Tribune -ays. “h
| sympathizes with them in their afflictions, etattainments."
Hence. Dr. Picm-'s
j forts, andMedical
(foldeu
Discovery i- to-day mon
as
a
blood
and liver mediemployed
largely
cine. and as a cough remedy, than anv otln
His Kavoritt
remedial agent in the world.
Prescription, he doe- not recommend a“euro-all," as is so otten done l»y compoundcrof worthless, humbug nostrums, but for all
diseases and weaknesses peculiar to women it
lias proved itself so much of a specific that it
now enjoys great popularity and universal confidence.* Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pd; lets, “scarcely larger than mustard seed," have
proved so agreeable uul r< liable as a cathartic
1 hat they arc rapidly taking the place of the
large, nan-' oils pills heretofore so much in use;
while li*- < ompouud Kx tract of Smart-Weed
i- a favorite remedy for Colic, Cramps, Smnmer-eoniplaint, Diarrluea. Dysentery, Cholera
and Cholera Morbus, and also a- a liniment.
Uf Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy, and Dr. Pierce's
Nasal Douche, little need In- -aid, as they are
known every when* as the greatest specifics for
Catarrh and “cold in the head," ever given to
the public. And besides this large measure of
success, Dr. Pierce seems likely to achieve as
great renown as an author as he has as a physician. His Com vu>n Sense Medio u. A i>\ iskr,
a book of about IKK) pages, which he sells at the
unparalleled low price of $l.o0, lias already
been sold to the extent of exhausting two editions amounting to forty thousand copies. Tin*
secret of Dr. Pierce's success, as well as that of
the great revivalists, and scores of other Americans, who by their genius have advanced step
by step from obscurity to affluence and distinction, consists in treating the people with consideration, sympathy, candor, and honesty. No
man, who hopes to attain either wealth or distinction, can afford to deal unfairly with the
world or he indifferent to the wants and best
interests of humanity.
>•

|

calmly putting old established cus- his bed. laid down and died. Ilis wife ami
recently dency. The former is trying to steal toms and precedences beneath His teet, child were stricken dowu and lingered a few
that the coming Centennial exhibition
Grant’s anti-sectarian thunder, and the until the critical
galleries began to mur- days, and died almost together. It was remarkwould in every respect excel any interna- latter’s programme is to “ring in” by disaide that the mother and daughter were premur their usual opinions of the time and
similar in their symptoms'. They would
tional exhibition ever before given. He playing the bloody shirt. The Evening
cisely
occasion in brief but admiring ejaculaand sink together. The daughter exclaimrally
thinks it wiil drive away hard times and Post’s Washington special says:
tions as “Isn't lie plucky?” “lie’ll hold
ed
Tm dying, mother!" ami laid hack. The
The announcement that the national republiencourage immigration to an astonishing
them,” “He’ll do,” etc. And lie will do, mother nodded in recognition, and died within
can committee will meet here next month to
extent. Mr Bancroft thinks the next
decide where the national convention shall he unless the times be so sadly out of joint an hour ot her daughter. Thus the entire fampresidential campaign will be the most held lias had a visible elfect on the supporters that one fails to read the signs aright. ily were swept away, and the closed and silent
of some of the would-be presidential candiexciting one of our history.
dates, especially those of Senator Morton and And his administration means genuine, house alone remains a gloomy monitor of the
cx-Speaker Blaine.
uncertainty of human life.
The friends of the former say that the repub- sincere reform and economy, and a going
Another sad case was that of Islington CarThe New York Herald says we have lican state convention oi Indiana
lias been call- back to the old, plain, simple days of the
ver and family.
The husband, wife and infant
two classes ot journalists in America, each ed to meet on the 22d of February, at which
time delegates to the national convention will republic, when sense not sound had sway. were prostrated. The father atml child died,
useful in its place. One is that quiet, in- be chosen, and it is confidently predicted that
It means a less frequent pouring ot mean- and the mother recovered. Mrs. Carver bedustrious unpretending class which stays a delegation unanimously in favor of Morton
lor President will be sent. By opening up the ingless words upon the ears oi a long suf- came a bride, a mother, and a widow in the
at home, edits its newspaper and minds canvass at this early date, Mr. Morton’s friends
fering people, and more real work and short space of one year.
its own business. The other is the states- expect to gain considerable advantage and to honest
The people became alarmed, and it was difinfluence other Western States to instruct their
action; less sycophancy and more
The schools suspended
ficult
to procure help.
man class, which never seems
to
vote
him.
for
Mr.
exBlaine’s
friends
delegates
happy
sagacity; less superciliousness and more in
are not
so openly as Morton’s, but arc
Carver’s IIariior. The granite company
consequence, business and every tiling becept when away from home, and feels doing a'lworking
of
less
sound
“bending
they can to further his chances. In
statesmanship;
have commenced the foundation of ft steam
came stagnant. The disease lias now about run
that its function is to let the paper run regard to other persons prominently named as the
pregnant hinges ot the knee,” and out, the later cases being of a milder type, and grindstone shop. It is to be near the Sands
candidates, there is as yet no indication of any
itself while it runs the country.
more frequent rewards of real capacity,
it is thought no more fatal eases will occur.
active movements in their behalf.
quarry, so called.
**

New* of the City and

Good bye 1875.

Connty.

Sat u

With this paper ends the year 1ST.') In looking back along the twelve months and noting
tie amount of building and improvements that

I

I ay—N e w Year—Cen ten n ia 1.

i*t

Now select your almanac for next year.
Going to leave oil* your ha 1 habits New
have been going on, we are led to believe that ! Years 'i
t'
been a very prosperous year, and that
Frost k Locke have put out a new
sign, lalb Mast rail show as good a record as any of her
belled “Dirigo Dining Saloon."
v,v
r cities.
Some decided changes and imis the time to lay in a
*i■ o< emrnt> have been made—new stroefcsopensupply of patent
medicine almanacs for kindling wood.
d—new lnisinevv resources developed, and
1
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of tin- persons w ho have built new
Miis year, with tneir estimated cost—
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Dr. Fha-. C. Porter died at Palais. Dec. It
aged e-J lie was son of tin late Zacrheus Por-

house oil
without loss.

F-q.. ot Ib ifa-t. Dr. Porter enjoyed
large practice, and was highly esteemed.

ter.

series of tivi tires commencing Wednos»y May 5th. and ending May 7th, a period of
I hours,
eurj -'d, which greatlv alarmed our
A

*•;»!«-. Tln-y
gd\ *n below
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all

incendiary

hut one,

by Miss 11 ussey
li

Extinguished without damage.
May bill. I’he hav barn of Woods, Mathews

ment.
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stockings, spoken of
tie* So. Brooksvilh*

r name inclosed, were knit four
Slu* has since married and has no

now

find
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a

lover.

Jf yon want to fed really comfortable on
some bitter w inter day. .-end a load of wood, a
barrel of Hour or a few dollars in money to

partially destroyed. Ar-

Mav Till, 1*. M. Tin- .-table of the New Eng1 :i.«i H«*use entirely destroy *d with its contents.
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! :ir.',-r. in 1 he rear ol M in street, Iir*•« 1. Extinguished without loss.
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'Mie Baptist society had a ni> e entertainment
for the benefit of tic* Sabbatl. x hool, at the
church on Wednesday eu-ning of la-t week.
It onsisted of recitations, musi. and reading

New England House tired in base-

'ol,

Ma-,

\v«-r«-

li if

moves for a new trial in the pauper
which Appleton i- the plaintiff, recently
tried in Knox I'oimty. New and important
evidence ha- b< mi disco\ '-red, it i- said.

1 neendian.

,••
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water in the
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Lord his crank may continue to be lost.
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the one that xumdimes (mines to
insert his auger into tin* editor, vv<* hope to the
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past ten days, the temperature during
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Masonic Hall, over the High gree-. Since the
of
and
>fi,ooo*

jiit'iiady
May 7Ui.midnight

»ss

m>u?

v

room,

'lull'-

-*•'..

frigid spell

lixt 11 res burnt. Accidental,
aek-milh shop of Thos. Cannon

i aside
>

lestroyed.

Monday of last
markably mild.

week,

tl

Sunday

weather lias be.

n

re-

A

J he sell. Wclaka ol Belfast, now at Portland,
was stored helias chartered for a round voyage, at a very
of tin unknown.
handsome figure. She will take* ice to Mobile,
,1 uie 25! h.
The ell of ],. < 'olley’s house took
thence she will take a load of cotton 1o Ha\ re,
ii
Extinguished without loss. Accidental.
I ami then proceed to Cadiz, when -he wd! load
•Lily I''tii. A small house on the line of tin* suit
for the United States.
im
id. owned by Harrison Hayford and oeA D'e
K 1' A ss.\( K.
Selir. dailies \V. BfoWll.
1 !.*> ; Mr- I’aUerson. totally destroyed.
0;
of Belfast, < apt. < ain, made the
1 mend iary.
trip from New
Aug. I'H 1
New England Jlotitired in Vork to Jacksonville, Fla., with a full cargo of
asem*
I11- merchandize, discharged there, loaded a <*ar«*<>
Extinguished without loss.
of hard pine and arrived at New York in t wenecudiary.
Any. sili. 1 fou>■ and barn owned
Mrs. ty -three days on the round trip.

'tunnlily of kerosene oil

f_r

ath.

(.'

iiisu

by
Monroe, n» ar the Muck, totally destroyWild
juuntitv of hay. Ineendiary.

1

ItMli.

Any.

oeetipnd
V’

i?li

K store, house

by Pilcher
n»l‘ hay.

12 •»

oil

Lewis' wharl.

&<jorhuin, destroyed

A

Loss

over

>*0,00(1.

In*

Ifoo-e tmi darn on Ihlnionf
■Any. -Nib.
owned and occupied by James timer, todiy destroyed. Cause not known.
"■'
'i’h* old Aqueduct house in the
I’1 slh
••look. “Wned by 1. W. Iterry, entirely
e<

destroy-

i.

ineendiary.
Pith.

seio.

The New

KngSaud

Lxtingnished without damage.

out

20th.

1

h

i:«.

House id

(’• t}.t.

Congress street.

on

House tired.

Ineendiary.
Daniel Mc.Kar-

oil.

li'-.

“ii

yJ.dOO.

the ea^t

L.

^side, totally destroyed.

Aeeidental.

'iii
ir \ has u-t been visited bv a professioninformer iii tli<- lim- uf drinks, calling himi•

al

s,'*f

Warren A, Smith.
Ilis occupation, he
i- that
of a [leddler • •! lamp burners, and
! iriug lii- vi-,it the
lump bad burned so low
1,1:11 le
became a beggar for
scrip, lie then
proceeded to make a round of Hie
where
■

places
thing inebriating is reported to be
kept.
result was that be got
drunk, very drunk,
.ad .11 lbal condition
presented himself before
!l, Reform < 'lull, where lie
divulged the sources
d bis 1 leverage.
On Monday, on complaint of
til*" * Rib. Manley A.
Dodge was before Justice
Wullaet and lined $30 for single sale, and
$10
lor keeping open shop on
Sunday. Samuel
Rotr of tiie New Kngland House, was lined
»•!'». and It. 11. Mitchell of the l’licnix House
S in. They all appealed. Frost and Locke were
complained of, hilt were able to show that they
sold only pot> beer, whie.li the obfuscated
lamp
.no

lie

■

■

vender took for

whiskey,

and were discharged.
U. Carter was also up for single sale, on
"’"ibaint of J. W. Wilkins. Carter waived

an

examination anj appealed.
1 lie n,,xt
term of the Supreme Court will
commence on Tuesday of next

week, Judge
tiekerson
pre,tjing The following jurors have
been drawn lion,
Asa A. Howes.
this
Wales L.

Townsend.

city:
Miller, J&mes I’. Wight

find Jesse

the exception of Beni. W oodman, who is not

expected

t<>

recover.

lie kind and

brotherly attentions pain l>y Inm
apt. G. during the het moments of his life.
For his unwearied exertions in behalf of ( apt.
Grillin at that time he will ever command the
to (

sympathies

wannest

ol

our

community.

School troubles are rile with its in uriain lo•alitie-. >aid a little hoy one day to your cor-

respondent, ‘‘Such and such large girls." (giving their names) “don't go to sehool because
tlie master is Loo old for them to court."
Vnd
because said master is too old, and too good a
teacher, and too good a disciplinarian to please
them and their coadjutors, a row generally ikieked up, and said master in his indignation
gathers up his books and walks out of the
sehool room not to return again, giving these
public disturbers an opportunity to crow over
their success, and to lay by capital for future
deviltry.One Levi F. Larrabee, a dweller
in

one

of the suburban districts of

Stockton, in
day, stealthily

the night time of OhrMmas
store of Willard M.

broke and entered the

Gritlin, of said Stockton.
On .Monday said
Levi i seen in the escort of Deputy Sherilf
Black, calling to pay their respects to a magistrate. JL i> politely asked if he did so break
and enter said store; and then and there, not
to be outdone in politeness by the magistrate,
he replied that lie did so break and enter said

Many

nice and useful articles

1

W

have often mentioned the good work of
Reform Club, and have now to
chronicle a most remarkable conversion, in no
less a person than the editor of the Prog. Age.
At their meeting
Sunday the Judge made a
speech, and declared himself heart and hand in
the movement, but was not quite prepared to
put his name down. Let the good Yvork go on.
tin*

■

Belial

Two of ilie frost Hit ten

nviv

of sub. David

N'icliols, Capt. Wyman of Isleshoro, applied to
the Custom House Saturday to lie seut to the
Maine Hospital, al Portland. The schooner
was on her passage from St. Johns, N. I:., to
Matanzas, Cuba, and was oil Isle an Halit in
the intense cold of Monday of last week, where

Then*
no

good many people who are bebelieve that the man who said “there
such word as fail.” lied.

'There is

in Belfast who has discount'd the secrets of Free Masonry. I for husone

woman

band recently attended a Masonic installation,
and in playing sonic of the games got his nose
scratched. When lie came home at three o'clock
in the morning, his wife catching sight of that
sat up in bed anti remarked—“You may
talk to me about the Masonic G standing for
Geometry, but your nose looks as it it stood
for (Jin and (Jamboree, and you better wash
olT some of the blood and come to bed,” ami he
stood as still as if he hud swallowed a ten pound
tlatiron, and never said a worth

nose,

Why is it that

a person can
always think of
anything so mu. h better on a cold day. by standing on tin* threshold and holding an outside

door

w

idr open:

this

success.

The ice

cave

of Santa Claus

really a wonderful piece of scenic effect,
and tlie play which it illustrated was perfectly
carried out, with ils imps, laities, Ac. “Our
George" sustained the important part of Santa
Claus with a just conception of the peculiarities
ol that
gift-hearing saint. The singing was excellent: and the evening’s entertainment eoneluded with a dance.
And now Helfast asks to
go up to the head,
l.ast Sunday as Key. Mr.
llixljy was addressing the children of his Sunday School, he took
occasion to tell them about the
observance of
Christmas, and how much had been done for
their amusement and what good times
they had
hud, and how old Santa Claus had been round
and given them all presents and now said
lie,
“(.'an any of you tell mo who Santa Claus really was?" Up went the little hands, and said
he, “well, who was lie?" and a small boy sung
out “George (jubnby!" and then a tidal wave
of smiles passed over that school.

Bellas! occasionally trots out a smart lad and
was one of them.
He was distributing

hand-bills, and lie handed one to a gentleman
who remarked, “Here you. 1 don't want this,
you just gave me one.” “Take it mister” said
the boy, “take it, two of 'em wont make you
sick, one man took three and he nan eat three
meals a day, with one hand tied behind him.”
Mollie. Von ask “what in the world
long haired poodle dogs good forZ”

are

these

lty the
of your letter we judge that you are not
fond of poodles, Imt everything is good for
something, if it is not good for any thing else.
tone

In the summer they can be tied to a pole and
used to wash windows with, and their ears
neat little mat to set a match safe on,
but we would suggest that you cut off its legs,
and saw both ends oil' square, and bore a four
inch hole through it lengthwise and use, it for a

make

a

muff, as the turtles are building their nests under water, and the grasshoppers are putting
double windows on their houses, all of which
indicate that we are going to have a hard winter.

orii

Sneej)

Aj.I.h

A]»|.!»•

basin of water and

v

BELFAST,

swim

Where every hand can be suited in writing, ami
every pocket in price. When necessary Fens will he
made to order, without extra charge to suit peruliaritie.s of the hand.
I. MORTON.
.Maiden lame, New "i ork

on

,.

s

*d

NEW

l<ul 1
7
7ad
ldals
Idat l
Ida 1J
10a V.’
Lai.
£ ll.onalo.nn
£ r.ooas.oo

drop

on

t he

approach

••!

At

k. W. kbit & Co/s

r.

Agents for Belfast

£1.2

pip'd

4„’S

$1.Ida 1 .;><>

NOTICES.

|

We have this

d viciuny.
manufacturer- price

at

f he

a.

:.

TAKE

AND
A

TROCHE

'iKI.K.MTTI'l, A.Mi

Ami all disorders

o\iii|».

;i

j»i

!•->

I'd

!«uimi"ii

<i' t! ■

v,

j.

1*1.1

\ SA N

■

T
aiul

a

gives

■

Plaid

*»!.*»:

t

Wo

m

Organs.

Troche Powder, i- pLa.-an:
when
Yoeal

Try

l.i

W"1

show-ease containing fain*;
u-..
aid-,
of the worn done in.-ide," stand- in
a Trenton. N. J.. printing house, and
a placard i- attached to tin* -aim*, w bieh read\ few nights
ill large letter-. “Hand- oil.
since some witty n-*wshoy gave quite a new
import to the card by making it read “llandotf—on a drunk !'*
A

LINEN
Both

u
\\
\vir,.,.!„
v
I'orrliind.
(ioodwin N,
Weeks a rotter;
l’.ird. lioston, wholetalc agts.

Mr.
Kusl

..

Pote &

plain

and embroidered, in

r

ami

or

mature

I

>

.MAIvi

w

ic

.:11■

I

we

Handkerchief Boxes,
to: It FI

l,
■.

MIJtY.
Silk

Fancy

Krn

in

Good

Finishers

Pant

Worsted

Positively

the

neces-

calomel, a mineral justly dreaded by mankind,
and acknowledged to he destructive in the extreme to the human system.
That the properties of certain vegetables comprise all the virtues of calomel without its
injurious tendencies,
is now ;m admitted fact, rendered indisputable
by scientific researches; and those who use the
Mandrake Hills will he fully satisfied that the
best medicines are those provided by nature in
the common herbs and roots of the fields.

These pills open the bowels and correct all
billious derangements without salivation or any
of the injurious effects of calomel or other poiThe secretion of bile is promoted by
these pills, as will he seen by the altered color
of the stools, and disappearing of the sallow
sons.

c

omplexion

and cleansing of the tongue.

in nit

the

>11*

oar

Ami

!'< )\V F I iS.

Napkins, «lc.,

-.f M* )N IP

are

the

r A<.!.\ i

SMI

&c.

;u

i

a.

1 nin/ii'S //

.[* /■’-

''

Fluir'i''.

complete

u'

sto-k

i

Trimmings, Ornament

Dress

&<■..

Adapted to all tastes, to wliicli
tile inspection of Ladies

wo

;

\

!.

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

I

hi

>

a

>.

ii.it ; i.u

t’ a:

a

Iiwl \\rrif //

s

/'■>.

till! and

a

I.

tall stock <a'

MILLINERY GOODS

Boo, W. Burkett vV Co.
We

Hayl’ord Block,
The

I»K>T in the M A liK 1/1.

the MOST I.IIU.i; \L
taken in

•:...

u

will

mi

I K.M"'

(jive

exchange,

Uelfast. Jan. i,

VV

«»!.!»

-•!!
!li

I

\

Belfast.

<

>i*tnl*«*r 7>, 1 .'-7.'*

i in

m

!

<

cail.

a

H

Horn

I

T

E

!

ANTED!
yyA good
second ham!

HOLIDAYS

&c., &c., &c
TO

1

-FOR THE-

Cro-

quot,Tool Chests,

WELLS',

Vu\ p*
n i.■.
l’ian
one to dispose of will lind u oaieii-i-.
-it
W. <
J t T I 1.1
Uelfast. Dec.
1"',.. -jv.

and

Goods of

Kinds,Parlor

all

I i'!' Sale :il
L

Brushes

Back

Combs, Fancy

Sheeting

Buffalo

Vases, Marble Busts

-it

Rubber

I

>

FO INI)

K

AT

a

MOODY’S
FOR
rnn.

mmx

A

GERMAN

Singing Canaries
/•>•

l:ird Warrnnl,./

,■-•/

W.

!

s;„.:,

<

11 \

(Ml u K C l-r

■.

Also

a

large lot of

(

ALLS

>•

h

BOTH <>K\ \M!■ NTAI. A I

ami will be

11. II. MOODY,

|——Mg—

IS

THE PLACE TO

BUY

>»oKtn^i.«iiTm«iiM

—T *—om—a——i—a—a

L

Bari, Cunningham, Boston; em-

O

CALL

City Schools.

W

!

A N ,1»

High Sts.

GrO>

a

Geneva,

with entire new ami elaborate scenery, apppropi iute
costumes, ami music by the

Orchestra.

C. R. DAVIS’
BUY

AND

35SCents.

I
3

c ii n i st m a s :
HE HAS

JUST

RECEIVED

A

Very

Assortment!

Nice

50

liesen od seats can he secured at the hook
store ot M. !\ Woodcock & Son three days in adFor particulars see small hills.
itwiMi

N I.

HAYFOKI)

lU.lK.iK,

^DRSIDG!

A good and experienced N I KS F may he found
at No. !.>! Main Street, by those in want.—

^TOTICE!
All
indebted
with my

to me by note or account
settle at once, by check or Rost a 1
After Feb. 1st, ls7V>, they will settle

to

attorney.

ARNOLD HARRIS,
New York City, No. i:ir Fast 54th Street.
Dec. i*3, 1.N70.—tfiG.

For Christmas.

Slipper

V N J)

68

SO.

CA.

r..

—

Searsport, Me.
(ieorgi town, s. t'.

—OF

CHRISTMAS GOODS
TO

BE

FOUND AT

MOODY’S

1

i

MAIN

For the

STREET.

Holidays l

HIRAM CHASE
25

MAIN

STREET,

ih;ali;u in

have you seen the new

superseding

all others in tile market, ami
whole sewing machine trade.
various machines agree that
!he la w Wheeler it Wilson Sewing Machine- are
mi peri or to all others now in use.
Itemembor they
1 ake the 1 >ck Mitch and use no shuttle, thus ob\ uit’e
the use of a clattering shuttle, and does away the
breaking ot thread and needles so much experienced
in the use of shuttle machines.
And here I wish to state that a great many persons buy a sewing notching without tin knowledge
or construction of any and they are afterwards sorry
for it ; and for the protection of those who are about
to purchase a machine, should not be governed by
what agents for other machines tell you that their
machine is the best.
I lie Ub-a that, this or that mu
chine is the best is nothing to do with the true mer
Therefore examine tinits of a sewing machine.
new productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company and then you will be convinced
which is the best sewing machine. The work runs
either way on these machines,
l'hey use any kind
of thread and sews from the finest muslin to heavy
leather it Cells, llenis, Itraids, Cords, Tucks, Kinds,
and makes beautiful ilem Stitching and Cutting.
Machines set up on trial on application at this office.
Machines sold on easy monthly installments. Old
machines taken in [>:
payment for new ones. I
keep on hand needles and attachnents for all kind of
machines.
1 keep a superior quantity of needles, which I sell
ataOcts. per dozen. Orders for needles tilled by
mail when the ea-h accompanies,^ he order. All
goods warranted to be the Lest quality, or monev
returned.
Call on or address

they

tr«

:ir<- revolutionizing the
< ompet.nt judgi s of tin

I V. MILLER,

Belfast, Me., Box 1$5.
Office Church St., under the Journal Office.
tt'J'J

For Christmas.

CODFISH!

Right salted ami well cured, to be sold at Wholesale and Retail by
A. I'. MANSFIKR1) & (JO.,
Foot ol Main .St.

Elegant Silver War e
The

Rich

Largest Moek in Murk'

i.

Jowelry, Fancy Goods,

and Musical Instruments
'V ill be m»M

during t In

HOLIDAYS!
—

A T

—

Greatly Reduced Prices.

1ST E W

Fish and

Oyster Market!

MR.F. W. COLLINS
Would announce to the citizens of
ity that he lias opened a new

FISH AND OYSTER

llelfast and \ ioiu

MARKET.

-ON-

Cor. Main and High Sts.

Patterns! 200 Q'FLS.

From Cl' cents up.
At It. F. WF.I.LS’,

S K 1

Machines

■'

persons

CALL

YOUR

vance.

requested
Money Order.

Iron Ware!

WHEELER & WILSON

;

interspersed with the latest char

day.

A

Sewing

|

are

j

SHIP BROKER WADLINvX MEl{liILl>

upeeks

—FOR

General Admission,
Reserved Seats,

hen

A 1

apt. Wm. Mc< iilvery,
<
M*
ougdon, lla/ara N Co.,
t WJUeow

TO

lak' pit a-m. in announcing their SFX’DND F.V
IFIM A I N M KM’ .IAN. 7, on which occasion they
wii! present the highly popular Mid very fascinating
play of

1 he play will he
after songs of the

w

»ei
mail bills.
W. G. CLARK. Belfast
>. .. oml I), itdiug ?outli
>t Court IIou>f.

>

Cor. Main

Jan. 7, 70

of

Holidays

Particular attention given to eonsigirnenfs of
II U ami all kinds of lASIKhW PKODl < P, mid
i- r< igbt obtaim <1 tor Vessels.

SM In !

“Belfast Amateur .Dramatic
anil Musical Association,”

Orphan

for tinup. S.i

Commission MercImlit!

PE RLE A'

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE,

The

Shell I1

from the

;i<ly

i |.

(» H A X l T E

SALOON,
principle.

CHARLESTON.

Ha- been employed to teach writing in the city
schools si\ weeks < aeh t< nu for t he current year anil
will give his lessi ns this winter as follow.*- North
ITinian, Mon. am Thurs. I*. M. '1 ue-. and Thurs.
A. M., Bower Crum nar and Intermediate. W edits,
and Brid. A. M., Bjiper<iramniar and South BrimThe North and south Brimarv u <• I*. D. N S.
ary.
I rat ing Book No.
Iw’jo

Tho

that

s

GEO. S. CONGDON,

Christmas Goods

New \ ork.

s

Friday Eve.,

,•

YOUS

S MBBD.

All'.

11
i-getting ri
<'h.’i>tma- tree will I
i;

>t

AUIUVKD.
Schs (,eo 11 Ferguson, D -rguson, B*-'ll.
dalph Howes, Birge-s, do.
Die. :i. Nut tail Cl i lord, Carter, do.

in the

run on

MOODY'S

Dei

Writing

strictly

Oysters Fresh

Cor. Main and High Sts.

NEWS.

Slop .Josep line, Smith,

S T u 1: 1ST.
i by tie- late David I‘ar

TEMPERANCE

<»•,.

m

STevr

Something

('LARK

! lie room lately «{• i <
I
gto, lias been named t la

Blanchard,aged

Dec, f.-J. Si I
pire, dyan, do

GY

John S. Caldwell.

O F

I, O T

IMPORTED

in;

Dec. JO.

SALT

man sts.

,v

Jxizt Received*

PORT OF BELFAST.

:

I.:. u'-

-t.lfa't.

Mr-.M. J.

—B—Baw—

Full

sary in the total eradication of all billions attacks, prompt to start the secretions of the
liver, and give a healthy tone to the entire system.
Indeed, it is no ordinary discovery in
medical science to have invented a remedy for
these stubborn complaints, which develop all
the results produced by a heretofore free use of

:u

n.*e-.. ii

Host

Senkncmv’s Mandraki; Hit.I s
Will be found to possess those qualities

lone- rs

tain \ L>T" from

i>, AlmonC. B-IP-on of I'.llsMary A. I Iasi.mi of W altham.

C

SI Lit’

Dr. Morris’.Syrup of T\ir, Wild ('maniv.
:nnl iI<»KKii(U Ni> is ilie very best compound
ever prepared lor tin* immediate relief and permanent cure of (’otiglis.
olds, < 'roup. \\ hooping < ougli, Hrcmeliit a>-. A.-lInn.i, and all diseases of a Consumptive type.
It will thoroughly eradicate these alarming symptoms in onehalf the time required to do so by any other
medicine. It. is purely vegetable and contains
not a particle of opium or other dangerous
drug. Physicians all over tin* country endorse
it as the most ellieacious antidote known ldr all
It never
disorders of the throat and lungs.
fails.
He sun to obtain Dr. Morris’Syrup of
Trial size,
Tar. Wild Cherry and Horehound.
10 emits.
Wm. <>. Hoor »V Son sole agents for
Helfast. A. A. Jordan agent for Orland. It. H.
Stovlk, Agent, for Duck-port.
lytMcow

eu-

De.

•: a.

yeai s.
In I horndike,j.'ld iusl
51 year-.

rJ'he great and long felt want ofhousekeeper.for suitable cooking vessels, is at Iasi -applied
limit (iruhiO Imiunm acknowledged
by
at.sight to he without a rival in the kitchen. It
is light, easily cleaned, handsome, wholesome,
and handy. It will neither corrode* and poison,
like eopperware, crack, like ea.-t iron or earthenware, rust, like tinware, or crackle and Hake
oil. like povcelaiu-lined ware, lx very piece warranted. Beware of imitations, a- every piece
is stamped, ••Granite Ironware," on tin* bottom.
A good line will he found at Messrs.
IwJtk
Wadlin A M< mil. Belfast.

;

(

'awl Ilihi

,1' l>'inw t<,

Handkerchiefs,

Jackets,

Wanted.

•*v’-

Cookery.

opening

ottr

Hi7'

days.
In dockland, Dei 17th, Mrs. Sarah <>.
Cartridge,
aged I vears, .* months and If. days.
In dockland, JJd iest., Mr. Andrew dankin, aged

t

pleasin'.

>lhlil'\', Strmr,

...

Bead the following: “I lind on continuing
am»
lise V fill* ‘*F\( IvSO.N (Ataukil Sm 11Ti{(»cin: l'owi>i:u,’ that it- healing pow *r becomes more apparent, and my eonlitience in it
increases. The s(*eretions are greatly improved, and my eyes sel< »m water. 1 lind ii entirely Si'll*, elicetive ai.d reliable. Beg you will
send another box, for which I enclose, Ac.
You * an use this recommendation if you cliooBkv. T. II. Ni-aytox, Garlinville. III.

are

I Heck*,

;•

Good Vest Makers Wanted.

>

s

attr!

MILLIITIEY

a

1

gravel, errors of
incontinence and reten-

*ulai

l ll<l(M*V(‘sts A lM‘;lw<‘r'S.

...

tion of urine, excesses, intemperance, female
irregularities, general prostration of the nervThere is no
ous system, loss of appetite, etc.
doubt but that it is the ino.-t e.llieaeioiis medicine ever discovered for the (‘radicalion of the

New

prices.

■

duimby

give notice to 1* A NT ml \ I
that they are now In.ving plen! / •.(
give employment to good sew

a
month anil Id days.
-,
la Bineoluv ill.-, Dec. J k Thomas Withaui, aged
7s years.
In Brooks, Dec. Mi, Hannah, wile of .John I’ i'illev,
years.
age.',
I' "''•arsmont, Dec
.’mi. ■»(' consumption, David
Burg* ss, .Jr., aged -If vr-., nios.
la Belmont, Dec.
Mr-. Betsey Saunders, aged ~b
years, to months, !,' dav
h 1 horndike, I’.-c. sth, Mr. I-aae Bit tletield,
aged
1'S.
Vv e-i; m paper- please copy.
In North Haven, Dec. Jl. Mr-. Hannah
Beverage,
aged about 7*' ear-.
At »-h 1'oint, Dee. Huh, Alice V., wile ‘harles A
Bl\v< 11. aged '.’7 ears.
In
1 homaston, Dec.
William Moi.roe, aged
sj yr
In I homaston Dec. lB.Ja'ob Libbv, aged 7.’ vt
■- nios., ;
day
In ! d.-wor’li, Dec hi. Mari .lane, only daughter
.John W and Minna Bra/.ie .aged \ vrs.,1 month,
10 days.
In I reniont Dec. 1". Helen I Bunt, aged id vrs.,

s
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Ivl ERIN O

J
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ly

Would

0-/tintrg tintiri i, f» i/o,t<l the J)utr, Xmm ami Age
most (>• jtti hi for.j
In this city, l>.
M. Mrs. .Julia \. Mcl.euu, aged

woman on Fourth streei ini- learned a le-that will do her .-ome good in tin* future.
cold morning last week she had the hardheartedness to make her husband get up and
make the lire. II mistook tin* clothe- pin- -he
had pul in the ba-ket tbr chip- and made a roaring lire with ilieni. Sin* mourns the In.--, bin
the husband is -a*i-iied that -he'll impose upon
him no more.

invite

We liave tile
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Hosiery.
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t)OL’i;i:, WILSON & ('i>., 1‘rop rs, i’hil.ideip...
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HANDKERCHIEFS|

qualities

all

Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
by Druggist*, or mailed fre« adon

.,

Health and long life are -(cured only by rarefill attention to the first symptoms of disease.
The sore throat ami -light cough an* warnings
that should be heeded at once; if not immediately urn ted they will end in < ularrli or ('oiisuniplion—perhaps death. To remove the inllammation and allay the cough f>ur< On’ a- contained in the “Forest f ar Trouehe.-,*’is the
best article for this purpose. Get them ol'A our
druggist witii tin* “Forest'far Book." or -end
Bortlaud, .Me.,
•J.'i eent- to the Forest far <
for a sample box.

Underwear,

stock of Ladle-', Misses' am!

s

front of
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mi.

Gents’

of
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NOTICE.

Splendid Assortment

IT.AXXMLS,

aj

i '•

-tan!

a

!s till hu-t \ oice 'J niie ithe

to show

prepared

a 10

?• t

Wallin*. 'A,

Orgutm

Suitings,

I

I

Vocal

and

never l.aiseatl-S ;
to the Throat ami

Waterproofs,

„•

I >i.*lieious Sensation <»l (Mollies^ »Y (D unfurl ;

1

••speeimens

What other medicines have failed to do iO

■«. ;*

Blankets,
BEAVERS,

V

i:IM,

This Ueiiu ilv iloes not
1»K\ 11" a < atarrli hut
D n»> h.\ Sit; l’re'-s tlie hen 1 tit' all T*-n- i> n a; O r.
quickly removing Had I’reath ami Headache; ilia-.ami -ootlies the burning heat in t'atarrli; is -o i;
anil agreeable in its ejects that it po.-i:iv ely

Hi
b\ .-Stephen stremt, K.->j., Mr.
lorn, i'll\'i .!-••: P. 'Aeibwi ;!i ol Kie.x, ai:d Mi-s Florence
of 1 rt dole.
.M. Bush*
! u Bocklaml, 1 ha Illii. Mr. .Jan !i !•. Bichards of
m
i' U, ami Mi
ua I-Blackington ol Bocklaml.
In Bocklaml, |>e
lath, Mr. John A. Keene and
M:-s Nellie I I'erry, both of B.
Ill North Haven,'Dec. l'-\ Mr. Janu
p. Crockett
ami Miss Alic* i.’ \\ baling, hoth o! North Haven.
lu riiomaston, J'Mii in-:., (jeii'l Kllis Spear of
and Mrs. Sarah P. Keene of
Wadiingtun. D. (
fhomastou.
le rhomaston. Du-, joth Mr. .1 udson ,M K* llocli
ol
i 'lom.i- m, and Mialora C Burton ol So. i'liom-

ide ( f iron, to all tin* weak, tin* worn and tin
weary, having richly experienced t heieuit-.
It possesses all tin* oiiaiiii-'
iaim -u !• *r d i»\
it- proprietor-.''

I

POWDER

-lilting from

r.

Head, Throat

In tlii. '!"• Hi
■-•..! ii, Ii; I.. II. 11 linin', K.n,., Jlr.
N-P ban 1
Bn.wu and .Mi-- .Maria M. Col>oii, both
<>1 Belfast.
n this ip.
'V lb s
.1. A. Boss. Mr. Henry H. < obbeti of ib iiast, ami Mrs. I ugenia C. l ulls
of Knox.
In this
j.;d hist., Mr. IJewellvn Wood and
M

our

j usual assortment of HOLIDAY:

,>

»

day received

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff, GOODS.
'uti rili, II. mi,' in
Ilail Ureal!., !l;i
nil, Jiroin'kif is, ('<itiijlts. Ju n/in

NOTICE,

MAI l It I El).

T<>iii !•: WI:ak, 111 tVoio a m» t; 1r. \\ i. \ s a
\\
the editor of tin* Bos on JJeeorder .-a}
can most unhesitatingly recommend t'n
IVni-

Black Silks,
Dress Goods,

DRUGGISTS,

£2 oOa-LOO
£ 1 no

< ) 111*

A iad\ applying tor admission lo the junioi
ela-s oi an ivish rn -eininary. being que.-tioiieu
by the 1’re-ideiil as to her quaiitieai ion-,
}»lied: *1 ain't nnieli of an arithmcl i'*k> r. Mi’
1 am an cxc* lleut graminarisl

lowin’ than any otlitn Irn-"
in the city.

i

s....*oaO,oo

Dr. .-clienck’s \lmanac, containing the certificates
■>1 many persons of tin highest respectability, who
have been re.-toped to heal! h, after being pronounced
itu urabb* by pliy-ieians of acknowledged ability.
v» b'-nek's Pulnronic Sy rup alom has cured many, as
t be.-e
id'em-es will show but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenek provides fortlie purpose. These
additional remedies are Schenek’ Sea Weed tonic
and .Mandrake Pills.
By the timely use of these
medicines, according to direct ions, Di. srhonek certifies that most any case ol Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenek will be at the (.mincy House, Boston,
on tin* following Wednesday :, from :> to J o’clock
Jan. h’.lli and‘-Tth, I *t>. loth and J4th, and .March
lot h and J ith. fonsult at ions free ; but for a t borough
examination of tin* lungs, with the Ib -pirometor,
the price is £“».
Di scln-urk is professionally at ids principal office, C ra, r Sixth an.! Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
evrv Momlav, win e all letters of advice must be
uddi * s--d.

Pills, Potions anil Pungencies.

ill

Monti": .1

Following

SBC^'WLS,

Win, O. Poor Sc Son.

1_'

l.ooal.Oo

Kvery moment of delay makes your cure more
hop dess, and much depends <m the judicious choice
of a reme ly. The amount of testimony in favor ol
Dr. St lienck’s Pulmonic Syrup, a- a cur'* for eon
sumption, tar exceeds all that run he brought to
'■.ipp* rt the pretensions of any oilier medicine. See

euld weather.

(iricos

; 5- < all and iit<d out alnait ii

■>

V

Ml'or the

<
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MEDICINE,

Balm of laife!

41

4

CONSUMPTIVES.

get up without shivering so tlull his
out, it makes us wonder why we do

die like tli«*-

-A. T

Dry Goods!

Cures Without Sneezing!

ready and the world again begin- t» jog along,
and does not stop again tid the next morning,
when tin .-aim* programme is repeated: and ,o
We mil} ha\e about a month in the year when
teeth

Asthma ! !;

r-

M iin Strict.

As a \\ \i:mn.; anti tor the benefit of
I'f at. is ii
Y * »i Ni. Min a m > " rm.
w h > Miller from NKBV<H S DKBIIJTY, Kt*SS OK MANHOOD, etc.. g!v.
s of S>/r Curt’, after
his
rub
iug
undergoing imi !i
sail'ering and e.xpen-e, and mailed free on receiving
a po-t-puid directed
envelope. Address XA I Ii AN
III. MU 1 A 1 B. I*. O. Box PC., Brook! > is, N.
siihm-VJ

balam.t the family .-it round patiently awaiting your movements, occasionally -ticking a
remark into tie* eon\ersation which n H'* *;somewhat on your speed. At iast you an

not

H. H. Johnson & Co.,

Sure Cure

Notice is hereby tiiveil 'hut all ellie* rs, sailors,
! soldier*-, wounded, ruptured, 01 injured a tin
rebellion, however slightly, are entitled ton
pension, and thousands of ] en.sioners are entitled to
an iuefeas-ii :-ite.
Apply immediately through
db. i:. it. Jackson,
i..o Surgeon, l
N'a\ y.
N i. ! Ni vv Chamber- SC, N"\v York.
splyro

m ar

ail

’

Asthma

in

tin* -love you drop your clothe-ithe. llunr ami proceed to «ir
lei-urely
though you had Imnv!., i.-t lime, while tin

limn

^

>

'..it'

--

as

j

CURRENT.
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PERSONAL

■

-pot

GOODS Dress Goods!

CALVIN IIERVEY

Weekly f„r the Journo/
S

SPECIAL

lor further preparation you -ei/e the waistband
of your pants with one hand, and clutching the
balance of vour ioth
in the other. you make
your appearance in the dining room, and .-de< ia

New Fall & Winter

Store

1

IllMlIul II".'
I'ork Ihi.'kmini
r.eh
\ «*ul
I >ry < 'oil
Pollock

(Mice

ing

can

-OF-

3200

O'umo

<

I'riel

as you si ip it down
your head you vluuk that you an--landing
under a snow -lidc, and have e 111 you; doilies

lo

OF

—

4>d0

OuuOO Chicken
70 Fowl
:*‘Miccse
<«-a'J.4 > Due-U
10h4o Hay
‘loaf l.oo straw
sad Washed Woe]
"sa:’>0 l nwashed
If. Hides
20 (.'alt Skins
daio Lamb
!*'. IIaril Wood
O'. 1.. Soft
sal'' Shorts per er
Oas Lime
7a7 1 hitter Salt
Li5 Fluster

-•

people of this country: and

A

are a

Swine.
HOOO
ldUO

goods

id of rny

U'-om.i

Jewelry

us

$1,000,000.

to

to.

let:,

& I .ambs.

"all.oO Corned K*
ssad:: Mutton
do Lamb

orn .Mi al
llM M
!.lhirl• hits
Kerns
I’utuhM

boy, A wry hasty oath -ati-lics vour •onseienec. and you -ling the towel round your
head in a very lively manner md then proceed
to drc>-.
There is few things of its size that is

to

le to tlie Centennial.

I

Y.

AT .'I A UK r: I

tiii; skyf.kai. -iaii

PRICE

H

ri' M

1* lour
«

evade the job, -coop up a couple of hand-full
of water and bury v< ur face in it, while th«
chills run down your ba* k and the goo-; tle.-h
stands on your legs like the measles on a small

'Teacher—“What is the definition of llirtationl'” InhUigent young pupil—"It i- attention without intention.”

It iJKUlUJK.

K

4doo
<l:70

Cuttle.
Jo
'0

(‘i/{ ri'f'ti (l
l’>

bp in one hand, and instinetively feel round
the dish for an ieielr; not linding one you take
a long look at the bowl, and finding no way u>

above enumerated maladie-.

Tlie entertainment at Hay ford 11 ail on ( liristinas
\ e., Iiy the Cnitarian Sabbath School, was
great

a

'The New Hampshire Democratic Convention
assembles at Concord, .January 12th.

A sixteen caret gold crown is ready for the
man who will invent a thermometer that will
not go below zero.

was

Ynu turn out

diabetes,

a portion of the crew were frozen.
The Captain then put in to Isleshoro.
flic two sailors
spoken of, Joseph It. Walrand and Geo. T"
llrown, (colored) had their feet hadlv frozen.

a

old.

age,

Ok

:-mi

BELFAST

In every wi li appointed
your hand and howl.
family it is customary to wash the face and
hands immediately after rising.
What i a
pleasure in Juiy assumes a dilleivut loot, in
December, but there is no postponement on
account of weather, so you proceed to the wash
stand, and while washing an obliged to stand
on a piece of nil cloth, and it is at
that linn
i at you tiope you will die before sou arc mi

youth

BY

i;

A large and comp let
he found at the

Market.

Sheep & Lambs.

Cattle.
;:to
siii»

11:

M

OPEMIM &

*•

\iyou must get up, and closing both
you
jump out of bed, stepping on tin- upt'inicd sole
of a boot a- you land, which makes \our toes
crack like torpedoes and causes y.,i to dance
round on one foot white you hold tin othni in

ular complaint-,

Observations oi‘ Men and Things.

ST«

1875.

Gold Pens, Holders & Pencils.

..

answer "yes." and are confident at
time that the only way to get you out
of bed is to bin a steam derrick-. In the meantime you are Lilly awakened ami realize that

Thereupon the magistrate tells him a little
story, writes him a letter of introduction, and
shortly after, in the distinguished company of
1 h«
sherilV, he is discovered seeking a new
home with landlord Norton, at the county tavthe hill.

I.

V

|

CHRISTMAS

In cnn.-ei-m-noe of a constantly increasing demand
for my goods, 1 have greatly n larged my facilities
in manufacture which lias enabled me to make large
reduction from former prices of my

Trirc- of Market Cattle, Jiv*- weight- A few choice
S'S 1 •’as: extra £<> /
»* c._* 1-2, secoud
-piality $4 b'»
ad d'»; third
.|iiality £:: /at t do.
I ’ii.*<*- of More
att!
Working Oven, per pair,
£ 100, £100, £K0u24e. Milch cows ami Halves, £30 a
; extra £hda*.c.; Farrow Cows £20a40.
) curlings
5* 1 * **t -2 two year old- £ •■■vta :. three years old £2>a4d.
W esterii Fat Swiii*', live **iis l-2e per id; dressed
0 l-'.’alOc ji• *r lb.
Pt'iee- of Hide-', 'j allow and Skins
Brighton
Hide1 >a7 •’ 4 per lb;
1 allow
2a7e per lb.
coniitf'.- Hides i* !-2ar ! *• per lb: fallow Oafc p**r
1H I’«-lts £ 1 0'.»al 00 each
al!'skiii-S 1 .’al2 !-2 per lb.

same

10‘nn <0/ surely accomplishes, the pei < restoration to health of those alllicted w ith drop-},
Bright's disease, kidney, bladder and gland-

ern on

Cold Pens!

promptly

the

and that bis personal wants called for
him to abstract therefrom two and one half
pounds ol butter and lour pieces of tobacco.

store,

.1

>

Maim,
U steru,

>

The relatives and friends of the
late < apt. l/hineas 1’. Grtlin, as well as tlie public generally, desire* publicly to cxpre» their
thanks to ( "apt. itoix, of steamer Katahdin, for
•T:a lisi'OHT.

1

m

I'lien you turn down the
mercury i- falling.
hod clothes a little, and the cold air strikes into
you and you pull them up over vour head, anil
mentally vow that you won't get up till fourth
of July.
Just a- y,»u have made that resolve
a masculine voice bddie.- up through tin* -lair
east this tjueslion—"Are you up yet:" n:ul you

Mountain Boy to parties at Frankfort for #r,o0.
.< onsiderable sickness prevails in and around
the village, but none are dangerously ill, with

is

K\t.inguisheu with-

Aeeidental.
'Hi. House and two barns of L.

ed. That the second advent of the. Saviour is in
the future; and then conn* the resurrection and
the annihilation of the wicked. Affirmative C
N. Buzzell, Negative David A. Boody.Mr.
*». S. Staples has just sold Ids two year old colt

the little folks.

h»s>.

Nov

a

I

Thi< ivci'k,
Last week,

reconnoitre, and that me
back immediately and reports that the

into the -hill you arc half
somebody.
dressed, although ,.ou generaliy lind a kink in
one of vour trowsers legs which lake.-. you
some time to straigliteu mil.
Without waiting

long and stormy passage of l(i
day*, and that fire was discovered when they
were six days out.
They endeavored to smother ihe tire by caulking the hatches and cabin.
All bands lived on deck for ten days. On ar-

ginning

clothing were contributed by the good ladies
of the city'.

comes

Cattlo

Wl.DNESOA
N

to

me

that he

was a very pleasant affair.
A nice lunch was
provided, and a tree hung with presents for

of

ndiar>.

«•

out the other

ont

bad

Brighton

1875.

CELEB RATED

I.vox's K '/i n uuo.x prevents the Ilair from
falling nut or turning gray, renews its growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
the »le -ipe-t and most desirable Hair Tonic
eu i- produc'd.
I '-t il by the elite. Price only
50 cents.
lyr

-.

i\ S. Since tlie above was in type, a letter
has been received from the Captain. II" states

A young man defines
Copenhagen, "as li\ mg
The Christmas entertainment to tic children
from hand to mouth.”
of t!u* iliii Mission, at the Methodist church,,

r.

piece of humanit

cold as a shirt that has been hanging over a
‘•hair all night. The amount of cold that a -Dirt
will absorb will always he a wonder to the

home.

at

saloon on High street
I- now "pci for business,
liorati" is ready for
his frit nds with that winning smile and nev er-

onipatiy building;. Washington st. $suu.
A
1. hriek •.•■nage m.uiufaetory.

>

’'

spend tinir Christmas

F.-ost ami Locke's

$ 1 .SOU.

I'ri'I.

to

•

M.

-•>

j
j

lim« h i" very prosperous under the ministrations of tin Ib v. Mr. < b*odi‘iiough.

H., Northport ave., *l,50o.

N

n.

Steamer 1‘ioneer went to Carver's Harbor
and brought up the workmen from the ijuar-

Some twenty-live persons wee admitted to
the I mversalist church iast Sunday
Tin

"le veil son,

U

j

Notwithstanding the hard line -. most everybody about Christmas found a little scrip wherewith to buy something to please tin* children,
i *- always money well invested.

$1,500.

:

Jsleshoro.

a

Capt. Cilmore and others. She was not
insured. The lime and hay were owned b\
Hazeltinc and Drew, and was insured; the potatoes by Howes A Co., and not insured.
<>.,

1

«

•!. 5

:om. J

<

The dam at Ila/<*ltine A: l»iek ford's works at
1 <oose
L’.'-. >i i- secure, the pond cleared and
frozen over.
Th- v would he happv with the
thermometer at zero.

ries

i;

•arils.

Wednesday, says—••Think

ris a I at Jackson\ ille and removing the hatches,
Site! il was discovered that the lire was Mill burning,
it i' now believed that the vessel and cargo are
look them buck Sunday.
both ilesiroved.
Services at the 1 nitariau ( htireii next Suuda\ evening. Key. Mr. Uixhy will give a New
Brooks. Considerable bay is being hauled
Year's .sermon. At the close of the services to this station
now, bought by M. «’base.Bev.
there will be a so'-ial sing.
C. N. Buzzell. an advent preacher, who has
Tlie Methodist elimvh Inis received and hung latch moved to this town from Penn., and Mr.
tb'-ir n> vv hell, i' was east in Loslon, ami i> a
Da\ id A. Boody of Jackson, will hold a discustritie heavier than the old one. It sounds pre- sion at the Village Church ou
Monday, Jan. :»d.
isolv like tin* l niva rsalist bell.
a* 7 !’. M. on the following question—“Tlcsolv

loin; W.. Waldo ave., vl,50u
•ik»:s, I iae, ilridge street, $1,500.
-I.

■

in

on

Florida and cargo :: total loss/’ The owners
think this an error—that it should read,“Think
Florida’s cargo a total loss.’’ They believe the
vessel would have been sunk to save her. The
Florida was a line schooner of duo tons, owned
by < B. flazeltine, j. \\. Frederick, llowes A

Hirkford fll in and came near
r tie- dam.
ib* \va> lished out

ov

iec pick.

an

longed

I'M-,
Hav View street, $1 ,!iUo.
Ezra, *{anley str> et, $1,500.
T. I 1 »a\ V ie\v street. $G(M».

;i oil,
•

Drew, received

clearing ice from the pond

Tin-tv have been three vessels lost from Islesboro this fall—one, the Z. W illiams, with all
hand-, ( apt. Veazie. tin mate and com; be-

Ooss -i.

tenement,

in

!

simply

are

MORTON’S

.A Son. at

and Arch
Streets, Philad 'lpliia, and for sale by all druggists and dealer.**. Pi ice 25 cents per box. 4w22

wh<> cannot vote until you are twenty-one, and
can't go home with a girl miles- she i- willing.
And then y ou uncoil u leg and let i: slide down
between tin sheets, which fee! ’ike u couple of
ice eake>, and you draw it up again and send

cars

Despatches received from Jacksonville report the sell. Florida from this port with lime,
hay and potatoes, as being on tire, from wetting
of the lime.
The latest despatch from Mr.

Last week Mr. .1. N. White, ot this city,
whose age is only one year less than the allotted three score and ton, chopped a cord of hard
wood in two hours.

.lann-v.

i!

fancy

Hazeltine A

"J
\\

iovi.

>17,000 to the creditor* of the estate.

11)*- Ivtstern K>:j:n*s< had
busy time in delivering Christmas packages, and Frank with
his loaded h am tppeared a lt«»«»»I deal like '‘■aula
1 la Us
himself.

Boad, east side of

-.-arspoi:

bankrupt assets, and was not, as claimed, the
property of Mrs. Coleord, by gift subsequent
to the capture.
Judge Fox on Monday derided
in favor of the plaintiff. This will give about

fine.

very

Bay View street, >1,500.

..

The coasting business i- very dull.

he lour days immediately following Christmas are said to govern the weather of the next
four mouth- re-peelively.
They have been

'•!'.*

■'

rupt estate of coleord, Berry A Co., of Stockton against Martha J. Coleord.
The plaintilfs
sought, by decree ot the Court, to establish that
a part of the Alabama award,for ll-d'2 of a
captured bark, constituted a portion of the

I

'apt. iieo. B., corner of Commercial
{ Uloii streets, >1 ,50O.
ullnan, Jolin. Bay V iew street, >1.500.

‘i

trade.

ing

a

We mentioned last week the suit, of Joseph
Williamson and another,assignees of the bank-

About all of Belfast'- vessels, even the -mailer class, are now
engaged in tin; foreign carry-

SS 000.

wii,

baric.-

sell. Sarah L. Davis, (’apt. Cottrell, of
Belfast, i- now loading general cargo at New
York for Cadiz. The Davi- is but *Ji:i tons.

give

we

of

notice—Calvin Hervev advertises
the celebrated Morton gold pen—Writing in the
public 'diools, by the School Com.

The

January, mostly

incendiary.

publishes

In wrestling at school Friday of last week.
'Verioek, of Sear-mont. liroke hi- arm
between the shoulder and elbow.

MeHilveryV

in

«v

iu1 '■■■■
'Hv of in
ii

mpk-ted

•.

a

sum

pant finishers. Also sewing machines for sale.
—W. < >. Poor A Son are advertising a new
medicine for asthma, called the Balm of Life.
It i-> said to be a good thing—Arnold Harris

ha- hung out a new >ign, and under
that sign he conquer- the hankering- of hunger
by all sorts of appetizing things.

b.-en going on the destroyei
at work with, the torch,
there

in

'*•

ottrell’s yard, and

1

am

the peace for six months in the

to

Attention is called to the advertisement of
Pote A (Juimby, who are in want of coat and

Dodge

A three masted
loll'.’the Fred A. Carle', has

'*"*

"te

Ilecogni/ed

#30.

It will be sern by our Brooks
correspondence
that David and (ioliah are to have a little eonlost in that
illagt Jan. ;Jd.

-h.p i-nearly completed.

i,

■

v

.,

keep

There's a brute of a man in thi- city who
that every man need- two wives. ,lU<. n>(,_
ldl and one ornamental.

‘>00 tons, have
!ann<-In--i from Carter’* yard, and a 1900
■

■

drunkenness and disturbance.

poor hauling.

says

.mite up to forimi years,
eiass (>i'\ csx-is having been built. One
i ion ton* Mi
\. s. pavis, ami the three
tonnage

This \va> the second offence, and William w:e
sentenced to Bangor for (»o day>. Patrick Norton was up on complaint ot Patrick Haney for

is remarkably lull and quiet about the
wharves. Little
r no h r
mov ing, owing to

numbers, but the

ot

qualified

Poi.ick Conn, on Tuesday, Win. J. runwas before the Court on complaint of
Geo. Murphy for drunkenness and disturbance.

ningham

ounty Treasurer has
and will take charge of hi- office
<

that you

directi )n* for use accompany each

Prepared only by J. II. Krhenck
their principal oltiee, corner Sixth

feeding

aware

new and elaborate scenery and costumes. They
will eclipse their former exhibition.

Ji

which Belfast is somewhat
h ivAbe<-n a tailing oft’ in

fop

Democratic

new

Ample

box of pill

you with taller, from a long handled spoon out of a big gold dish, when suddenly you heal- a voice shoot up the stairs, and
-Inke the door, and earrom on your ear. and it
-ay-—“llello, there, if- time to get lip: boos;
out of bed there lively."
And you slip oil
from tin- rainbow, and the angels disappear
with the duster and taller, and you become

emitled
Theresc, the Orphan of Geneva/
The company have made some changes in its
performers since its last appearance, and have

hri-tmas

Jan. 1st.

r.il large and fine ones, addI read> large number of costly pri-

a

-•,.1".

"

keen

sev.

the

(

hen.
1 he

an

owr

’•■d
to

a

new one*.

vbow

r*

better sale of

A man who-* wile is away a
good deal of the
time, say- he has as many picked up dinners as

building. Arc., have greatly exceeded

r-

.11 v.

a

IIow a Max (»ki< '> AVnyx n
( old.
This is the sensor, o»' Gi. jtai ,.1. ;:
lark
gets up before the rest of humunitv. Yen are
coiled up in bed half asleep, thinking that you
are setting on a rainbow and teetering over a
cloud, while a lot of angels are brushing away
the llie.- with a f ather duster, and a lot nton
are

The Belfast Amateur Dramatic Company advertise their second performance in II ay lord
Hail on Friday evening, Jan. 7. The play i>

goods.

passes. Thirty-nine dwelling houses
and nil;.- business places have been erected,
u diii
•!improvements in others, in exteuh

V

\\

The very changeable weather lately is conducive to lung or pulmonary diseases. There is
an old saying
something like this—
11 < 'hristmas is white
Graveyards will be lean ;
And graveyards will be fat
When Christmas is green.

People are ballasting down tlieir wharves.
hoy remember last winter's experience.
Despite the cry of hard t imes Belfast dealers

The
Main.
eiitral Kailroad Company has extendrails along the water front, connecting

population.

•e.duration ha* added to the

|

Steamer City ot lliclimond collided with sell.
Martha A. Brewer, of Belfast, in Portland harbor on Monday night. Damage trifling.

IKE OTTOES
From

cts. to 50 cts.
At 1!. F. WKLLS’.

HIGH STREET
(Next

door to

Where he will keep

a

Cray & Patterson's,

complete

slock of

Smoked, Dry, Salt and Fresh Fish.
•®*Nice Oysters and Clams

a

specialty.

3m J

Peggy Bligh's Voyage.
1>Y LUCY I.VltCOM.

You

ride in an hour or t\v<s if you will,
I nnn Halibut Point to Beacon Hill,
With the sea beside vou all the way
Turough pleasant places that skirt the Bay;
By Hloueestcr Harbor and
Beverly Beach,
''deni's old ste. pl,->. Nahant*- long reach,
S'\
l’diu-l»ord'-red
miM/ott, and Chelsea's wide
Marshes. laid bto the drenching tide,
A- till a g!imp>'- -.1 Saugus
spire in the west.
And Mend- n liiiN in their dreamy rest.
m i\

\1! ili

you ny I.* h idl\ and more
far.
I oin the eushioiie 1 >eat of a railsvav ear.
But in t!a\ s «if witchcraft it was not‘so.

by

>-bound travellers had to go
I lorscbaek (*\er a blind,
rough road,
< b' a> a
part of a u lling wagon-load
1 ;i
giifd'-n pr<>'!net and household goods.
it

rossiiig the fords, half lost in the woods.
l'v fa*' f• ir of redskins haunted all day.
A n I tie
a; of lions, some histories sav.

1

••

craft set sail.
passage would fail.
W‘i had errands to do in the three-hilled town ;
And thev 'wihi return ere the sun went down
If

to

n\

"

r

r

w

■

*

'(‘.

1*. iston

lire

a

t

1.r* vv midsummer dawn.
■'••yipper Nash, of tlie schooner Fawn.
>;dl> awav with a crowded deck.
* Mi.
i>f li:> passengers cranes her net k
1 it
oi her scarlet cloak—an eve
! k< a
smouldering coal had Peggy Pligli—
V ! look* at her townsmen, looks at the sea,
\
ihe crew and skipper; what can it be
I ii.u hinder their
hinging her hold glances hack Y
•'lain a wife hath an eye as black
c
And a
oal. as scarlet.
Ay, hut slie—
\ »h, u[y eovel s her
company :
N *11 odv nieels that
strange look others.
Put a uamelesv terror within him stirs.
!
lieari-strings flutter.hn nerves they twitch—
l|s
1
a c\il cm—it will
blight and bewitch.
one

o

-ih ut. afraid to speak,
*
and the skipper with half oaths weak,
d up dismayed when aboard she came,
i b
o\agci> whispeiaaI around her name.
\ud no,d askaii'-e, a- apart she stood,
in mg them under her scarlet hood.

/'fraio

t<-

11id wari d them down the hay :
til.* I'.'Mou wharves thev lav.
P
-aii at three.
the skipper cried:
P 7g'. nil were aware that he lied.
.ic-::.. 'in- di"• k had been passed a word,
P !i
h "i >■ speaker and listener heard—
II
ii- meant i" give tin* old crone the slip.
I'n m hour or
on tlie homeward trip.
"Mi -7,

-■

I

ii

;

nd

a

m

-n

;
■

'i

said the centennial building would cost
5>o,72J,t 10, all of which had been subscribed except a million and a half dollars
which they desire < .'ongress to appropriate
He urged upon the representatives id' the
government to consider the importance of
tlie exhibition, and to ailord the means
necessary to finish the work. Toasts were
offered and responded to. A majority of
the gentlemen present returned to Washington, Saturday night. Ceneral Hrant
and others remained over
One of Mark Twain's funny stories is
that of a scripture panorama, the proprietor ot which engaged a pianist to play appropriate music. The musician, when the
picture ot the “Prodigal Son" was passWhen Johnny Comes
ing, struck up
Marching Home!" which excited the indignation ot the moral lecturer, lleeently in a neighboring town, the drama ot
“Joseph and His brethren" was played :
and the tune to which Jacob and his family journeyed into Egypt was “Marching

Through Hvorgia."

POSITIVELY CUKKD.
worst cases of the longest standing, by using

I'lie

DR.

linisJnal and anchor weighed.
tie a arbor lur way she madi—
a Fa wn.
Put who hastens down
w
r— ide with a shout and a frown.
M.n.'gv vv itli her high-heeled shoe,
ir
:he skipper and crew.
!i«
>ak and tlallies with her eve—
a;
v>it, h woman old Peg Pligh;
ail

HEBBARD S

.,

ClO a day tit home. Agents wanted, Outfit and
$'
term.*' free.
IKl'E & t o., Augusta, .Maine.
AGENTS. t .im.e-r,a demld so.
territory at once tor i lie Lite and Public
Services of Henry Wilson, by Rev. Elias Nason,
For Terms, address the Publisher, B. IE KFSSFLL.
V. Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

WANTED
cure

CC(Ynn For a rase of Cough, Cold or Y-Hima
QJUUUt},.,t ADAMSON’S I;. (’, i:\l.sAM will
PHI
n ! not cun'. Sold bv Druggists at 55ots.
UULU
\

Circular free. Addre-- Du. 1
Augusta, Maine.

I

'A

t) MACHINES.

Skipper

M-: tie* go-bv !" >a\ s
at hi* schooner*s seurrv

Nash,
Vi--1 711i_1
and dash:
and lie re out* uttered, “lie's rash !*'
\
at lias Peggy.** said one or two.
1
a ! "lie-ward
i'a>sage as I or you;
•
wiiat ha* the good ol<l beldame done
I a.it au v man « on Id lav linger on
<;■*•
than liviue alone in a tumble-<l"wn hut.
1
s|.. ak11:g her mind when she chose to;
Put-“
! !e- »pt aker stopped to follow the stare
m li.' listeners up through the windy air.
\ : c ii-tr.iUs guli bore down on the blast;
Me
| oi-. 1 on tin- schooner's mast;
* Mi
it dapped in the skipper's face;
arc
j;
on d for a moment's space
mi tin- i•' ivy's white track in the
seething
briii*-;
i I' -harp c;.< alcalllcd with a steel-cold shine.
A nd mi. of tie- sailors a\ erred that he saw
\ r d -nap dangle from beak to claw;
An
ill tie- voxagers shratik with fear
1
tiiai wiid creature a-swoop so n- ar.
■■

iii y Ii«»\.- in -ight of Sal.-m town
A log am. uj». and the hive/** went dow n.
i le
eouid almost hear tlie farm-lolk speak.
\nd mih li the magnolias at
Creek.
Awen-t o! the Half-wav Rock ollee more.
W nil tie- Miser} Island just otV shore.
hie- gnl! give a -hrii k, and Hew out of sight.
An 1—there t}n• \ lav in the fog all night.
■

detfrey's

'Mi > 1 ar*•<i not siir until morn was red,
Ami tie- siv\ showed a blue streak overhead :
Hu; 11 glad on the deal wave sped the fawn
ilomevva.-d again through a breezy dawn,
shoutt 1. “The vt ssel arriv es
In
:.-•■!! 1 »r breakfast with your wives d*

“DOMESTIC”

Address DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO.

cl-e iiad arrival before;
Wiki i- that hv the hut on tin shore
Mid;ing her e »\v with indifferent mien.
if no --iioonei- were yet to he semi?
It. iiit -Ide glamv out of her small black eve,
ii mu-’ lx.—-urely i:
w—Peg Pdigh!
line .>m

How -he got there no mortal could tell,
it'd crew ajid pa-s ngers knew right well
i hat <he liad Hot set foot Upon deck or hull.
He in;!-;?"
About that You IliaV ask the
trull.
A
i i

;

In-

to

goes
Na-h always nied the day
e
i' ll old Peg on the wharf behind.
A';!h ii■ !- -brill ery drifting along the wind;
l
i- he lost .hi- schooner, liis children died.
Ai d hi- wife ami hi- cattle and sheep besides:
A d hi- old age found him alone, forlorn,
A piling no doubt, he had never been born.
Add t P« ggv llligh had to do with his ease
i- liard to see in our time and place.
IP
thing- might haw struck us we do not
know
H ei vv. l:\ed here two hundred years ago,
A
n !li* thought-of men took a weirder
shape
i dan a11\ mi-t that hangs round the e.ipc.
IPm- :n'tai's a g.H*i| one for all to mind;
Hp
::
cart i- tin.* curse of a man unkind.
•'

.i.

so»rv

*'k;pp«

on

-av

r

Wa.ntlo.

3¥E1V YORK.

No Charge* for obtaining
mA TVirnffTADg Patents
unless successful.
Jl\J xJyI V LA lUlvo Pamphlet free. ('. A. Shaw,
110 Tremont Street, Bost ui.
— PER WEEK (.1 \ RAN i'F.F.D to
\gents, .Male mid Female,in llu-ir
M
M own localitv. 1 rm< :»nd <»;tl lit
Wm M free. Addre- ]\u. Vlek FL Y \
('(Augusta, Maine.
mh

«

CC

Q\J IU

COO
J

l"‘r day at home, sample- worth f!
tree. S insdn \ ( .... Portland, M*

«)R soi l. <11 \RM 1 N(;.’'
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
lov« and a Meet ions of any person! 1 ie y choose, instantly. l ilt' art all can possess, free. b. mail, for .5 <-|-;
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
I,""".""" -old. A
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc.
ijiieer book. Aildress j. WILLIAM \ co., Pn!
1

From Dr Chan Main
t lie* opjirubtttm vuilb'orum of the nietli-

atarrli i-

<

prides-ion,

'•;>!

a

thought

Brilliant—
OIL,

CATARRH.

From the Drug Examiner of the Boston Custom House
\mi:i»'- Rum ai. < 't i:i ha-proved so uniforml.v -ii *cess ful in I'm tn atment of Catarrh that 1 now
recommend it exelusiv ely, ami consider it far supeto any preparation ever before
prepared for this
v

di-ea-e.

I> A A

(

T. CAMPBLl.l

Druggist, Broadway, South Boston,

Drug-*,

li. <II.

i..a 'i package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr "aiiford's Improved 1 lihaling Tube. Price $1.00.
>mn prepaid to any part of the Putted state.-for
Sl.J'-. I <>r sale by Druggists everywhere. \\ EEK.S
N P<>! TER, Boston. (iencral Agent
*

iNoMICAL, BEST, FOR SAL!. BY \i.i.
GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL- liKSi

incurable.

->.i'ii s oi' iminternipted eiirss, I cannot allow pro.
te-siomil etiquette i<> interfere with :t candid expres-i >11 <11 my regard for it.
1 then-fore give San!<>:.•!>■> i; \iu« ai. < i;r: mi: Catauuh mv
umpialilied approval, and consider it as a remedy for the
treatment of every form of Catarrh superior to any
preparation laid down in any text-book with which
I am familiar.
Verv respcctfullv,
1 M:. ( HARLES MAIN,
;- '-‘"u. M i'.
!4J Harrison Avenue.

A ml Examiner of

I

SWKiKD’S JAMAICA
('olds :.ud ( hills.

CINDER lor

-e

simple

dwJ4

ARABIAN

“L'EMPERATRICE.”

OINTMENT

1 he

"EMPRESS” PILL will prove

infallible
cure for most of the ailments of tin- human s\-tem.
and is an unfailing specilic for "Female Irregularities.”
Send for box £1.50 each and further instruct ions
to G. D ALBERT, Sob Aacnt and Imponer,
■-'4s East Thirtieth >tj-i t, New York.
an

CURES

SCRATCHES
AND

WANTED.
Agents for the best household article out. Bran

»

III I.i:

11.1 -i

OE

HGESE-FLESH!

new

It sells like fun.
Strike while the cream is on iiSample mailed for > et-. and two damps. ( ireulai
free.
T B, si avm.i; & C".■
l.ddy S*., I'n»\
deuce, R. I.

AND SORES ON ALL

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

BOOTS, X SHOES,
1)-A

#ir*Witm>- the

to

RUBBERS
-FO U-

Burglars Caged

Fall and Winter Wear!

names of fo-utlemcu who testify
its extraordinary merits.
A. II; \ford. I.sip, Ex-Mayor,
Belfast, Me.
Israel Cox. (ien’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison Hayl'ord, Larnier,
P. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
s. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Rockland
Ehen W.Seavey Hotel Keeper, No Sear-j>ort. •*
Robert O. Ames, Teamster,
J. W. Black, Deputy Shcritf,
J. M. Hale N Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
W. L. ( leaves, Prop of Eiv. Stable Stockton,

\.\!>

FORBES5,

MANY

KHF.RV SAWVkK,

I’n-pari-il l!y
S I:A

OTIlKltS.

Pro’ji.

1'SPOUT, ME.

RICHARD H. MOODY.
Druggi't and Apothecary

tenoral Air«*i»t

Br.i.i.wi.Mi-;

ti':

i*. i

ha n ( i a i tsr s !

<.

■

Ladies’’

H. H, Johnson & Co

lewer Sacks
*4 90

From

tf.-l

319.60.

to

Winter" AsCome I
IDOINTT SUFFER
\V I T II

Prices that Cannot lie Heat COLD FEET!
—

A

S

HI

FORBES’,

BjjE
Fall

FORE

Clothing

Fine Goods

WHEN YOU CAN (JET

OVERSHOES,
WOOLEN & RUBBER, and

ARRANGEMENT!
FOR

«3

©
©

M

•H

©

u

ft

e-

ONI.

THE

CURE

at Law!

GEO. E.

(r>

AS LOW AS

r.rok*n

at Law!

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA

«us

2Coil«,

This remedy is the result of the research of one of
the Proprietors who had been a great sufferer for
years and who had tried all the advertised remedies
and skill of many physicians without
obtaining relief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous similar cures effected aiming his friends and acquaintances without an exception, induced him to
put it
before the public. That it will cure the most severe
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant
testimony
to show, which
may be found in our circulars. All of
which proof is bona tide and from those who have
been benefited by its use.
S A. HOWES & CO., Agents,

Belfast, Maine.

dollar per

P1KRUK BROlI1KRS,
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
Bangor, Maine.

Thursday Eve., commencing

Dec. 2,

AT 10

O'CLOCK,
Lor Rockland, Camden, Belfast,
Sear-port, Buck('nutilie.
I
leer
|><>it.
Me, Sedgwick, So. W Harbor,
,Mt. I>eseri, .Millbridge, .Jouesport and
Maehiasport.
Returning will leav e .Maehiasport « very Mondnv
morning at 5 o'clork, touching at the above named
landings, (except Buck-pint, arriving in Cortland
same night.
\\ ill take pa-sengers and freight lor
Bangor, cm
necting with tin- railroad at Buck-port.
(A RTS 1 A I IFRSOV. Agent.

•Street.

aud

THOMBS

(Successors to the late ( has. K.

SAIL

ill!:

iiom:

Vm'ri,'nn
K-1r.■
UilL I
nary excelli-n-v a-, t.j

f) «y

| liombs.

1

"

U.

COLBURNS

T.

Block Shoe Store.

City

Underwear!

articles

on

hand,

» —

■

—i ■

Everything

the Shoe line from

Ladies’ French Kid!

PHOBATE NOTICcS.

Main Street,
To the Honorable
of Waldo:

Judge

of

K.

STAPLKS, Administratrix of tlie
estate of Benjamin L. .Staples, late of Mimioe,
MAin
in said
County, deceased, respect fully representgoods, chatties and credits of said deceased
debts and charges

ilint the

are not sufficient to answer his just
ot Administration,
by the.- sum of

lour hundred and

fifty dollars.
\\ iikkkiokk your petitioner
prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and cmivi v so much of
the ical estate of said deeeased,
(including the reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,' as will
sati-oy
his debts and incidental charges, ami
charges of Administration at public or private sale.
MARY K. .STAPLKS.

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all per-ons interested b\
causing a copy of said petition, with this order there
on, to be published three week- successively in tin*
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bella-t, that
they may appear at a Probati < ourt to be h< Id ;1t t he
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of January next, :it ten o’clock in tin-forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.

A true copy, Attest —B. P. Un
To the Honorable
of Waldo.

n,

Register.

Judge of l’robato for tie.* (.'omitv

SAWYKH, Administrator of the estate*
of Augustus Lanpher. late of Searsport. in said
County, deceased, respectfully re-presents that the
goods, chatties and cre dits of said deceased are; not
sufficient to answe r his just debts and charges of
Administration, hv the sum of eight hundred and
lil’ty dollars. That the* real estate*, being the home-

EMKRY

stead of said deceased is so -ituatrd that a division
thereof cannot be* made* .vithout greatly de preciating
the value of that portion thereofu-*>'would remain
unsold.
Whkkkfokk your petitioner pravs votir iionor to
grant him a lice nse to sell and convey all of the real
estate of said de*ce*ased, to satisfy his debts and incidental charges, and charges of Administration.
KM Lit Y SAW V HR.

At a Court of Probate*, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, mi the second Tuesda\
of December, A. D. Is. ..

Upon tin- fore-going Petition, Ordered, That tin
petitioner give notice to all pe*rsons inte*resteel by
causing a copy ed'suid petition,with this oreler thereon, to be published three weeks successive ly in the*
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that

they

may appear at a Probate ’ourt, to he he-ld at
the Probate (Ulice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and shew* cause, if any they have,why
the same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
B. p. Fii:u>. Register.

Judge

of

Probate for tin County

Also

constantly

i.-nt..I

ot.w

License

by private

..i..,. g.

sale.

hand.

Sellisg at Cost!

-ALSO

L.
No

11

Kicrr K N I NO

L O C
P H CE NIX

KE,

ROW,

Offers to sell his stock of furniture at cost.
Now is
the time to buy to advantage all such household
goods as are usually found in a well stocked Furniture Store.
As seen elsewhere in this paper I also offer for
sale my house and land, situated on High street.
Also my store No. 11 Phoenix Row. A rare chance
for a good investment.
J. L. LOCKE.
Belfast, Dec. 1G, 1875.

G.

Leave Brooksvilie for Belfast,
Monday, Tuesday. Thursday

Fridav

,x

Castim-

'Touching

at

I-lesboro Ryder’-Cove each
-1

b

A

il

u,

’•

or

Brooksvilie

**

FARM FOR
!• rom (

a -1 i in X
For thik Round

FRI.IOIIT

w

i RIB

Mc.-hnru,Mi>mla v X Thur-da v.

Trip

from Brook-vilb

1 A lv LX A 1

1.*h
!

.a*

T.

iu -.i

■

1

d wi-p?;,.

AND

»

W.

Sale ill !•■

or

Fur all I hi-

ul

|’iir|iu-.'<

Belfast
and Carvers' Harbor
Fail Arrangement.

£

f

Fainih PiiV'ir.

a

i

j,:,

!>.■<

DR. JOHN

Passengers, $1.00.
Cut.

Bella-t, Sept, '.'th,

THOMAS Bl'ROLSS.

Wh

Physician

Jltf

ave Belfast at 8:00 jl, ui> c- u11e» t ing iiiBangor. Dexter, skowln gun. Fa: oiinaton,
>

Lewiston. Danville .lunctioii and (irand Trunk
Railway, and via F.a-tcrn and Boston X Maim Rail
roads, arriving in Boston at 7:55
ill-

p

Leave Belfast 3:00
p. m. connecting !-> Dexter
and Bangor, and With night Pullman 'Train, for
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 si. m.

j

drill*.

*

/
I

much jiu■ y

\
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|

»;

slu^isli
imp''
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Legal Holidays, from to ly .\. M., and i-.'i f M
Saturdays Hank close- at 1 .’, noon.
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A>.\ I AIM K, I’re-t.
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should not be

copy.

DE1TTJSTEY!

ORGANS!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tin* County of Waldo, on the second Tue>day ol
December, A. D. ls7f>.

A/TARY AXX LIBI5Y, widow of Lewis Libby,
ItJu late of Winterport, in said < >untv < ! Waldo,
deceased, lmving presented a petition for an allow
ance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary Ann give notice to all

persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate ('ourt, to be* held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday ol
January next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, w hy the prayer of
said petition should not’be
W.M. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest •—B. P. 1'ir.i.n, Register.

successively

granted."

At a Probate Court belt] at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, oil tile second Tue>day ol
December, A. J). 1875.
Samuel
RUNNELS,widow
late of Stockton, in said County of
LYDIA
for

Runnels,
Waldo, de-

an allowance
ceased, having presented a petition
personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Lydia give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol

successively

Don't Fail to Cal!

Dr. Folsom's

Upon

Improved

Fart Icular attention
artiticial teeth.

SMALL & KNIGHT

ure *'i

Main.-.

ORGANS!
built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute rinsrn rs, and w lu rever they have been
I.ass t ns ui M
introduced, they ha\e, hv their merit alone, won
their way into ilu* admiration and confidence ol the

They

Fvery Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satislactiou guaranteed to ilu purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should !•<
done by a person, t hat by constant practice and con
nection with Organs, understands them perfectly.
Conseq .111lv we shall have a n nkkIVoiu the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in
it N Hand 1: i:t* A it:.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; be therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
EDWARD L. WHITTIER.

SHOES,

MR.

J.

(Successor
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ban any you ever saw, and if
bound n» si;i.k as we shall h-t

prices.

Q-iven Away.

For Christmas.

Slipper

Patterns!

From G2 cents up.
At B. F. WELLS’.

SHOP!
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Mathews Bros.’ Steam Mill. ( or.
and Miller St- li. lfa-t, Me.
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House for Sale

L. D. M. SWEAT, i
A. W. COOMBS. M-i-f-t
I
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i.** »\an*,
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FOREST TAR INHALERS.
M
u
iuluiliny tit. da:e■ i:
FOREST TAR COMPANY.
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Tobacco
That

can

be

This
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fully

and

CALL
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Carriage Making. Painting,

and

Wales

<Sc-

Biclknell

Have removed their
ige i»ainting and

business, curtrimming, to
in rear
Datnon’s,
shops
the American House, and
would invite their old friends and patrons to call
upon them at this popular old stand, where they
may be found tit all times ready to attend to the
t*

over

wants of those requiring work in their line.
Carriage and Sleigh Painting and Trimming is our
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages or
varnish old ones and repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on short notice, guarranteeing satisfaction in

all

cases.

WALES

&

B1CKNELL.

BLACKSMITHING!

New Carriage Shop
FITTED UP a Carriage Shop in the
of the old Treadwell & Manslield stand,
I am ready to attend to all kinds of Carriage
and Sleigh repairing. New work made to order.
H. W. TRUKDY.
tfti

I
where

even

lower

a

an

at as L>w

United States, for the

In the matter of ALONZO .1. IIAR-I
RIM AN,and CHARLES M. LIT- |
TI.KKl ELD, individually, and ns
members of thelirin of A. J. liar- ;
riman & Co., of Belfast, in said |

District,
At

Portland,'

Bankrupt.

in the said District,
of December, A. D. 1875.

1!llnkru|ltcv.

J

on

the

eighteenth

day
DISTRICT OF MAINE, SS.
SIR : Take notice that a meeting of the Creditors
of said alleged bankrupt, will be held at tin* ofliec of
Charles Hamlin, Register, in the Custom House, at
Belfast, in the County of Waldo, on Thursday, the
30th day of December, A. D. 1875, at 1 o’clock, 1*.
31., for the purpose of said alleged bankrupt proposing a composition of twenty per centum to his creditors, in sat isfaction of the debts owed by said bankrupt to each of his creditors. Petition filed 1,8th day
W3I. P. PREBLE,
of December, A. D. 1875.
Clerk of the II. S. District Court,
For the District of Maine.
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Ili-fort- purchasing your goods. There von will
litid (it-iK-rul II AKDWAlIi;, PAIN IS, oll.>
ami
and V A K N 1 S11 F.S, NAILS, <. L A > S,
FARM KIPS FOOLS, constantly on ham! and
lor sale at I.oWKST PRICKS, Hon’t forget
the place, A.NtilKIPS, No. 1 Pin ni\ Row.
tH2
April 20, 187j.
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DIGHTON FURNACE
98 North

r>

Choice Ci'/ars and Tobacco,

Confectionery,

CO.,

and

Crackers!

Property for Sale.

Tlie subscriber offers for sale Hithouse ami land known as the “Locke
House” situated in the center of the
city, nearly opposite the New England House, on High Street. This
property consists of a double tenement, two story
house, and stable, about 1-i an acre of land with
fruit trees, and a never failing well of water. Said
place is situated on three streets, and the land is
available tor house lots, stores and shops. A rare
.1. L. LOCKE.
chance for a good investment.

Belfast, Dec.1875.—-MU’

Musical Notice.
ABBIE E. KELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon *lic l’iano uml Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For
terms inquire at 14B Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—tftl

llll.s
View

H V

R. P. Clark, Belfast,
Agent for Belfast, ami
augotfi

canity.

Notice of Foreclosure.
LULAS, Amanda U. Brownof Pittsfield,ami
David B*. < arr of Burnliatn, on t lie twentieth
dav ot November, In? i, by their mortgage deed of
that date,recorded in Waldo Registry of Leeds. \ ol.
KiO, page 40f», conveyed to me the following described
estate in said Burnham, viz : A certain piece ot land
and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
Mount Boad, so called, thirtv-three rods northerly
ot the south line of Cheek lot No. s-t'--’; thence westand ten links
erly by a stone wall forty-one reals
thence northerly at right angles nineteen rods to the
center of said lot (No. 5-‘J-2); thence westerly parallel with the north line of said lot to land occupied
hv W. Luce; thence northerly to the north line of
thence easterly by said north
said lot (No.
to the road above mentioned; thence southerly
to the first mentioned founds, containing fifty acres
And whereas the conditions of said
more or less.
mortal«*o have been broken, l claim a foreclosure ol
JAMLS l l LI.LU.
same.
the
llartlaud, I>ec. l:ith, 157a.—Uw;'I

WII

line,

t-In--,

w

ith stump,
.1 .M. til.ROW
].•: Main St., Bangor, Me.
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Milk,
Burkhadt’s Celebrated Eager, (Fresh
Tap every day),
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Lunch Rooms
Cold Corned Reef,
Clam Chowder,
linked Beans,
Boiled Eggs,
Haiti and Kggs,
Beefsteak,
Brown Bread and Milk,
Crackers and Milk,
Mince Pie per quarter,
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Gigars

N. IT —All who are indebted to the firm of Knowlton iN Nash, are requested to settle within :;odays,
or their accounts will be left lor collection.
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Lard, Beef, Fish & Groceries
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rIMIK bouse on I nion Str- et,
I eiipii .1 bv i J. 1 arrow. It inew, with good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. I be b-m-> itwo stories, LH one and a half
stories ; three large rooms i.- i-.w and
and kitchen above, he-iderooms
kitchen: four
attic. Tin* house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
In
families. Will be sold on n-a onabb- term
W. 11 <I.M F>( >\.
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No. 13, PHENIX ROW.
Is receiving daily XEW GOODS in all the Fall
styles of the best quality.
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FOREST TAR SALVE

..

HAVE

RUBBERS!

Tar?

1.

«I'i.i

PORTLAND.

Come and examine tln-.-e ()rgans for our>elf and
be convinced that they are \- ..n and nii.w*] k

In till its branches at the old stand of 1 road
well & M ansiield.
Carriages repaired at
short notice.
Horse Shoeing promptly atto give satiswarranted
tended to. All work
faction.
J. G. DAMON.

BOOTS,

]

of Valuables
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i OREST TA**'- IN SOU. i.

W ORK that is usually done in
iirs; c!a-s
machine shop promptly attended to.

SHOP
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Keeping
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Pol iiilialiuy. f,,r Cairn r!i, t '• .n-uiupi:
-v-tliiiia, ami a a v.n d. for dl-ea
..i

Dental Plates.
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REMOVAL!

notice to all

<

F. A. HOWARD, Proprietor.

SAMUEL B. PARK HURST, late of Unity,

subscriber

I

given to making and inserting

MACHINE

Blacksmithing.

hereby gives public
concerned that be has been duly appointed and
THE
himself the trust of Administrator of the
taken

J

PsT E W

taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate lo make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
J. D. LAMSOX.

Forest

DENTAL ENGINE !

For

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1875.
TT^LLA F. M< PARTY, widow of William li. Mr
JJJ Carty, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, ha\ ing presented a petition that an allow
ance may be made her from the personal estate of
said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Ella F. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday «>t
January next, at teu oi the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—IL P. Fiki.d, Register.

Streets. II.,- all the late-t
for operating upon teeth, in

by which the process i- render, d much les-- painbb
and tedious than h\ t be <dd met hod1- eibin- r: f
ed in Rubber or (’• Haloid Ba-. a- p.
a.
He has the country right l'or t he u-e .a

from the

this order to be published three weeks
in the Republican .Journal printed at B* lfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next,at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
W.M. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. P. Fn-:u>. Register.

oiilv preparation of
ap;a n\
pln "iriaip* a- ;t -laudad I v> in d

-.

granted.

WM. M. RUSK, Judge.
Attest—B. P. Fiia.n, Register.

1

May still l»e found at the «,hi stand ot
Dr. Moore, cosmr of (dum b and

MORRISON’S

Safe

I- a n< \v p.-oparaii >n, r..nl iii a-, a
: 11.• -m i,o;i! proper: i. .,r eoinni'ii 1 ar.
I :‘i 11.•
p ml
'ho Murk ami impure pr.nlm ■:•*. and ■*m .! 1 !>.
k*■ p; in rvt ry familv. L iand n 1 i. |p

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
'<ClIxx.Tt Spring
improved instruments
eluding

! "i:

■

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD.

ORGANS!

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give* notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in tin*
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at
the Probate office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday ot .January next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
A true

Snpt.

ORGANS!

At a Court ol Probale, held at Belfast, within ami
for the County of Waldo, on 1 he second 1'uesday
of December, A. D. l&7o.

same
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Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
J

On

AUBY 1>. MOROAX.

Prices.

COLBURN.

Furniture

CASTINE AND BRGOKSVIl LE,
at ‘.'o’clock I’. M.
Monday- and Thursdays,
-it '.'o’clock A. M.
Wednesday- and Saturdays,
1U
until
o’clock
for
Boston
boat.
May lay

a

BROTHERS, Proprietors

fi

hat

vrtj

NEW STYLES
Solo
rolilhiililiioii

Belfast. Me.

Coaches to convey pa---< nge:
and boats.
Sample ltooin-; free !,, _u,
Livery and Boarding
lloll-e.
Belfast, Sept. ‘JB, Is;:,, -tf:;

FOR
On

He tel.

and after

<-.i

Leave Belfast, Sanford Wliarf,

chatties and credits of sai-1 deceased are not sufficient to answer his just debts and charges of Administration, by the sum of six hundred dollars.
Wifiitjkiokk your petitioner pra\r your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey the home
stead farm, being all of the real estate of said <!<•deceased, (including the reversion ol the Widow’s
dower thereon, : as will snti.-lY his debts and inci

-V N 1)-

on

■I- I»-

until further notice as follow-.
Wednesday, Dec. idth

run

eiL^|

TIM N KS, TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATH-

ER & FINDINGS

Will

ofion fn/

*•

\ BBY 1>. -MoRtlAX, of Burnham, in the Colin*,
jL
ty ol Waldo, Administratrix of the estate of
(ieorge ( ’. Morgan, late of Burnham, in sai-1 County,
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods*

AT

Times

r,.„u. m

—

-TO A-

Hard

TUCKER

Probate for the Countv

^

Mix’s Thick Root!

,\im

1

PfCT

reason

American

upon
estate of

a
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MARY E. PAGE, late of Belfast,
in

«

pediment

/i

—————

—^

£<■ A Large Stock of the above
and selling lower than ever before.

M’lnmal U* ai.In dnnrarv >*-iuimti l.o--,
i M 1-1 *i .M ^
M. i.rai and I’l, -i
I in ..parity, In.
to 7d a
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ugance. A*-.
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in a -«•: J * * i eitv elopo, o 111\ -i.\ cent-,
lii' •' r'i *••••! auf Fur, in tin- admirable
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-trrte-y !i ,,m a thirtv Years’sueces.-tu!
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.Sails made and repaired at short notice,
l.oft on
Swan A >i!dev’s wharf, foot of .Main stive;.
.JOHN !>. I lloMlfs.
DEo. I OSI’ul’M
Is;:,—r,most;
Belfast, July
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How Lost, MtRestored!
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isht-ru
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til*
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Paper Stock,.Old Iron, Junk and Metal,

BeJltis! mid fastiiie Line!
on

1)1-: ALECS

MaMoofl;

"■

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS,1867.
1 V

MAKERS

-AM*

DIPLOMA OF HONOR

™

OSBORNE

*>V

fitia«lil«*r.

>

JOHN ]]. fool;.
tf MATT WELSH.

Belfast, March is, 1875.

Men.
A Hf t> c t i o it *,
IH ii in or**,
of the 14 |«|

S’* siia!-> ( «>iii|dain(*t,‘,A$
1 liousituds In
in < o i-iiang* d i»y the use of this
remedy from weak, sickly, .-tillering creatures. to
strong, le- .lfhy, happy men an«l women; and invalid- cannot rea-.,> ,i.(v h •-i';P*- to give it a trial.
C amion
1
m:.
; tin* rpi;It t V|.
A * * *114 0*
I*:.: ait Hark.
.>okl bv all
deal* rs generally.
A ’.--page pamphlet. c-.w -ining
treati.-e on iron
a
a vut
tl agent and *a
aluahie papers, tetiin'.uial- 1Vi»im •i,-!ing'ii-'i* *1 pin sicians.
clergymen
and other-, will tm sent i'n i.i unv address. m-.th
I
1C \ -<i\s. Proprietor-. si, Harrison
A venue, Mo-ton.
1v

are pivparcl to ,k>
SHIP anil HOUSF
PAINTING i'> all it.' branches—both plait, and !
ornamental—at prices that will suit the tina-.
(tar long experiema in the business, and our
1
past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think
j
be a sufficient, guaranty that woik entrusted to „'
will be faithfully doin'. Consult ns before
going j
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Works, lii-l,

i: v i: r v

Chill*

Iom-h.C lironir

lftiarrh<M‘a,

GityCAFTAIRRichmond, PAINTERS!
O. KILBY,
linilro.td \YImri, I5<>rii;uul

up tlie;
Cures

down,

l>roj»«y.

ty.
and

POOR & WELSH

of

WILL LLAVi:

subscriber hereby gives public notice to .'ill
concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and

YOU NOW CAN AT

Vitalizes and Enrich*the lilood, Tones up the

System, iiuihis

HARlDIvV BLOCK, Belfast, Me,
S T M A M K j’

liEOoDi

THE PERUVIAN SYEIT
fZ >'yy \ M EI

Qu I

7

WALLACE,

Attorney

week:

THE

! \

-———

rr~—
PA LMA M

business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

OF

I-or sale bv all Druggists, price one
bottle. Liberal discount to the trade.

"l'Hi;

ruin

(9

FOR

THE

I IKO\

SUI GENERIS.

,

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Oflicoformerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

l—*

Boots & Shoes T1IE

SUITINGS!

Gents

WINTER

Attorney

Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias

P

of

s i-: 1.1, i x (.;

a 11 k

Custom Work

C

P

0

*•

The Best I*hice to Buy’
H. H.

i

H

u

To tin- Honorable
of Waldo:

THE FRENCH PILL

Yokk. Dec.
The gang ol
burglars anil outlaws who planned
loan' daring robberies amt
burglaries
on the line ot the Hudson river last summr". aia.l who have plundered railroad
trains in that neighborhood lor some two
-IS ATp ist.batiling and defying the police,
at i:i'I been discovered and hunted
: Jair', thanks
mainly to some very
o'.! i;
and per'istent detective work,
No. 13 MAIN STREET,
vy, the Cold Spring receiver ol stolen Who has on hand a
large stock of Boot.-, Shoes and
I-, lias been arrested and is held in
Rubbers, direct from the Manufacturers, suited to
■a.i : and
’onwav, the leader ot one Fall and Winter Wear, among which are 1 adb-C
and Misses’ Cloth, Kid and Goat Button P.<>
uI all
gang', a id one of the boldest and grades, including the celebrated
waiic'i ol all, is in jail in Home. Oneida
j: I) w i x c
ii r it t s
i.
where he has turned State evi■
Mont ol the others are known,
and their capture is confidently expected, French Kid & Goat Button Scots
lac work ol ierreting them out and
For Ladies wear. The BEST IN NIK YYoRLD.
pro—ALSObing evidence sufficient to convict them
vasa labor
of time.
One of the most
Woolen Boots
:!in 1 detectives in the country devoted
himself to it. Assuming the character ot Goat Foxed, for Winter, the warmest boot out.
Pegged Leather Work of all kinds at low prices.
a tliii l and cracksman, he formed the aeAlso Mens’, Boys’ and Youths’Boots of all kinds,
on balance of Isaac Levy, the Cold
Spring thick, kip and calf. Also
adventurer, and others who were suspected "f oinplicity, and slowly and carefully
ingratiated himselt into their confidence,
DONE TO ORDER AT
t inmigli them lie became acquainted with
S H O R T
N O T I C K
ithers.was told their plans and their modes
ol working, heard numerous schemes of
ALL FOR
robbery, burglary, and even arson and
murder, himself suggested other enterprise.-. thus drawing them out still further
FORdiscovered the perpetrators of many of the
crime' of the past two years, and out ot
their own mouths obtain the evidence to
prove their guilt. The detective won the
&e-ni;.Vi:.\nu:r, the /•/. ice,.
entire confidence of Levy, although Levy’s
wife lbra time suspected him. Levy is And call before you buy, at
rather a young man, good looking, and is
Pi.
tlie owner of tour places ol business in Pi.
No. 1:1 Main Street, Belfast, Maim-.
i "Id
located
on
the
main
together
Spring,
Nov. 1st, 1S7.J.—L’mlS
street, close by the railroad track. From
Levy the deetective learned that three
men in Poughkeepsie were in the practice
of robbing freight cars on the Hudson
River Railroad, between New York and
*
Poughkeepsie, and selling their plunder
to him. On one occasion they threw a
YOU PURCHASE YOUR
bundle worth several thousand dollars
from the cars in front of Levy’s iiousc, instead ot into the yard. The robbery of the
Hudson River Railroad llagman the detective lound to have been the work of a
notorious cracksman named Conroy. The
flagman was seen by one of Levy’s “canvassers’’ counting §8000 in greenbacks,
COME AND SEE MY STOCK OF
one evening, in his shanty.
Soon afterward Conroy, with live ot the Bowery
gang, made a descent upon the shanty.
Conroy arrived lirst, and bound and gagged the llagman and his wife; but they
tumid only a lew hundred dollars in gold,
and they retired disappointed. They were
consisting of a GOOD VARIETY of
arrested lor the robbery,but were discharged lor want ol evidence. Anoth.r scheme
Overcoatings, Worsted CoatLevy had in view lor this winter was the
robbery ot the Fishkill Bank in Fishkill
ings and Broadcloths, Doevillage, the plan being to enter the bank
at noon, when all the bank’s officers would
skins, Pantaloon Goods,
be at dinner save one, and to bind and gag
him. The robbery of the safes in the Cold
With a tine Assortment of
Spring foundry also appears to have been
The
In'
of
the
Levy.
planned
robbery
Cold Spring Town Collector, who was exof
pected about the close next January to
have §15,000 in his house, is among the
For Men and Boys Wear,
plots which Levy is said unwittingly to All of which T will SELL, CUT or MANUFACTURE
have revealed to the detectives that have to
Order in as GOOD STYLE and Warranted Perbeen shadowing him. His detection and fect Satisfaction as can be had elsewhere lor tin*
arrest are considered alone sufficient 'to money.
pay for all the work that has been expendI have also just received a line Assortment of
ed. He is said to have been the only receiver of stolen goods between New York
and Troy, and to have been one of the
most dangerous, and so shrewd as to
CoUars, Scarfs, Hosiery, Susmake his detection a work of great diffiThe
who
robbed
the
vaculty.
burglars
penders, Fine Shirts, &c.,
rious dwellings along the Highlands, last
And invite you all to call and examine.
summer, were all Irom New York, and
mainly members ol the so-called Bowery
and Tenth avenue gangs.
These are
L
broken up, and their members arc mark- Pi
LORD,
ed men.
Williamson Block, Belfast,
.\i,u
musk oil

many is

preparation is presented to my
1
ire.
r.d<u>ed by s< responsible a firm as Messrs.
We-'k-x Potter. 1 am hound to give it a fair and nnp:‘ejudieed trial, ami when sueh trial results in a

‘ei

Masked

by

and

When, therefore,

Philadelphia.

SAFE. I'.C<

©

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second
Tiic.-da) of
December, A. 1). ls?f>.

of uninterrupted Cures
effected with it by a wellknown Boston Physician.

a

1 )>Y' llo\I \\« Y

—

how

series

month to energetic men and women
IX
Business hoitorahle.
over) where.
CEI.SH'K M'F’G CO., 15! Michigan ave., Chicago.

eOAO

-.

ihii

PAPER FASHIONS.
Catalogue.

The BoBt Patterns made. Send5cts. for
A cents

showing

as

CATARRH.
A

cription.

—

case

of bis name
<'«•««* So. 11.—This is the case of a man in tin*
prime of life who had contracted thisuiseasethrougb
a bad cold six years ago.
Favored by a scrofulous
condition of the blood, the disease sent its acid poison
into every part of the system, so that when he
commenced the use of S.\M ono’s Kadicai. ( I KK
it had become one ol the worst cases ever experienced by any living man. Tin* discharge at
night
wa- thick, putrid, streaked with blood, and so ex
re--i\.
in quantity as to discharge itself
upon the
and
pillow during sleep,
collecting in quantities in
hi" throat, would, at the point of strangulation,
wake him. Several times each night he was obliged
') P >
up titt'l partially clear his nostrils and throat
before lie could sleep.. From the use of the first
b oth of the Kadieal Cure to the present, the cure
!ia> been gradual, satisfactory, and permanet. Hi*
has used in all twelve bottles, and now experiences
no return ot the discharge nor any of its
disagreeable
symptoms, beside- enjoying unusually good health
oterwise.

Liberal Terms cf Exchanged Second-hand
Machines cf every des-

••

following

frightful this disease may become, and as a convincing proof of the value of S vni oi:i»’s Kadk ai. < t i:k
as a reliable remedy tor its cure even in cases of the
greatest severity. We regret that from motives of
delicacy, the gentleman declined to permit the use

SEWING

■

•-

W. KIN"

DOMESTtO

i-

eg

From the well-known maker of Yale's
Mammoth Tent.
<ienflemcn,—1 have suffered ten years from the
v.
>; forms of Acute Catarrh, or ( old in the
Head,

that over alllieted mortal man. Whenever I took a
lrc'h cold it would settle in niv head,
causing the
nio't violent sneezing,
accompanied by excessive
discharges from my eyes and nose, l-'or days and
days my suiiVi ing would be intense, and finally set
tliug in my loins and bowels would render my life
miserable for a month. Never, during all my suffering", wa I able to obtain even temporary relief
lroi.i any medicine lever tried. Three weeks ago,
w hile
suffering from the worst attack 1 ever had, 1
procured a bottle ofS \\iokd\s Kahh ai. CriiK kok
( a
.until.
I he relief from the first dose was so
gratilying that I would willingly have given one
hundred dollars to obtain it. A few doses completely
cured me.
.My bead has since been perfectly free
fioin mucous accumulations, my breathing easy, and
not a symptom of trouble about
my back and bowels
ha." presented itself. Its effects in my case has been
trulv remaikable. Very respectful!v,
H. M. VALE,
•ail and \ wning Maker, ! South Market St.

|

+3

E. J O HNS O N

—

and will give £l,OO0 lor a case it will not benefit. A
bottle sent free to all addressing .1. E. I >1 Bill.El
Chemist, (Mire : B>5> Broadway, New York.

■

■

CURE.

IT nAS CURED THOUSANDS

MA

Would willingly have given one
hundred dollars for the relief
obtained from the first dose.

We select the

G.

M

Betties.

epilepsy]

Firs &

Pro Bono Publico.

CATARRH.

A Remarkable Case of Catarrh
Cured by the use of Twelve

IJctu 3>bbcrtiscmcnts.

!»

it' '\

11

A banquet was held at Centennial Hall,
Philadelphia, Saturday, in honor of the
visiting government oilicials and Congressmen. John C. liullit, presided, lie

Canaries.

iiAia/. mocxtain can a
hand,mid -riling rapidly nt #'_'.norncli.

aii >i:!
oil

H. M. TUUKLOW,
POST OFFICE.

tl iu

yOIICE!

Thr Stockholdrrs «.t't hr ISrlt'nM Foil miry Co.nrr
hrrrln utililit il that llirir nliliuul uirrting lor tin
11oirr i,l Pin nr, s nml I" transact any other lm-i
llr llrl.l
,,,— that linn Irgallr rulilr lirforr them,will
Friilay. Ptw. :11st, Ml
Ut Ihrir other. Nil. m'. Main M
1C.
ABBOTT, Secy.
g oN'Inrk P- M
Itrlfast, lIrr. II), l-lUlV-'l

^TOIICE!

I have givri uiv minor -oil,
shall claim lumr "I his wages
lii. contracting lifter this

Milgar, his timr mid
and pay no debt* “■

tll‘^|>ul,w

Be careful of your Kyes.

„L

rl,Ku.

.5\v:U*

Searsiuont, l>ec. 11,

Calvin IIkkv

* v

,nuk

conditions ol tl"
best stock in this secti*'1
eyes. Always on hand the
of the State, of superior l*n<« s,iu gold. silver,
and rubber bow
u

specialty

of

fitting glasses

~.

to

all

